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ABSTRACT
In open-ended learning environments, learners need to formulate questions, 
identify needs and find relevant resources. Finding relevant resources is an 
information-seeking problem, a type of ill-structured problem that can benefit from 
research studies that focus on ways to promote metacognitive skills.
The purpose of this study was to investigate and compare the effectiveness of 
an advance organizer containing question prompts in information seeking in terms of 
problem-solving strategies, metacognitive facilitation, and search results for college 
students. Researching design elements that could be effective in these problem­
solving environments could also benefit other learning environments that share the 
similar characteristics of being ill-structured or open-ended.
Six graduate students volunteered and participated in this comparative case 
study. The participants were randomly divided into two groups: one group searched 
an instructional technology open-ended problem using a print-based advance organizer 
and the other searched the same problem without the instructional aid. Data collected 
from talk-aloud audio recordings, video screen captures, and follow-up interviews 
were analyzed for themes and patterns.
The results of this study support the ability of question prompts to facilitate 
questioning and reflection during the information-seeking problem-solving process.
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The advance organizer caused participants to slow down and think about their search, 
particularly in the beginning and end of the search process. Based on the results of the 
study, design recommendations for the advance organizer and search interfaces have 
been proposed.
Common themes in searching strategies such as concern for finding the right 
key words and progressive refinement were supported but the effects o f unfamiliar or 
unintuitive aspects of the searching environment demonstrated how these issues play a 
major role in searchers’ overall experience even with an instructional intervention.
The instructional aid in its current design may be more effective as an exercise, 
worked problem, or with explicit instructions; however, as a self-instructing 
instructional aid, user characteristics played a major role in how the instrument was 
used. This user perspective is a recommended focus of future studies.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Web-based hypermedia resources, particularly those used for finding 
information, are becoming a common component o f teaching on our college 
campuses. Searching for information is also part of open-ended learning environments 
(OELE) (Oliver & Hannafm, 2000). OELEs make use of information environments, 
such as the World Wide Web, giving learners access to vast amounts of information 
for investigating open-ended problems (Rakes, 1996). However, there may be the 
tendency to view the searching of online resources as just a process or procedure when 
in fact using these information environments is an information-seeking problem 
requiring problem-solving skills. The term “information seeking” or “information 
searching” is used rather than “information retrieval” as it better describes the implied 
high-level cognitive processing associated with problem solving (Marchionini, 1995). 
Information seeking can be viewed as an ill-structured problem where one or more of 
the aspects of the problem are not well defined, the information needed to solve the 
problem is not contained in the problem statement, and multiple solutions or solution 
paths are possible (Jonassen, 2000). It is also characterized as a complex cognitive 
skill (Brand-Gruwell, Wopereis, & Vermetten, 2005). Metacognitive activities have 
been found to guide the problem-solving process (Ge, Chen, & Davis, 2005; Ge &
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2Land, 2004) and several types of instructional aids have been shown to facilitate 
metacognitive skills such as self-evaluation and reflection during problem solving 
(Azevedo & Cromley, 2004; Azevedo, Cromley, & Siebert, 2004, Nilsson & Mayer, 
2002; Zumbach & Reimann, 2002). Therefore, elements designed to facilitate 
metacognitive skills have the potential to help learners with their information-seeking 
strategies and help learners use critical thinking skills to adapt their searching 
strategies to the problem and the information they receive or generate (Jonassen,
1997).
In this study, design elements refer to tools or aids that can be a component of 
or used in information-rich open-ended environments and have the potential to help 
learners effectively solve ill-structured information-searching problems. Examples of 
design elements that have been shown to help learners in online learning environments 
are teaching self-regulating learning skills (Azevedo & Cromley, 2004), scaffolding 
(Azevedo et ah, 2004), goal orientation (Zumbach & Reimann, 2002), graphical aids 
(Nilsson & Mayer, 2002), and question prompt scaffolding (Ge et al., 2005). These 
design elements appear to take advantage of existing mental models, facilitate self- 
evaluation and reflection, or both that support learning as well as help learners 
navigate the learning environment. Furthermore, studies have shown that overviews 
or similar learning aids help readers in hypertext environments structure information 
(Dee-Lucas, 1996; Dee-Lucas & Larkin, 1995; Derry, 1984). If information is 
minimally structured, students are allowed to impose their own organization and a
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3mental model on which the learner can anchor new information is created (Dee-Lucas 
& Larkin, 1995). One type of overview is an advance organizer.
Advance organizers in noncomputer environments have been found to be an 
effective way to establish the cognitive structure on which learners can anchor new 
learning (Ausubel, 1960). Mayer’s (1979) analysis of 44 published research studies 
concluded that advance organizers were effective with poorly organized printed text 
and for learners lacking prerequisite knowledge. Likewise, McManus (2000) found 
advance organizers of short paragraphs introducing new information and linking 
upcoming information to prior knowledge or instruction to be effective in nonlinear, 
web-based hypermedia environments. He suggested that this might be a design 
element to consider to “help the learners activate prior knowledge and organize the 
information presented” (p. 247).
There seems to be debate about the effectiveness, study validity, and design of 
advance organizers (Ausubel, 1978; Barnes & Clawson, 1975; Hartley & Davies,
1976; Luiten, Ames, & Ackerson, 1980; Mayer, 1979). However, research does 
suggest that advance organizers can be used in a learning situation that needs a 
conceptual framework. Learners can use such a framework to clarify the task ahead 
and integrate new information into what they already know. This is described as 
“ideational scaffolding” where a design element such as an advance organizer is used 
“to provide an appropriate conceptual foundation or skeleton for relating new 
material” (Jonassen, Beissner, & Yacci, 1993, p. 190). An advance organizer, 
presented before an information-searching problem, which provides such a conceptual
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
4framework, has the potential to help learners figure out where to go and what to do—a 
major issue in online searching environments.
Online searching problems constitute any problem that requires the learner to 
formulate and execute a search strategy using online resources to retrieve information 
in the context of learning or accomplishing a specified goal or task. Online searching 
can be a component of both formal and informal instruction in online or traditional 
settings. It can be part of an information literacy class or an assignment, such as a 
project or paper, for a course in any academic discipline or learning situation. OELEs 
often make use of online searching environments to expand the possible types and 
areas o f investigation (Hill, 1999). These online search environments such as the 
World Wide Web, CD-ROMs, and databases allow students to search and browse 
information on almost any topic (Rakes, 1996). Such environments are not limited to 
academia, but for the purpose of this study, the focus will be the academic experience. 
Issues in this environment include learners not finding enough relevant information as 
well as typical problem-solving issues such as defining goals, formulating strategies, 
and evaluating outcomes (Brand-Gruwel et al., 2005).
It is not difficult to imagine the problems learners have with online searching 
environments. The perception seems to be that searching is just a process and not a 
problem that needs to be solved. An analysis of over a million web queries revealed 
that queries were simple, incorporated very few words, and searchers used very few 
advanced features (Spink, Wolfram, Jansen, & Saracevic, 2001). This is not 
surprising since pathfinders, written instruction sheets that are inclined to orient the
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5user to conform to the needs of a specific online search engine and follow a prescribed 
search path or process (Hemmig, 2005), are commonly used for research instruction. 
Furthermore, professors may underestimate the need for instruction in information 
searching, profess to have the qualifications to teach the process themselves but are 
inadequate to the task, or routinely decline offers of a research instruction session for 
their classes because of time constraints (Sinn, 1998, 2000). These environments 
routinely become one of self-directed learning by the student (Oliver & Hannafin, 
2000).
In open-ended learning environments, “students learn from his or her own 
interactions with a wide range of learning resources rather than from class exposure” 
(Rakes, 1996, p. 52). Learners need to formulate questions, identify needs and find 
relevant resources. These are all part of essential critical thinking skills (Rakes, 1996). 
However, students have problems managing the metacognitive and strategic demands 
of these environments (Hill & Hannafin, 1997). Current studies of automated 
assistance (Jansen, 2005), scaffolding (Azevedo et al., 2004), and anchored instruction 
(Halttunen & Jarvelin, 2005) reveal that these instructional design elements can 
improve the search process.
Historically, much of the research on information-seeking behavior in libraries 
has concentrated primarily on the study of people’s interaction with specific 
information sources and systems (Tomaiuolo, 1998). This focus reflects the teaching 
pedagogy of library research instruction. The immediacy of need and constraints of 
time routinely cause the focus to be on the process of searching a specific database or
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6use o f a specific search engine rather than teaching broader concepts and fostering 
metacognitive skills. With a realization that there is a need to focus attention on search 
planning, search development, and facilitating better search strategies, the research 
agenda has changed (Weber & Johnston, 2002).
The Problem Statement 
There is a need for research studies focusing on ways to promote 
metacognitive skills since ill-structured problem solving, such as information seeking, 
has higher demands for cognitive and metacognitive abilities (Ge & Land, 2004).
Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study was to investigate and compare the effectiveness of 
an advance organizer containing question prompts in information searching, an 
activity common in open-ended learning environments, in terms of problem-solving 
strategy, metacognitive facilitation, and search results for college students.
Researching design elements that could be effective in these problem-solving 
environments could also benefit other learning environments that share the similar 
characteristics of being ill-structured or open-ended.
Research Questions
1. How do subjects approach the problem-solving process during an online 
searching problem?
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
72. What metacognitive strategies are used during an online searching 
problem?
3. How do subjects make use of an advance organizer using question prompts 
during an online searching problem?
4. How does the use of an advance organizer using question prompts compare 
to no advance organizer in terms of the search strategy used, metacognitive strategies, 
and search results during an online searching problem?
Significance of the Study
Information searching is a component of open-ended learning environments 
where learners have access to an overwhelming number of online resources to 
investigate open-ended problems. Information searching is also becoming an 
important component of information literacy that is now becoming part of educational 
assessment at many colleges and universities (Johnson & Webber, 2003). Studying 
the effects of design elements, such as advance organizers using question prompts that 
can be used in information searching environments, has the potential to increase our 
understanding in three areas. The effectiveness of these specific design elements can 
be evaluated, the understanding of ways to foster metacognition during information- 
seeking tasks can be increased, and instructional designers can gain insights into 
designing more effective online learning environments. Based on the outcomes of this 
study future studies can investigate the applicability of this type of advance organizer
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
8in authentic learning situations, in different problem-solving environments, in different 
types o f online learning environments, and with different learning populations.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
This study draws its theoretical basis from the fields of instructional 
technology, library and information science, and problem solving. The concept that 
information seeking is a problem and not just a process is the basis for this study’s 
framework. Within the sphere of learning, information seeking can also be a part of 
open-ended learning environments and open-ended problems (Oliver & Hannafin, 
2000). To describe the implied high-level cognitive processing associated with 
problem solving, the term “information seeking” or “information searching” is used 
rather than “information retrieval” (Marchionini, 1995).
A review of the literature will show that information seeking, a component of 
open-ended learning environments, is an ill-structured problem and ill-structured 
problems can benefit from tools, aids, or both (Ge et al., 2005; Ge & Land, 2003, 
2004; Oliver & Hannafin, 2000). This review will include research studies that have 
addressed the effectiveness of design elements that facilitate metacognition since 
metacognition is an important part of the problem-solving process. The focus will be 
on one particular design element, an advance organizer using question prompts, that 
has the potential to be effective in these environments by facilitating metacognition 
that directs the search process and affects the subsequent search outcomes.
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Information Seeking 
Information seeking using the Internet and electronic databases is an integral 
part of our college learning environments. Information seeking is a “process in which 
humans purposefully engage in order to change their state of knowledge”
(Marchionini, 1995, p. 5). Searching is the actual behavior one engages in during 
information seeking. It is like problem solving because it involves high-level 
cognitive processes. A problem is simply an unknown entity in some situation and it 
is of value to someone to find the unknown. Finding the unknown is the problem­
solving process (Jonassen, 2000).
Information seeking is an ill-structured problem. Ill-structured problems differ 
from well-structured ones in that they do not have clear solutions and the information 
needed to solve them does not appear in the problem statement (Chi & Glaser, 1985). 
They also do not intentionally teach facts. Students find, frame, and resolve problems 
that may not have a definite answer. This is characteristic of information seeking 
where the learner typically has a self-defined or broadly defined problem or topic that 
requires them to search for relevant information.
Open-ended learning environments also incorporate information seeking. The 
openness in these environments refers to both the learning goals and how learners 
pursue these goals. Goals can be externally specified, externally motivated, or 
uniquely generated. In each case, an individual determines what to do depending on 
his or her unique needs, perceptions, and experiences. Each learner distinguishes what
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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they know from what they do not know and identifies the resources available that can 
be used to support their learning efforts (Land & Hannafm, 1996).
Information Problem Models 
A problem that requires information in order for it to be solved has been called 
an information problem (Eisenberg & Berkowitz, 1990). Several researchers have 
studied the behaviors and skills associated with information seeking that are used to 
solve information problems (Kuhlthau, 1993; Marchionini, 1989; Stripling & Pitts, 
1988). Three well-known models of the research process have been proposed from 
this research: the search process model (Kuhlthau, 1993), the research process model 
(Stripling & Pitts, 1988), and the Big6 (Eisenberg & Berkowitz, 1990).
Kuhlthau (1993) developed her search process model from studying the 
thoughts, feelings, and actions associated with the information-seeking process. In the 
model, people begin their search being uncertain. As they progress through the search 
they become optimistic, which can lead to confusion, clarity, and then confidence, 
ending with satisfaction or disappointment. There is also a cognitive aspect where a 
searcher starts with vague thoughts, but as he or she progresses through the search 
process, their thoughts become more focused (Kuhlthau, 1991).
The model proposed by Stripling and Pitts (1988) focused specifically on the 
writing process. Their 10-step research process model prescribed a method for writing 
research papers and outlined decision-making strategies to use during research and 
writing as well as offered ways to help students identify existing mental models.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Similarly, Eisenberg and Berkowitz (1990), concerned with research skills, 
developed a six-step process based on Bloom’s Taxonomy that followed thinking 
skills from lower to higher order skills. These six steps, called the Big6, included task 
definition, information-seeking strategies, location and access, use of information, 
synthesis, and evaluation, which are further divided into substeps.
More recently, Brand-Gruwel et al. (2005) studied both novices and experts as 
they solved an information problem and defined sets of skills and sub-skills. Four 
skills found to be important in the problem-solving process were defining the problem, 
elaborating on and in-depth processing of the problem, judging relevance of 
information, and regulating or monitoring the problem-solving process. This model 
was similar to the previous models (e.g., Eisenberg & Berkowitz, 1990; Kuhlthau, 
2004; Stripling & Pitts, 1988); however, Brand-Gruwell et al. (2005) stressed the 
importance of including the metacognitive strategies and skills that they observed 
during searching. This problem-solving process parallels the problem-solving process 
defined by Glick (1986) that divides problem solving into four stages: problem 
representation, problem construction, solution searching, and solution implementation. 
These stages include metacognitive strategies. In the construction stage, the learner 
defines the goal and searches for existing relevant schema. When there is a lack of 
appropriate schema, the learner proceeds to invoke a planning strategy, which includes 
breaking down the problem into sub-problems. Learners may use other metacognitive 
strategies throughout the solution stages, such as monitoring progress toward their 
goals (Glick, 1986).
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These models of problem solving have influenced the teaching o f research and 
information-seeking skills. Based on her research, Kuhlthau (2004) developed a 
seven-stage model to guide this instructional environment. This model included the 
stages of task initiation, topic selection, prefocus exploration, focus formulation, 
information collection, search closure, and the start of writing. The Stripling and Pitts 
(1988) model or “thinking frame” (p .19) was intended to be a step-by-step model to 
instruct students how to think about research in an explicit manner rather than guide 
the instructional environment. Conversely, the Big6 (Eisenberg & Berkowitz, 1990) 
was intended to act as a metacognitive scaffold for teaching information problem­
solving skills. It is comprised of a series of lessons, exercises, and related material 
that teachers can integrate into the K-12 curriculum as well as foster collaboration 
with library media specialists.
A case has been made for instructional approaches that are conceptual rather 
than procedural when teaching information seeking. When studying the benefits of 
training students with a conceptual model versus a procedural model for searching in 
an online prototype catalog, Borgman (1999) found that conceptual model-based 
training was “not always superior. The challenge of delineating when it is superior 
remains” (p. 449). Nevertheless, MacPherson (2002) later validated this conceptual 
instruction approach in her study of 254 first-year undergraduate students. She 
compared a concept-based approach to a traditional skills-demonstration approach 
when teaching basic information retrieval. MacPherson (2004) then developed 
inductively and tested deductively a two-stage model of information searching using
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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undergraduate university students in Australia. The results of the study not only 
supported the two-stage model but also showed an improved knowledge of the search 
process by students when concept-based teaching tools were used.
MacPherson’s (2004) two-stage model of the search process consists of 
declarative (concepts and facts) and procedural (a series of steps used to negotiate the 
“problem space”) knowledge. Therefore, retrieving information from online 
environments, such as electronic databases and the World Wide Web, can be 
considered a two-stage problem-solving process. The first stage is recognition, where 
the learner analyzes the problem and identifies issues before executing a search. This 
is declarative knowledge as learners search their existing schema for concepts that 
match the problem. The second stage is the actual performance of the search, which 
involves formulating search strategies, conducting the search, and evaluating the 
information that is found.
Other characteristics of the information-seeking problem-solving process are 
that it is typically an iterative process and there can be sub-processes (Marchionini, 
1995) and feedback loops (Spink, 1997). There is the potential for the information 
gained to change the learner’s existing schema or modify her or his ideas. This is in 
accordance with Kuhlthau’s (2004) “constructivist” view offered in her Information 
Search Process (ISP) model where each decision point can be a time when the 
direction o f the search may change.
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Fostering Metacognition
Metacognition is thinking about thinking. Flavell (1979) viewed it as learners’
knowledge of their cognition. It is related to the learners’ knowledge, awareness, and
control of the processes by which they learn (Brown, 1987). This includes being
aware of cognitive activities and being able to monitor and control these activities. “It
requires an element of judgment that is essential in comparing, assessing, and
evaluating the content or process of one’s learning” (Weinert & Kluwe, 1987, p 371).
This self-evaluating is a judgment-laden reflective feedback enabling the learner to
perform an informed action to rectify a situation, the concept of self-management
(Weinert & Kluwe, 1987):
Metacognition reflection involves the critical revisiting of the learning process 
in the sense of noting important points of the procedures followed, 
acknowledging mistakes made on the way, identifying relationships, and 
tracing connections between initial understanding and learning outcome, (p. 
371)
In search activities, Land and Greene (2000) define metacognition as the 
“process of reflecting on, monitoring the effectiveness of the search process and then 
refining the process when necessary” (p. 57). Similarly, Hill and Hannafin (1997) 
define metacognition in online learning from the Web as “the awareness of one’s 
cognitive processes.” Searching strategies include scanning, searching, questioning, 
chunking, generating hypotheses, and making decisions (Flavell, 1979; Kozma,
1988). “Metacognition fills a unique niche in the self-regulatory phylum, by 
providing domain-general knowledge and regulatory skills that enable individuals to 
control cognition in multiple domains” (Schraw, 1998, p.l 18).
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One way to support the process of metacognitive reflection is by prompting 
learners to explain and evaluate what they are doing before, during, and after problem­
solving processes. This includes the use of guides, questions, or both that help 
learners understand and track their mental processes. These are not procedures but 
instructional aids that help learners attend to aspects of the learning process and 
understand the reasons behind their actions (Lin & Lehman, 1999). This is especially 
important in situations where learners have the potential to look for an immediate 
solution without taking the time to think about the process or outcomes, a behavior 
characteristic of information seeking where searchers use trivial and at times 
ineffective strategies (Nachmias & Gilad, 2002).
The use of question prompts as a metacognitive instructional design strategy 
has been proven effective (King, 1991a, 1991b, 1992, 1994; Schoenfeld, 1985). 
Schoenfeld (1985) compared the problem-solving strategies of novices and 
mathematicians. He found that novices spent a lot of time in strategies that headed in 
the wrong direction while mathematicians spent time evaluating their strategy and 
stopping to think about thier work. When a course included a self-monitoring 
component where the teacher reminded students to ask themselves questions like 
“What are you doing and why?” students were better able to monitor their 
performance and focus on the process, resulting in improved performance. King 
(1991a) subsequently demonstrated the metacognitive nature of questioning when 
using guided peer questioning in a problem-solving context. The questions were a 
“procedural facilitator” that acted as a prompt to guide the students.
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The act of asking and answering these questions itself may have engaged 
students in the management and monitoring of their own problem solving. In 
effect, the use of those particular questions may have taught the students how 
to be strategic problem solvers. (King, 1991a, p. 315)
King concluded that students might need this sort of guidance to induce strategic 
behavior during problem solving. Asking and answering questions can cause high- 
level thinking.
Other studies have also shown questioning to be an effective strategy to 
improve metacognitve skills (Lin & Lehman, 1999; Mclnerney, Mclnerney, & Marsh, 
1997; Scardamalia, Bereiter, & Steinbach, 1984). Scardamalia et al. (1984) provided a 
metacognitive procedure for learners to check their writing by using open statements 
as a method to facilitate planning and reflection during the creative writing process. In 
the online environment, embedding metacognitive cues in the form of question cues in 
a computer program used for a biology-class laboratory experiment was the focus of 
Lin and Lehman’s 1999 study and similarly Mclnerney et al. (1997) interspersed 
lesson-based questions throughout a lesson on computer theory. As a result, students 
with the metacognitive question cues performed better in problem solving (Lin & 
Lehman, 1999) and providing metacognitive strategies improved student performance 
(Mclnerney et al., 1997; Scardamalia et al., 1984).
A series of studies using question prompt scaffolds to help learners solve ill- 
structured problems (Ge & Land, 2003, 2004) have also shown question prompts to be 
effective in this type of learning environment. In Ge and Land’s (2003) study, 
undergraduate students performed a problem-solving task in information science and 
technology. Students used a list of question prompts mapped to the ill-structured
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problem-solving process as a guide. These prompts were effective in facilitating 
metacognitive activities and guiding the problem-solving process. Davis and Linn 
(2000) observed that learners tended to use prompts as “step-by-step” procedures, 
which led Ge et al. (2005) to extend their previous studies and perform a case study to 
investigate the most effective way to present the prompts, either requiring or not 
requiring a response. It appeared that the questions, along with serving as a 
procedural scaffold, helped learners elaborate on their thinking, define the problem, 
explore alternate solutions, and articulate their reasoning. There also seemed to be no 
difference when the prompts required answers or were optional. Ge et al.’s study was 
different from other recent scaffolding studies (e.g., Azevedo et al., 2004) in that the 
learning environment was web-based and there was no immediate human feedback.
Ge et al. (2005) raised the question as to the effectiveness of forced prompts, 
prompts that require a response, for advanced learners since answering the prompts 
appeared to interfere with their thinking process. Although the researchers concluded 
that question prompts were more effective with less experienced students, it was 
suggested that question prompts might benefit learners of all levels. Experienced 
learners might use the prompts as a checklist while novice learners would benefit from 
their procedural guidance to scaffold problem solving.
Models for using metacognitive prompts to facilitate and improve the search 
process for library research instruction have been proposed (Eisenberg & Berkowitz, 
1990; Stripling & Pitts, 1988). Stripling and Pitts’s ten-step search process model 
included several reflective points that allowed students to think about the process,
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whereas the Big6 developed by Eisenberg and Berkowitz (1990) acts as a 
metacognitive scaffold. The Big6 contains prompts that have been shown to help 
students focus on specific information and parts of their search strategy during 
information-searching tasks (Wolf, Brush, & Saye, 2003). Although these models 
were proposed before the proliferation of online searching environments, recent 
studies have shown that the lack of metacognitive skills can influence searching in 
online environments such as the World Wide Web (Hartman, 2001; Hill & Hannafin,
1997). There is a need to “foster divergent thinking and multiple perspective building 
as well as critical thinking and problem solving” (Hill & Hannafin, 1997, p. 62). In 
online searching environments, “questioning and self-questioning are effective ways 
of promoting self-directed learning” (Hartman, 2001, p. 55).
Open-Ended Learning Environments 
“Information-seeking activities are no longer the sole domain of librarians or 
information scientists, nor must search activities occur in a particular context (i.e., 
library)” (Hill, 1999, p. 5). These activities are now part of a complex environment 
that anyone can use to find the information they need as well as a component of open- 
ended or problem-based learning environments, which students use to advance their 
understanding of a research topic (Barron et al., 1998). Rakes (1996) noted that this 
resource-based learning is a pedagogical approach associated with inquiry-based and 
project-based learning in which “students learn from his or her own interactions with a 
wide range of learning resources rather than from class exposition” (p. 52). The
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components of these open learning environments include a context or background 
information, a need or problem, resources, tools, obvious ways that learners can 
interact with the resources, components that can help learners think about the problem, 
and scaffolds that support learning (Hannafin, 1999).
In these open-ended learning environments that include resource components 
such as the World Wide Web (Rakes, 1996), learners have to be able to recognize and 
use these resources with minimal amounts of support from either the technology itself 
or the complex learning task (Greene & Land, 2000). With the ease of access and 
manipulation of these electronic resources and their rapid proliferation, there has been 
a shift in teaching and learning in these inquiry-centered environments from 
procedural-based instruction to an emphasis on general problem solving and critical 
thinking. However, to access these resources successfully one must also know how to 
use seeking tools effectively, tools that help the learner locate and select relevant 
information.
One of the tools that are used which enables users to locate resources is 
searching. Searching tools include keyword searching, topical indexes, and semantic 
search engines. These tools are a feature in library card catalogs with access points of 
title, author, and subject headings; online databases with sophisticated search engines; 
and web search engines such as Google. These resources can also function as a 
scaffold by identifying and suggesting key concepts and words to use for searching. 
Information-seeking problem-solving skills are important for learner success in these 
environments. At any point in the learning process, the learner may need to determine
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whether they need more resources to reach their goal and figure out how to find these 
resources (Hannafin, 1999; Hill & Hannafin, 2001). Open-ended learning 
environments are not intended to teach particular content but are designed to support 
the individual learner’s need to search and understand. Technology, such as online 
searching, provides a tool to aid learners in constructing their understanding in these 
learning environments that typically use problems, needs, dissonance, controversy, 
and other devices that “induce perspectives to be strengthened, refined, or refuted” 
(Hannafin, 1999).
Advance Organizers 
One type of instructional tool or aid is the advance organizer. An advance 
organizer is a pre-instructional strategy or tool. In a comparison of pre-instructional 
strategies, Hartley and Davies (1976) clarified that the purpose of advance organizers 
is to provide a conceptual framework rather than give a summary o f content, such as a 
pre-instructional overview. “A good advance organizer provides an organized 
conceptual framework that is meaningful to the learner, and that allows the learner to 
relate concepts in the instructional material to elements of the framework” (Mayer, 
1979, p. 162). Therefore, advance organizers can provide a broad framework and 
emphasize context rather than content.
Good organizers include concrete models, analogies or examples, general 
higher order rules, and discussions of the main theme in familiar terms. Poor
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organizers consist of specific factual prequestions, summaries, outlines, and directions
indicating key facts or terms to pay attention to (Ausubel, 2000).
True organizers . . . should not be confused with ordinary introductory 
overviews. The latter are typically written at the same level o f abstraction, 
generality, and inclusiveness as the learning material and achieve their effect 
largely through repetition, condensation, selective emphasis on central 
concepts and pre-familiarization of the learner with certain key words. 
(Ausubel, 1963, p. 81)
True advance organizers are introduced in advance of the learning material and are 
presented at a higher level of abstraction, generality, and inclusiveness. They are 
“selected on the basis of their suitability for explaining, integrating, and interrelating 
the material they precede” (Ausubel, 1963, p. 81).
When applied to online searching, advance organizers could present global 
concepts while also indicating conceptual paths to travel, supplying a structure to 
anchor new concepts. In helping learners understand the overall structure of learning, 
it could also help learners decide where to go and what to do. However, simply 
providing an organizer does not mean that learners will use it to enhance their learning 
and retention (Kloster & Winne, 1989). Derry (1984) suggested that, for learners to 
benefit from an organizer’s ability to promote learning, learners should be instructed 
in how to use the organizer. To accomplish this in online and self-paced environments 
the advance organizer could be made intuitive or self-instructing by using familiar 
visual design elements, incorporating simple instructions, and avoiding the use of 
searching jargon.
The advance organizer’s effectiveness finds its basis in assimilation encoding 
theory. Assimilation encoding theory proposes that the learning phase of new ideas
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consists of selectively relating the new ideas to relevant, more general, and existing 
ideas that we already have in our cognitive structures. New ideas interact with these 
relevant “anchoring” ideas. Meaning is the product of this interaction and the new 
ideas are stored and organized in memory with their corresponding anchoring ideas 
(Ausubel, 2000):
An advance organizer is a pedagogical device that helps implement these 
principles by bridging the gap between what the learner already knows and 
what he needs to know if he is to learn new material most actively and 
expeditiously, (p. 11)
Simply put, the advance organizer helps learners relate new material to existing
knowledge and supplies the learner with a new cognitive structure on which to anchor
new information (Mayer & Greeno, 1972). Other cognitive theories such as Kintsch’s
(1986) situation model and Wittrock’s (1974) generative learning model also suggest
that these types of aids are effective because they provide a structure for new
information to be meaningfully integrated and encoded.
Mayer (1979) performed a meta-analysis of the advance organizer literature
and from the analysis of 44 published research studies concluded that there was a
small but consistent advantage for the advance organizer groups. “Twenty years of
research on advance organizers has clearly shown that advance organizers can affect
learning, and the conditions under which organizers are most likely to affect learning
can be specified” (Mayer, 1979, p. 160). Advance organizers were less effective if the
material presented was familiar or for higher ability learners. Based on Assimilation
Theory, a learner presented with familiar or well-integrated material may be able to
locate and use his or her own “advance organizer” found in memory without using the
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instructional aid, causing it to be less effective. Therefore, high-ability learners may 
not benefit as much from advance organizers because they have existing anchoring 
ideas and have learned how to use them.
Since Ausubel’s (1960) classic study of undergraduate students using an 
expository advance organizer, a type of advance organizer which provides the basic or 
important concepts of new material at the highest level of generalization, when 
learning from text, other studies have shown that advance organizers can promote 
learning when used appropriately and correctly (Dee-Lucas & Larkin, 1995; Kloster & 
Winne, 1989). Kloster and Winne (1989) traced 227 high-school math students’ use 
o f information in expository, analogy, and outline organizers and concluded that 
advance organizers provided a framework to help learners structure information. 
Likewise, Dee-Lucas and Larkin (1995) compared the use of structured and 
unstructured interactive overviews on a hypertext of electrical force and charge and 
found that undergraduate readers in the study worked more efficiently when there was 
a structured hierarchical overview map showing relationships rather than an 
alphabetical list. The hierarchical map facilitated the development of a mental model 
of the text structure. In both studies, the effectiveness of the organizers depended on 
the learner’s ability to relate new information to the organizer.
To date, most of the research on advance organizers has focused on print and 
class presentations. Chalmers’s (2003) literature review of disorientation in computer- 
based environments concluded that it might be intuitive and reasonable to assume that 
research in traditional teaching methods may transfer to computer-assisted
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environments. However, it is important to continue research in hypermedia learning 
environments to determine whether long-held theories, such as advance organizers, 
apply in these computer-based environments. As with any aid or tool, especially in 
online environments where learners have control of where they go and what they do, 
inclusion o f aids and tools such as advance organizers does not ensure accurate and 
appropriate use.
When looking at the literature and the design of an advance organizer, the
question may arise as to whether the proposed tool for this study is actually a scaffold.
Pea (2004) and Sherin, Reiser, and Edelson (2004) discussed the difference between a
scaffold based on the classical definition of Vygotsky (1978) and application to
psychology by Wood, Bruner, and Ross (1976) with our uses of the term today.
Vygostky’s definition deals with the concept of the zone of proximal development, the
zone of activity in which a person can produce with assistance what they cannot
produce alone. The assistance has been termed “scaffolding.” In Wood et al.’s (1976)
article, scaffolding refers to the interactions between a tutor or adult and a child
performing a task that the child cannot perform on his or her own. The adult help is
removed over time until the child can perform without assistance or becomes self-
sufficient, a process termed “fading.” Today the definition is broader and includes
tools, such as note cards, diagrams, and computer software. Many of these “learning
artifacts” are “designed to scaffold” and may or may not include the concept of fading,
which is an important component of the classical definition (Pea, 2004):
As computer tools have become increasingly used for supporting learning and 
educational processes in school and beyond, the concept of scaffolding has
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been more commonly employed to describe what features of computer tools 
and the processes employing them are doing for learning, (p. 429)
Scaffolding is a concept in instructional design. It includes cultural tools and
scaffolds created by a learner or others to help perform activities that are error prone,
challenging, or impossible without the support (Pea, 2004). For the purpose of this
study, an advance organizer is a type of learning artifact that can support, or scaffold,
the learning of individuals (Sherin et al., 2004).
Tools in Search Environments 
Instructional devices or tools to help learners search and self-direct their 
learning are not new to search environments. A pathfinder approach for search 
instruction, developed in the 1960’s by Knapp (1966), continues to be used as a 
support for teaching novice researchers how to find their way around library resources. 
These traditionally print user guides are designed to lead users through a series of 
resources, instruct users in how to use the sources, and help facilitate the 
understanding of relationships between the sources. Pathfinders are not intended to 
help users construct meaning or solve problems. Even though these guides are 
intended to help users do more than just retrieve information, the guides tend to be 
system centered, offering a plan of action or guide for students as they navigate. They 
are inclined to reorient the user to conform to the needs of the system and follow a 
prescribed path or process (Hemrnig, 2005). It is “literally a map for locating 
important information destinations with street signs and helpful hints along the way” 
(Kuntz, 2003, p. 13). Except for applying general usability principles for web page
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layout when making these printed guides accessible online, guidelines have not been 
established for making this largely print resource an integrated part of current online 
searching environments (Hemrnig, 2005).
Searching is considered a searching-by-exploring cognitive activity where 
there are general goals or problem solving that require learner initiative, a cognitive 
activity that could benefit from help devices (Tricot, Pierre-Demarcy & Boussarghini, 
2000). This activity is also frequently self-directed (Oliver & Hannafin, 2000).
Studies have shown that these self-directed problem-based learning environments can 
benefit from the application of tools and aids with and without the benefit of formal 
instruction (Ge et al., 2005; Ge & Land, 2003; Oliver & Hannafin, 2000).
Furthermore, Goldman’s (1996) study concluded that giving information about 
relationships between the hypermedia nodes or asking questions that require reflection 
in these nonlinear exploratory environments could promote information-seeking 
problem-solving metacognitive skills. Using question prompts, an advance organizer, 
is one type of help device that has the potential to aid learners and foster reflection and 
self-questioning in this frequently self-directed learning activity.
Since searching also has a procedural component, learning or structural aids 
should support the conceptual as well as the underlying procedural aspect of these 
learning environments. Trumpower and Goldsmith’s (2004) study extended previous 
studies of instructional aids for procedural learning (Byrnes, 1992; Patel, Drury, & 
Shalin, 1998; Shapiro, 1999; Tennyson & Cocchiarella, 1986). The researchers 
showed that well-structured interactive overviews presenting an expert’s conceptual
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structure o f what needed to be learned facilitated the transfer of knowledge to a 
procedural task that requires integration and elaboration of the learned material. In 
their study of college students presented with different interactive overviews of 
computer programming concepts, the expert’s conceptual overviews were better able 
to convey the organization structure without direct instruction. With the conceptual 
overview, learners developed more expert-like knowledge structures. The learners 
were then able to integrate what they learned to helped them perform a procedural task 
of computer programming. This study also supported the findings of de Jong and Van 
der Hulst (2002) that visual organization helps convey structural information, arguing 
for the importance of the visual display. “Presenting a visual organization of a domain 
to students may prove to be a highly efficient way to aid conceptual learning” 
(Trumpower & Goldsmith, 2004, p. 443), and support an underlying procedural task.
Summary
A review of the literature supports the need to study and identify effective 
ways to help users search for information in open-ended learning environments.
Current instructional strategies such as the Big6 (Eisenberg & Berkowitz,, 1990) are 
geared toward traditional K-12 learning environments and other strategies, such as 
Stripling and Pitts’s (1988) “thinking frame,” focused specifically on just the writing 
process. Furthermore, the traditional pathfinder approach used by many academic 
librarians, which is traditionally system specific and focuses on a process or 
procedure, has limitations when viewing searching as a problem-solving process.
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Research supports that instructional aids that foster metacognition help learners in 
problem-solving tasks. Therefore, when looking at online information seeking as an 
ill-structured problem that needs to be solved, it is important to foster metacognitive 
skills. Learners would benefit from using questioning and reflecting skills in these 
learning environments.
Searching can be considered a problem with elements of a procedural task. 
Research has shown that overviews have the potential to enhance problem solving 
when focusing on conceptual knowledge where the knowledge will be applied to a 
procedural task. An advance organizer is one type of overview. Presenting the 
organizer in advance of using a self-paced searching environment could help learners 
think about the process and figure out where to go and what to do. It could also 
provide a structure to anchor new learning and facilitate metacognition and higher 
level cognitive processes, which are needed for effective problem solving.
The design of the advance organizer is very important and it would benefit 
from components that foster high-level thinking. A review of the literature has shown 
that the use of question prompts has been shown to be effective in fostering 
metacognition (King, 1991a, 1991b, 1992, 1994) and has been effective as an aid or 
tool in a web-based ill-structured learning environment (Conner, 2007; Ge et al., 2005; 
Ge & Land, 2003, 2004). Incorporating question prompts in an advance organizer 
could encourage learners to explain and think about what they are doing before, 
during, and after an information-seeking task and support metacognitive processes.
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METHODOLOGY
The purpose of this study was to explore the impact of an advance organizer 
based on question prompts on a students’ reasoning and problem-solving processes as 
well as their search results during an information-seeking problem. This study used a 
comparative, multiple case-study design. Other studies of question prompts in ill- 
structured learning environments (Conner, 2007; Ge et al., 2005; Ge & Land, 2003, 
2004) have successfully used this methodology. A case study is the preferred strategy 
when proposing “how” or “why” questions. It is also used to describe or explore 
situations where there is no clear or single set of outcomes, such as studies that 
evaluate the effects of an intervention (Yin, 1994), and for exploring new processes or 
behaviors that we do not understand (Hartley, 1994). Case-study research and data 
analysis can also be guided by theory, which differs from other qualitative methods 
such as grounded theory, in which the theories are derived from the data.
Participants
This study consisted of six cases, each case consisting of a single participant. 
Three of the participants were randomly selected to use the advance organizer and 
three performed the searching task without it. Six participants were determined to be a
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sufficient number given that 6 to 10 cases can provide compelling support for an 
initial set o f propositions (Yin, 1994). Volunteers for this study were recruited from a 
graduate school class in an instructional design program at a major university and a 
graduate-level class in a Master of Arts in Teaching cohort program at a small 
university. Although participation was voluntary, prospective participants were told 
that they might find the experience helpful because the search question related to a 
class assignment. The prospective participants were also assured that their choice to 
participate would not affect their grade in the course. This type o f participant 
sampling can be used for a multiple-case study since it is based on replication rather 
than sampling logic, which can contribute to external validity. The intent of this study 
was to extend emergent theory, so the sampling was more concerned with being 
representative and was therefore purposeful, not random (Meyer, 2001). Each 
participant was considered a case and each was compared with other cases in the same 
condition for literal replication. A cross-case comparison was done between the two 
different conditions for theoretical replication.
Data Collection
Studies investigating the search strategies and navigational behavior of people 
looking for information have effectively combined thinking aloud with the recording 
o f mouse movements and browser actions with follow-up interviews for data 
collection (Van Waes, 1998). Additionally, think-aloud verbalization expresses the 
content o f short-term memory (Ericsson & Simons, 1993) and is a common technique
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used to observe the reasoning process during problem solving (Nielsen, Clemmensen, 
& Yssing, 2002). It is a method to obtain participants’ inferences, intuitions, and 
mental models as well as reasons and decisions when doing a task (Hackos & Redish,
1998) and can also give insight into the search terms and system features that are used 
(Branch, 2000). Therefore, data collection combined verbalizations with 
observational data and interviews to give insight into thought processes, actions, 
decision making, and search strategies used during an information-seeking task. Data 
came from a written preintervention demographic survey, audio recordings of thinking 
aloud during searching using Sonic Foundry or Camtasia software, video recordings of 
mouse movements and data entry using Camtasia screen capture software, and audio 
recordings of follow-up interviews.
The study was run at two separate locations on the same evening during class 
workshop sessions. Geographical separation of the two locations made it impossible 
for the researcher to personally conduct the study at both locations at the same time. 
Therefore, the researcher performed the study with two participants at one location, 
and two experienced assistants, with research practice and interviewing skills, ran the 
study with four participants at the second location. This also eliminated the bias that 
could have been introduced if the researcher ran the study at the two locations on 
different days. The study was scripted for the two assistants, who also gave a non­
biased view to the data collection, to run the study at one location while the researcher 
ran the study at the other. The researcher was also available via cell phone to answer 
any questions.
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The study was performed in a campus computer lab where each participant sat 
at a PC computer workstation equipped with headphones and a microphone. The 
computers were networked with Internet access and had software for screen capture 
and audio recording. One location used Camtasia software for video screen captures 
and Sonic Foundry for audio recording while the other used a newer version of 
Camtasia that recorded both audio and screen capture simultaneously. Participants 
were physically separated in the labs and wore headphones to minimize disruption and 
distractions. The researcher and assistants remained in the labs to monitor the study 
and be available for help.
Pilot Study
Prior to the study, a pilot study was conducted using three librarians who 
worked at the reference desk of a college library and three undergraduate college 
students chosen at random from student workers in a college library. The librarians 
and students reviewed the study instruments for clarity and usability and 
recommended changes to the wording o f two questions on the demographic survey for 
clarity. The librarians as subject experts reviewed the advance organizer and found no 
problems with the instrument’s contents or design. As each participant completed the 
task, the time required to answer the base question was obtained. From an operational 
perspective, no procedural issues were found with running the study, but a design 
change was necessary for the study materials. An unintended behavior of going back 
and forth between the page with the problem question and the advance organizer page
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was observed. Consequently the study question was added to the top o f the advance 
organizer page.
Study Protocol
Table 1 summarizes the study protocol. The study began with a welcome and 
a short explanation of the logistics of the study (see Appendix A). After signing an 
informed consent form (see Appendix B), each participant was given a study packet, 
which they were asked not to open until told to do so. The packet contained the 
demographic survey, instructions, questions, and, for some, the advance organizer and 
written instructions for when to use it (see Appendices C-E).
After all the consent forms were collected, the researcher or assistant asked the 
participants to open their packet, fill out the demographic questionnaire, and raise their 
hand when finished so someone could start the screen capture and voice recording 
software on his or her computer. The participants were also instructed to raise their 
hand for assistance if they had equipment or other software problems during the study 
and were informed that questions about searching or the search engine would not be 
answered. No verbal instructions were given as to how to use the organizer.
After starting the software on a participant’s computer, the researcher or 
assistant read the statement in the packet about remembering to think aloud to the 
participant. The participant was then asked to put on his or her headset, turn the page 
in the packet, and begin. Giving both written and verbal instructions and wearing the 
headset to minimize distractions were important. Ericsson and Simons (1984)




P ilot Survey Pre-intervention Intervention P ost­
intervention
Time 1 day 5-10 m inutes 10 m inutes each; 
cases done 
sim ultaneously in 
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30 m inutes each; 
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com puter labs
30 m inutes each; 
each case done 
individually
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audio and screen 
capture software.
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web-based search 
tools; headphones, 
audio and screen 
capture software.
Conference 
room ; digital 
voice recorder.




su rvey ;see  
A ppendix C.
Instruction packet: 





search problem  
instructions and 
question and, for 
some, printed AO; 
see A ppendices D, 
E.
Explorative but 

















doing search; 3 
participants with 
AO, 3 w ithout AO.




W hat to 
search ?
Thanksgiving 
question (Note C); 








(Notes A  and B)









problem , higher 
level thinking and 
problem  solving, 




A. Explore an em erging trend/issue in IT that you w ould like to know about. Find 3 peer- reviewed articles on 
the topic. You may investigate a  particular design and teaching strategy (behaviorism , cognitivism , 
constructivism , etc.) that you m ight want to try in your professional practice, a technology integration 
fram ew ork for education (CSCL, e-learning, sim ulations, games, etc.) or a w ork-related learning practice 
(intellectual capital, knowledge m anagem ent, perform ance improvem ent, etc.).
B. A ction research gives teachers an opportunity  to reflect on and assess their teaching: to explore, test, and 
assess new  ideas, m ethods, and materials. Find 3 peer-reviewed journal articles about action research in one 
subject that you m ight teach. Since we are looking at technology in education, the research you find should in 
som e way deal with technological equipm ent (computers, video cameras, probes, etc.) used in learning or 
technology/com puter-based learning (Internet, online learning, tutorials, videos, com puter-aided learning, 
etc.).
C. D uring this T hanksgiving season, we eat turkey and we find it represented on m any o f  the holiday decorations. 
H ow  did th is hum ble bird come to represent Thanksgiving?
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identified that allowing participants to maintain undisrupted focus as well as explicit 
instruction to focus on the task while thinking aloud was important for successful 
expression of thinking.
The packet each participant received was designed to be self-instructing. Each 
task was on a separate page and each page contained instructions to remember to think 
aloud and to proceed to the next page when finished with the task. The researcher or 
assistant recorded the time when each participant turned the page or went on to the 
next question.
Searching was limited to 10 minutes on the base question and 30 minutes for 
the study question. If a participant did not finish the base or problem question in the 
allotted time, he or she was asked to move on to the next question or end their 
searching. Based on the declarative nature of the first question and pilot search by 
research librarians and students, 10 minutes was ample time to find the answer to the 
first question as well as keep the amount of data collected manageable. With the 
second problem-based question, there was the need to keep the data collection 
manageable but it was also important to have each participant go through as many 
stages o f the problem-solving process as possible. Therefore, the problem question 
benefited from concluding elements. These elements consisted of a concrete goal of 
three peer-reviewed articles, a time limit of 30-minutes, and searching limited to only 
the ERIC CSA database.
After searching, each participant took part in an audio-recorded interview. The 
interview consisted of guiding questions to elicit reflections and thoughts about the
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participant’s experience. Participants who used the advance organizer were asked 
additional questions to draw out information concerning how they used the organizer 
as well as their thoughts about its helpfulness. These follow-up interviews were 
exploratory in nature yet with some structure using open-ended guiding questions (see 
Appendix F). N. King (1994) recommends having “a low degree of structure imposed 
on the interviewer, a preponderance of open questions, a focus on specific situation 
and action sequences in the world of the interviewee rather than abstractions and 
general opinions” (p. 99).
Data Analysis
Data analysis consisted of transcribing the audio files from the think-aloud 
sessions and the interviews along with recording steps and data input from the screen 
captures. After transcription, the data from these sources, along with written notes on 
the advance organizer and study packet, were analyzed and triangulated.
Transcription
Data from the audio and video recordings were transcribed before conducting 
data analysis. Ericsson and Simons’s (1984) data analysis model was followed for the 
think-aloud audio files. This included reading transcripts and creating segments based 
on units o f articulation such as pauses, hesitation, and syntactic information. Words in 
the segments were then color-coded based on the type of information (read from the 
screen, retrieved from memory, etc.), segments were coded according to physical
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(read, click, mark, etc.) and metacognitive (think, evaluate, etc.) actions or processes 
identified in problem-solving activities (Brand-Gruwel et al., 2005; Hill, 1999; King, 
1991; Schraw, 1998) (see Table 2). Language was analyzed for feelings and emotions 
during the tasks to analyze themes such as frustration, satisfaction, and boredom. To 
help perform cross-case and within-case comparisons of the problem-solving 
processes and the effects of the advance organizer, flow charts were developed to 
graphically illustrate each participant’s search process and strategies. The interviews 
were also transcribed, read, and analyzed for themes and then compared to the think- 
aloud transcripts and the data matrix to corroborate or augment the data.
Triangulation
Triangulation is important for construct validity; therefore, data that were 
analyzed came from multiple sources: self-analysis of search behavior on the 
demographic survey, screen captures during searching, audio recording o f think-aloud 
protocols during searching, notes written on scratch paper and the advance organizer, 
and focused interviews immediately following the search session. “The triangulation 
made possible by multiple data collection methods provides stronger substantiation of 
constructs and hypotheses” (Huberman & Miles, 2002, p. 14). “Consistency in overall 
patterns of data from different sources and reasonable explanations for differences in 
data from different sources contributes significantly to the overall credibility of the




Themes Actions Search Strategy Phase* Results/Records Phase*
Read Read/Skim Advance Organizer P,M,E Abstract M
Directions P Full-text M
Search Question P Result list entry M
Title M
Evaluate Read/Skim Descriptors M Article length M
Slow down/Think/ Goal(s) P,M Full-text M,E
Analyze Knowledge P,M Goal(s) M,E
Make a decision P,M Journal title M
Need P,M Marked record(s) M,E
Search strategy P,M Peer-reviewed aspect M,E
Searching process (related P,M Record(s) M,E
to the search interface) Result list M
System features P,M Result record count M,E
Topic P,M Record M




Think Analyze/Compare About this experience P,M,E Actual results M,E
Goals M,E Goals M,E
Prior knowledge P,M,E Topic M,E
Need P,M Words M,E





Interface Add words P,M Click/select record M
Interaction Change syntax M Copy M
Changes system features P,M E-mail M
Changes words P,M Go to next page M
Click on peer-reviewed P,M Go to next record M
Go back M Mark record(s) M
Go to advance search P,M Print M
Go to quick search P,M Read abstract M
Look at/use AO P,M,E Review marked record(s) M
New search P,M Save M
New word(s) P,M Scroll down M
Remove words P,M Select full-format M
Repeat/do again M SFX (for full text) M
Search P,M Skim M
Selects system features P,M
Try a search/words P,M
Type words P,M
Write P,M
Emote Discouraged M Anticipate M
Frustration M Displeased M,E





Other Describe P,M,E Describe M,E
* Glick’s (1986) problem-solving phases: P=planning, M=monitoring, E=evaluating
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findings” (Patton, 1980, p. 331). Data were triangulated by using the matrix created 
from the think-aloud transcripts as a base. Transcriptions of the screen captures, 
interview transcripts, and notes written on the advance organizer and scratch paper 
were compared to the data matrix to refute, corroborate, explain, or augment the data. 
Information from the demographic survey was also compared to the data matrix to 
help clarify and compare observed search behaviors and strategies.
Intervention
The advance organizer (Appendix E) contained reflective questions that were 
intended to facilitate meaningful cognitive activity (Conner, 2007; Ge et al., 2005; Ge 
&Land, 2003, 2004; King, 1991a, 1991b, 1992, 1994). Incorporating question 
prompts could encourage learners to explain and think about what they are doing 
during the searching task and support metacognitive processes. Since searching has 
been decomposed to model a problem-solving skill (Brand-Gruwel et al., 2005), the 
questions were constructed and arranged to follow the stages of the problem-solving 
process. This had the potential to help the learner think about the problem and access 
prior knowledge and strategies. When Hartman (2001) looked at an environment of 
self-directed learning, she found that questioning can guide learner performance, 
improve learner self-awareness, and help learners control their thinking: “Questioning 
and self-questioning are effective ways of promoting self-directed learning” (p. 55).
The advanced organizer and question prompts were based on the problem­
solving model represented in Figurel. This model consists of three phases: planning,
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monitoring, and evaluating or resolving (Glick, 1986). Each of these phases is divided 
into subsections to more closely align with Brand-Gruwel et al.’s (2005) model.
These three phases constitute the three sections on the advance organizer and the sub­








Goal completion Result evaluation
Process evaluation Goal evaluation
Figure 1. Problem-solving model.
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The planning phase involves selecting appropriate strategies before beginning 
a task. Monitoring refers to the ability to “self-test” during learning and evaluating 
includes re-evaluation of goals and assessment of the product or results. These 
regulatory or metacognitive skills are domain-general (Schraw, 1998).
The intervention took the format of an expository advance organizer. 
Expository organizers are used when material is unfamiliar but also frequently used to 
describe new content that is being presented. It can also provide learners with the 
meaning and purpose for what they need to do. The rationale for this type of advance 
organizer is the idea of “ideational scaffolding, to provide an appropriate conceptual 
foundation or skeleton for relating new material” (Jonassen & Wang, 1993, p. 190).
The reflective questions were presented in a matrix document using frame 
theory (Minsky, 1975). A frame is a structure for organizing events or situations. In 
each frame, there is a category of information. The basis of frame theory is to try to 
represent how the mind works when organizing information (Jonassan & Wang,
1993). The organizer used dynamic frames, which have causal or directional 
relationships such as goal, actions, and outcomes, where the sequence of instruction is 
defined by the slots. Based on schema theory, comprehension and retention of new 
material enhanced when material is organized using this type of matrix (Armbruster & 
Anderson, 1984), which is familiar to the learner. In this type of matrix structure, 
frames provide coherence while slots contain the main idea or key points as well as 
serve as a guide. Not only can the use of frames in this instructional aid help learners
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organize their thoughts, it can also provide guidelines for information seeking as well 
as convey the nonlinear nature of searching.
The questions developed for the matrix are guided by King’s (1991a) problem­
solving prompt card, Schraw’s (1998) regulatory checklist and strategy evaluation 
matrix (SEM), Brand-Gruwel et al.’s (2005) skill decomposition of information 
problem solving, and Hill’s (1999) stage phase question matrix based on a study of 
information-seeking behavior in open-ended information systems. An attempt was 
made to make the questions as content-free as possible to allow applicability in a 
variety of search environments. They are also based on King’s (1991a, 1992) generic 
question stems. During the planning stage, leading questions such as “What am I 
looking for?” “Where do I begin?” and “What kind of information do I need?” 
intended to foster thinking about strategies and goals while planning a search. During 
the monitoring stage, “Am I reaching my goal?” “Do I need a new strategy?” and “Do 
I have too much or too little?” were questions designed to foster reflection and 
thinking during the actual search process. Finally, reflection questions dealt with 
alternative options such as “Have I reached my goal?” and “What would I do 
differently next time?” intended to foster reflection at the end of the process. The 
questions were also content-free since King (1991a) concluded that the use of content- 
free guided questions is a general strategy and is more likely to be a transferable skill.
The suggested strategies on the matrix are based on Brand-Gruwel et al.’s 
(2005) skill decomposition and were reviewed for clarity and validity by professional 
librarians who teach research instruction classes. The instrument also contained the
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following instructional statement at the top of the advance organizer to make it self- 
instructing: “Reflect on questions to guide your searching. Note what you are thinking 
to help focus your searching.” The problem question was written on the top of the 
organizer so the user would not have to flip between pages during searching.
Searching the ERIC CSA Database 
For the study question, participants searched using the ERIC CSA database.
The ERIC database contains bibliographic records of literature in education and 
education-related fields as well as links to many documents in full text. CSA 
(Cambridge Scientific Abstracts) provides a search engine interface to this database. 
The following terms and features are found in this environment.
Advanced search: The advanced search is one of two available search 
interface displays. In contrast to the basic or quick search, the advanced search has 
additional features that can be used to refine and focus a search. The display consists 
of a series of text boxes that can be used to combine multiple search terms using 
Boolean operators as well as limit where each search term appears such as in the title, 
author, or abstract. The advanced search display was the default search screen.
Basic or quick search: The basic search is one of two available search 
interface displays. The basic search contains a single text box in which a searcher 
enters words or terms to search. Terms are combined using the default and Boolean 
operator unless one is specified.
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Boolean operators: The Boolean operators and, or, and not are used to 
combine keywords when searching. Using these operators can broaden or narrow a 
search making it more focused, resulting in more precise search results.
Broaden topic: When a search consists of very specific search terms, one may 
not find enough information and need to broaden the search. This can be 
accomplished by adding additional terms or descriptors using the or Boolean operator, 
removing or broadening system limiting features, or both.
Descriptors: Descriptors are subject words that the database provider has 
incorporated into the database to help describe each record. Searchers can select these 
terms and search for other records with the same descriptor word or words.
Key words or terms: Key words or terms are important words or phrases that 
specifically describe a topic or are the centralized concepts for a topic.
Limiting features: Limiting features are similar to key words or terms since 
these features allow searchers to narrow, broaden, or refine a search based on broad 
topical or other specialized categories created by the database vendor. The CSA 
advanced search includes three limit categories: “Change,” which includes the ability 
to pick a broad subject area or a different database; “Date Range,” consisting of a from 
and to date; and “Limited to,” which allows one to limit to “Latest Update,” “Journal 
Articles Only,” and “English Only.” Near the bottom of the search screen, separate 
from the other limiting options, is another limit, “Peer Reviewed,” prefixed by “These 
limits apply only to the ERIC database.”
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Marked records: The ability to mark a record is a search engine feature that 
allows a searcher to select and save records that are of interest for later review.
Narrow topic: When a search consists of broad search terms, one may find too 
much information and need to narrow or focus the search. This can be accomplished 
by adding additional terms or descriptors using the and Boolean operator, using 
system limiting features, or both.
Peer reviewed: Peer-reviewed journals require articles submitted for 
publication to be reviewed and approved by a panel of scholarly or scientific experts 
or peers before publication.
Results list: The results list is a list of records that contain the desired search 
criteria. The information available includes the article or publication title, full citation, 
and the first few lines of the abstract. The descriptors associated with each record are 
displayed and hyperlinked. Searchers can use these links to perform another search.
Results screen: After a user performs a search, the results screen is the search 
interface display. The screen contains the results list along with other system features. 
Tabs are available to narrow the results list to a specific publication type: journals, 
conferences, books, or peer-reviewed journals. Searchers can also mark, e-mail, and 
print records from this display.
Record: A record refers to a publication’s bibliographic record indexed in a 
database. When the full record is displayed on the interface screen, the display 
includes the full abstract and supporting information such as descriptors. Fields, such
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as author, are hyperlinked for searching. One or more descriptors may be selected 
using the and or or Boolean operator to perform a subsequent search.
SFX: SFX is the name of the link-resolver program that was available from 
the results list and record display screen. A link resolver is used to find out if  the full 
text of a document is available online.
Tabs (such as “peer-reviewed” tab): Tabs on the CSA interface graphically 
represent links that the searcher can use to narrow a search to a specific publication 
format: journals, conferences, books, or peer-reviewed journals.
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS
The findings are divided into five sections addressing the topics of the research 
questions. The first section describes each participant’s search experience. This 
consists of a description of the participant based on data collected with the 
demographic survey, followed by a detailed account, using data from the think-aloud, 
screen captures, and written notes, of the two searches he or she performed. Each 
experience concludes with the participant’s reflection about his or her searching taken 
from the interview transcript. A table comparing each participant’s base and problem 
search using data from the think-aloud transcripts and screen-capture transcripts is 
included in this section.
The second section presents themes found in the participants’ search strategies 
based on data matrices developed from the voice-recording and screen capture 
transcripts. It also includes the reasons participants used their strategies based on data 
from the interview transcripts.
Using the advance organizer is the focus of the third section: how participants 
used it and what they felt they learned based on data from the think-aloud, screen 
captures, interviews, and notes written on the advance organizer.
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The fourth section, also based on think-aloud, screen captures, and interview 
transcripts, describes how participants evaluated and felt about their search results as 
well as the evaluation criteria each participant used to conclude their searching.
The final section describes the metacognitive strategies used by the 
participants during the three phases of problem solving, taken from the voice- 
recording and screen-capture transcripts and written notes.
Participant Search Experiences
Regardless of his or her age, perceived search ability, and frequency of 
searching, each participant exhibited a different style and strategy. Even though some 
participants were unfamiliar with the search engine and others experienced confusion 
about the peer-reviewed aspect of journal articles, the individual search behaviors 
observed during the study paralleled each participant’s description on the demographic 
survey of what they typically did when they went online to search for information. 
Three men and three women participated in the study. They will be referred to by the 
pseudonyms Andy, Harry, and Mark, and Mary, Sally, and Susan.
The data on the demographic survey revealed that all the participants were in 
the beginning of a graduate program, search at least once a week for class or course 
work, and had searched for information within the past week for a class paper or 
project. Table 3 summarizes other demographic data; the participants’ ages, self- 
evaluation of their level of computer use, confidence in their search ability and search 
results, and how often they go online and search the Internet for personal reasons.




Gender Age Computer Use Search Ability* Personal Use
M 45+ Competent 2 Daily
M 36-45 Competent 2 Daily
M 26-35 Expert 1 Daily
F 26-35 Expert 1 Daily
F 18-25 Competent 4 Daily
F 36-45 Novice 1 Once a month
* Scale 1-5: l=very confident, 5=not confident at all
Andy’s Search Experience 
Andy is an over-45-years-year-old male who had just started in a Master of 
Arts in teaching cohort program. He feels confident in his level of computer use and 
currently searches the Internet daily for class assignments as well as for personal use. 
He is confident in both his search ability and the results he gets. His search engine of 
choice is Google, but for journal articles, he will also go to a journal website to search 
by subject and author. He will keep refining, “digging in,” and narrowing his search 
criteria.
Andy’s first search demonstrated his search ability as he quickly thought of 
search terms and retrieved the answer. While reading the question, he confidently 
commented, “So what I am going to put in, the two terms thanksgiving, turkey.” The 
first site he looked at in the results list titled Why Do We Eat Turkey at Thanksgiving?
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contained a trivia quiz that had the answer. “Turkey trivia . . .  I have the answer!” he 
proudly exclaimed. Andy then began his second search (see Figure 2).
U se s  AO Q u es tio n s
Q uestion: W h a t am  I 
looking for?
^  S ta rt s e a rc h
E n te rs  b road  
te rm s
S ea rc h
U se s  se a rc h  
fe a tu re s
Q uestion : W h a t kind 
of inform ation d o  I n e e d ?
N arrow  se a rc h  
(by su b jec t term (s))
Q u es tio n s
Q uestion : T oo  m uch  or 
too  little?
Looks a t 
m arked  reco rd s
S e a rc h  using 
find like th is
/lark record S e le c ts  d esc rip to rs
S e a rc hU nsu re
Finding w hat 
I w an t?
T oo m any?
N arrow  se a rc h  
ad d  term (s)
E va luate
resu lts
Q u es tio n s
End se a rc h
Q uestion : Am I m onitoring 
my se a rc h  resu lts
Figure 2 . Andy’s problem search.
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After reading the second search question, Andy read the instructions on the top 
of the organizer: “Use the organizer during the search . . . this must be the organizer.” 
“So . . . what am I looking at? I am looking for action research.” He typed the words 
action research and elementary into the ERIC search box. He selected phrase from 
the dropdown and then removed it to “take the easy way out.” While adding the word 
technology to the search, Andy commented, “I am going to see what I can find.”
While he waited for the computer to respond, Andy wrote his search terms on the 
organizer and then contemplated, “At least it is looking for action research and I am 
doing an advanced search. I can narrow it down.” Andy was excited when he 
retrieved 121 results. He then considered, “What kind of information do I need?” and 
decided he wanted to look at mathematics. He would narrow his search by adding the 
subjects of action research and mathematics. Narrowed down to 67 results, Andy saw 
an article he liked on the first screen that was in the Journal o f Computers and 
Mathematics. He decided to add that one to his folder and then continued to look at 
how he could narrow his search even more as he moved the mouse over subjects, 
reread the search statement, and thought about terms. “Do I want elementary 
education? Don’t want to do it on computer-assisted instruction.”
On the next results page Andy saw an article about wireless and added that one 
to his folder. Clicking on the next entry Andy remarked, “I’m not sure I am finding 
what I want. . . .  Let’s see if we can narrow it down a little more.” He added the term 
math to his search. Based on reading a title in the results list, Andy added another 
article to his folder. “Do I have too much or too little? So I wrote down some of the
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search terms and I have not really looked at what I have so far,” he remarked. He 
decided to look at what was in his folder. Of the articles that he had marked, only one 
seemed to be what he was looking for. “Boy this is not finding stuff,” he commented 
as he clicked on the first article in his folder. He decided to click on the find more like 
this link and looked at the descriptors. He clicked on the descriptor mathematics 
education. “Wow!” he exclaimed as he found too many articles. To this search, he 
added the terms action research and technology, which narrowed the results list to 
fourteen articles. “This is what I want. This is exactly what I am looking for,” he 
confidently stated as he quickly scanned through the list and selected articles. “This is 
cool!” he exclaimed as he found another article. “And again I have three of them and 
monitoring search results. . . .  1 am looking at that.” “1 have plenty of articles,” Andy 
remarked as he ended his search.
In the follow-up interview, Andy reflected that before beginning his search, he 
looked at the words he could use. He used the descriptor of elementary since he was 
interested in elementary education. He needed to use key terms and multiple topics in 
order to narrow his search. Andy talked about his concern of trying to figure out the 
key terms as well as determine how to narrow his search. The search gave him articles 
that had the search words in them but he felt that he did not know if they were what he 
needed. Andy commented that he needed more time and needed to read the articles.
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Harry’s Search Experience 
Harry is a 25- to 35-year-old male in the beginning of a doctoral program in 
instructional technology. He considers himself an expert computer user and searches 
the Internet two to four times a week for course work and daily for personal use. 
Typically, he starts with Google or Dogpile and uses two to four key words. After 
looking at the results, he will add or subtract words. He will also use the “search 
similar results” feature of databases. Harry is very confident in both his search ability 
and the search results he obtains.
Harry’s searching behavior of using two to four key words was evident in his 
first search when he started with three key words: turkey, history, and thanksgiving. 
After looking at a few websites and not finding the answer, he did a similar pages 
search from the first record in the results list. Commenting, “Looking for keywords,” 
Harry selected and read linked pages. While clicking on the Wikipedia link he 
interjected, “Something always comes up.” Harry used the in-page search feature of 
the browser to search for the word turkey. Not finding what he was looking for, Harry 
went to another site written by the Illinois Co-operative Extension Service. He again 
did an in-page search, this time for the word thanksgiving. He continued to select 
links sequentially until he had selected every entry in the results list. Entering new 
search terms pilgrim turkey, Harry executed another search; “Let’s try for giggles,” he 
said. He then added the word history and selected the InfoPlease site. Harry selected 
more sites and again did in-page searches for the word turkey. “I think I found it from
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my perspective.. . .  I think I pretty much nailed it,” he commented as he ended his 
search. Harry then began his second search (Figure 3).
For his second search, Harry was again concerned about finding the right key 
words. He was “interested in e-leaming” and started with the terms e-learning and 
strategy. “I’ll just see what happens,” he remarked. Harry marked the first record in 
the results list, read the abstract, and highlighted the word CALT. “Okay, I found 
one,” he exclaimed. As he looked at the results list he remarked, “I typically find that 
after going past the first two pages that I need to zero in on something different.” He 
also stated, “I’m interested in language, teaching e-learning with language. . . . You 
know, I am try to zero in on language base.” Harry decided to go back to his original 
search page and wrote down the terms computer assisted language on his question 
sheet. At his original search screen, he removed the term e-learning from the search 
box and replaced it with educational technology and CALT. He then removed the term 
strategy.
While waiting for the search results to appear, Harry commented, “What I 
typically try to do is do some more searches and then maintain what I kind of found in 
the application.” This search gave Harry two records. Harry felt that the CALT 
acronym must be nonstandard. He again digressed to tell us, “I’ve never really been 
good with the Boolean in searches, I typically do and; o r ’s really throw things off."
He looked at one record and then went back to replace the term CALT with
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Figure 3. Harry’s problem search.
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language. This search resulted in 2,076 records. “Wow!” Harry exclaimed as he 
quickly scrolled through the results and saw an interesting article. “This is kind of 
cool. This article focuses on foreign language classrooms.” He marked this record.
While continuing to scroll through his results list Harry commented, “So I am 
finding three peer-reviewed articles.” He talked about the terms he was using and the 
results he was getting. “Web-based instruction . . . also interested in . . . see if we lost 
our language . . . maybe in foreign countries. . . . This is interesting.” Harry then 
decided to use the search feature, which allowed him to edit the actual search string. 
Thinking that the search string was wrong, Harry put an equal sign between DE and 
foreign language. He retrieved no records. Harry continued to edit the search string 
and removed DE=teaching methods, left the terms foreign language based instruction, 
and changed the word language to Spanish. He retrieved two records. Harry looked 
at the records and then changed Spanish to French “again just for giggles.” He tried 
the word Russian and then German, which resulted in one record that he marked.
Harry decided to broaden his search and selected the descriptor second language 
instruction using the or Boolean connector.
Suddenly realizing that he needed peer-reviewed journals, he selected the 
“peer-reviewed” tab. Harry again went back to the long search string and removed 
DE=second language instruction and searched again. With 287 results, Harry added 
French to the DE search string, again getting the same two records that he retrieved 
before. He indicated that he wanted to make sure they were peer reviewed. He did the 
same check with Spanish. Harry then proceeded to look at his three marked records:
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“Okay, I am now writing down the key words for language classroom, language
classroom, and German and English . . . cause I did not follow the directions.” Harry
was concerned about his results being peer reviewed but he was also uncertain about
the articles he had marked overall:
We are looking for fostering learner autonomy and we’re going to peer- 
reviewedjoumals . . . that doesn’t really tell me. You know, I’m not repeating 
the search. Okay, now this is frustration! You know we need to look at the 
key words. Okay, this is frustrating. I am now trying to figure out what I am 
doing wrong.
For the rest of the search session Harry repeated searches over and over again, 
used the same key words, looked at his marked records, and selected descriptors as 
well as made sure he had selected peer reviewed. “You see at this point I am just kind 
of blazing through somewhere I should have really written down a lot more.” He also 
tried another language, Italian, “one more time for giggles,” when he was finished 
with Spanish.
After getting no results with DE=Italian in the search string, Harry found that 
he had lost one of his marked records. He tried to figure out how he initially found the 
record, tried German, and successfully retrieved the record again. He viewed a few 
more records and marked two for a total of five. Harry looked at his marked records 
and found one that he “did not know how it got there.” He removed the record from 
his marked list and then removed another, which he determined was not what he was 
looking for. “I am done,” Harry commented when he saw he had three records. “I 
believe I played a little with my going through. I apologize for my freak-out on the 
peer-reviewed article.”
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When asked about his search strategy in the interview, Harry commented that 
he considered some of the key words that he wanted to put in before he started his 
searching. His strategy was to find the right key words so he could “zoom in as 
quickly as possible.” His strategy was to look at other words mentioned in the results 
that he could “pull o ff’ and use to refine his search. Harry also did not typically use 
or. He usually used an and search and delineated or narrowed from there because or 
gave too many results and stuff that he found irrelevant.
Mark’s Search Experience
Mark is a 36- to 45-year-old male who is in the beginning of a doctoral 
program in instructional technology and considers himself a competent computer user. 
He usually searches the Internet two to four times a week for class assignments but 
more often for personal use. His search engine of choice for school is Google 
although he also uses academic databases. He uses key words to find the information 
he is looking for. For personal use, he also uses specialized websites such as CNN 
and NPR. He is confident in both his search ability and the results he obtains.
During his first search, Mark’s strategy consisted of adding key words to find 
information. Mark typed in one keyword, thanksgiving. He selected the third record 
in the result list titled Thanksgiving: Its History and Custom. Mark selected a slide 
show on the site and read all eleven slides. While reading the last slide he 
commented, “I need to get key words . . . use turkey in my Google search.” Returning 
to the search screen, Mark typed in the words, first turkey in thanksgiving. Selecting
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the first result, Mark read all of the text on the page and copied the phrase, 
thanksgiving turkey tradition. He continued reading but when he did not find the 
information he wanted, he performed another search by pasting the phrase he had 
copied into the search box. Mark mumbled about the results he had gotten and then 
added the word first to the beginning of the search terms. He clicked on the second 
entry in the results list and found himself at the site he had just looked at. Mark 
selected the next entry in the results list about the Thanksgiving story and read the 
entire page, again not finding the answer. Returning to the results screen, he again 
typed in the words first turkey in thanksgiving and searched, retrieving the same sites. 
He added another term, tradition, which made his search terms first turkey tradition in 
thanksgiving. He selected a link about the Thanksgiving Day tradition, selected a tab, 
and after reading a section of the page announced that he had “found the answer.”
Mark then read the second question and began the second search (see Figure 4).
Mark began with the comment, “Okay, I am looking at the organizer.” He read 
the problem statement and instructions. He then proceeded to go sequentially through 
the first section of the organizer reading each question, pausing a minute, and then 
answering it. “What am I looking for? I’ll start with simulations; I’m looking for 
simulations.. .the effects of simulations.. .success rates in usage of simulations. Yes, 
simulations. . . .” After Mark verbalized each question he voiced and wrote his answer 
on the organizer simultaneously. Besides talking about the key terms he would use, 
Mark decided that the features of the search engine he would use would be the quick 
search and the technology subject category.
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Figure 4. Mark’s problem search.
After Mark finished going through the first section on the organizer, he typed 
one word in the search box: simulation. As he mentioned when answering the 
organizer questions, Mark also selected the drop-down subject o f technology and the 
drop-down to select the dates of 2001 to current. “I’m going to search,” he said 
confidently. Mark looked through his results and sequentially read the list entries. 
Occasionally he interjected, “Interesting.” After reading through the whole list and 
commenting, “I might want teaching,” Mark added the words in education to the term
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simulation. He then searched and retrieved no records. Mark decided to change the 
words in education to in the military and changed the date to 1996 to current. Again, 
he retrieved no records.
Mark then went to the advanced search and typed in the words simulation and 
military using the and Boolean operator. “I’m going to select. . . no, maybe not,” he 
remarked as he decided against selecting a subject area and changed the dates to 
earliest to 2006. Mark also selected the limit of journals only and stated, “I need peer- 
reviewed articles.” Retrieving only one record, Mark selected the descriptor of 
military and searched only to retrieve the same record. Next, he selected the 
descriptor of simulation, this time resulting in twelve records. While scrolling through 
the records in the results list Mark mumbled, “searching for simulation.” When he 
found one record that was “interesting,” he quickly marked it. Mark then selected the 
SFX button to look for full text. From the SFX screen, he selected the library catalog. 
“No!” he decisively exclaimed when he realized he was in the catalog. Returning to 
the results list, Mark selected another record. Using the next button from that record 
returned him to the first record that was “of interest.” He then clicked the record’s 
affiliation link and displayed a web page of one of the authors. Mark again 
unsuccessfully tried to get the full text using the SFX link.
Mark then paused to sequentially ask and answer the questions in the 
monitoring section on the organizer. He continued to talk about how he wanted to use 
the terms “simulation in the military,” “simulation in the corporate setting,” as he
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wrote the words on the organizer. When answering the question, “Where to go, next 
start,” Mark indicated that he had changed from a quick search to an advanced search. 
Mark continued to answer the questions. “Too much or too little? Too little at first. I 
tried military, simulation in the military, it was successful. I decided to use simulation 
training in the military.” “I need to learn how to get the entire article,” he said 
wistfully. Mark went on to the next question: “The information you need. It was 
incomplete because I could not get the entire articles.” After pausing a moment, Mark 
continued, “Reflect. Searching I was able to find articles on the topic. Next time . . .  I 
need to learn how to work with ERIC.”
When asked about his search strategy during the follow-up interview, Mark 
explained that he started by reading the questions and then focused on a topic of 
interest, simulation technology, how it works in the military. He focused more on the 
topic and decided on his topic through the questions. “I started answering questions 
from the table so I more focused on the table and then I went to do my search.” His 
strategy was to read. Mark likes to read, especially when it is in a question format. “I 
started writing and then ... let me think of a plan on how to answer these questions.” 
He went on to search to answer the questions. Mark also was not familiar with the 
ERIC database, so he decided to go to the basic search where he felt more 
comfortable. However, when he realized that he needed peer-reviewed journals, he 
went to the advanced search and redid his search.
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Mary’s Search Experience 
Mary is a 36- to 45-year-old female who is in the beginning of a Master of Arts 
in Teaching cohort program. She considers herself a novice when it comes to 
computer use. She searches the Internet daily for her course work but only about once 
a month for personal use. She usually uses Google and just types in “what she wants 
information on.” For personal use, she may go to Google or a website, like Ask 
Jeeves, that her children recommend. She is very confident in both her search ability 
and the results she gets.
Mary’s search method of just typing in “what she wants information on” was 
evident in the first search she performed. Her search consisted of typing an actual 
sentence almost word for word from the search question, How the turkey came to 
represent thanksgiving, into the Google search box. She did not refine her search and 
just looked at the results from this search. Mary clicked on links that took her to 
books, not online books, but advertisements for books such as Pilgrim’s Progress.
She also ended up at Amazon. As she continued to click on the entries, she found 
Thanksgiving foods and a restaurant advertisement. Mary appeared frustrated and had 
to be asked to move on to the next question because of time. Mary then began the 
second search (see Figure 5).














Figure 5. Mary’s problem search.
For the second search, Mary again used terms from the search question: 
technological equipment. While looking at the first entry in the results list she let us 
know that she had found another phrase: for teaching. She continued to read all the 
entries and then decided to add the terms she found. Mary was excited when she 
found an article about the practice of English language teaching in her results list but 
had problems getting the full text. This led to frustration. “Technology . . . articles 
are here but you cannot access them. Sigh! Again I am getting only so far.” At this 
point, Mary was asked to stop searching; 30 minutes had passed.
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When asked about her search strategy, Mary indicated that she thought of 
words and the question before she searched. She also thought about how frustrated 
she can get when she is searching. Her search strategy was to type in words from the 
questions. She would then click on links and add more information. Many times, she 
felt inadequate because she did not get the results she was looking for. She needed to 
put in the “right key words”: “I have a problem searching when I don’t put in the right 
key words.”
Sally’s Search Experience
Sally is a 26- to 35-year-old female who is in the beginning of a master’s 
program in instructional technology and considers herself an expert computer user.
She searches the Internet daily for personal reasons but only once a week for class 
assignments. She typically searches Yahoo by typing in key words and then skims 
through the results to see what she would like to read more about before clicking the 
link to go to the actual website. She feels very confident in both her search ability and 
the results she obtains.
Sally’s skimming behavior was obvious in her first search. She began by 
typing in key words from the question, Thanksgiving and turkey, to “see if  that gets 
me anything.” She read the first entry in the results list and then clicked to open the 
web page. While waiting for the website to appear she commented, “I just need to 
skim and see.” She then quickly moved around the screen evaluating the page. She 
discovered the phrase history o f Plymouth Plantation and copied it, intending to paste
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it into a new Google search but changed her mind and continued to read the page 
instead.
Not finding the answer to the question, she returned to her original intention 
and pasted the copied phrase into the Google search box. On the results screen she 
selected the first entry and again commented, “I am just skimming . . .1 am not finding 
what I want here.” Next, Sally typed in an actual sentence, how turkey became 
associated with thanksgiving, again to “see what I get.” Noting first that she retrieved 
her first record again, she commented, “I’m skimming the rest of the choices.” 
Returning to her first link, she opened the web page again. “So I am going to skim 
down here a little bit to see if  I find anything else.” Sally sighed, “Not happy . . . not 
happy at all.” She then drolly commented, “I’m skimming, I’m skimming, I’m 
skimming . . . I’m getting frustrated here.” When she scrolled over the word 
thanksgiving, a pop-up about lowering bills appeared. She also found recipes as well 
as advertisements. Sally then entered the phrase, turkey & thanksgiving, but changed 
it to: thanksgiving & turkey before actually searching. “All right! I got that one,” she 
exclaimed when she clicked on the link titled Why We Eat Turkey for Thanksgiving 
and found the answer. Sally then went on to perform the next search (see Figure 6).
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Figure 6. Sally’s problem search.
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The first thing Sally observed on the results list page was the peer-reviewed 
journal tab. She selected this tab and found that she had many choices. She talked 
about terms and words in the results list and selected a link about student interaction 
and collaboration that she thought was “pretty cool!” After she looked over the 
abstract, she decided to read it carefully “to be sure.” Her comment, “This is actually 
what I am interested in so I’m not wasting my time,” spurred her on to read more 
result entries.
An article about wikis, blogs, and podcasts caught her eye and she proceeded 
to select descriptors of technology integration, educational technology, and student 
participation, to search, which resulted in eight records. Scrolling up and down the 
list of records, she paused on one and asked, “Let’s see, so does this answer the 
question . . . learning and leading with technology?” Sally selected the record and 
decided to read the abstract to “know for sure it was something she wanted to use.”
She then selected another record. After reading the abstract, Sally selected seven 
descriptors from this record. Searching with the descriptors retrieved the same record 
again. Deciding that this was not what she wanted, Sally went back to her first results 
screen. “I was getting a little bit more into, I was way more into it than I need to so I 
keep clicking descriptors and adding more and more and more.”
Back at her original search result of 371 records, Sally selected a few more 
records quickly in succession and read each abstract. She then went to the next page 
of results and hastily read the records. “Again I am just skimming the choices here.” 
She continued this behavior for a few more pages of results while commenting, “It is
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hard to sit here and read it on the computer . . .  and the abstract gives you a taste o f it 
but you just want to read the whole thing.”
Sally seemed distracted while she went through several more pages as she 
digressed to talk about how she was totally for integrating technology. One record on 
podcasting caught her eye and she noted, “Let me jot this one down.” She was “just 
taking notes here . . . writing notes down for myself on this one so I can come back 
and try to get my hands on this one.” Sally ended her search after skimming 70 
records. She felt she had “skimmed enough” records.
Sally explained in her follow-up interview that she read the question and 
decided on keywords before she started searching. She felt that she had to figure out 
what words “to use to start the search to get the most effective and accurate results.” 
The strategy she used was to read and skim the information underneath the link, not 
necessarily opening the link itself until she knew something about it. The information 
below the link helped her decide whether to click it or not. The descriptor-type words 
also helped her identify it a little better.
Susan’s Search Experience 
Susan is an 18- to 25-year-old female in the beginning of an instructional 
technology master’s degree program. She feels competent in her computer use and 
searches the Internet for personal use on a daily basis but only weekly for class 
assignments. A typical search for her begins by using a popular search engine such as
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Google and then using other search engines if she does not find what she is looking 
for. She is not very confident in either her search ability or the results she gets.
For the first search, Susan started by thinking about the topic. Susan did not 
entirely focus on the actual search question as she talked about how she did not eat 
turkey because she was a vegetarian and she felt bad for turkeys. She did think of the 
four key words (turkey, Thanksgiving, origins, and relationship) to put in the search 
box, two of which were not part of the search question. After executing the search, 
Susan viewed each entry in the results list sequentially by selecting the site and 
reading the content. The domain extension was an important part of her evaluation 
criteria as she commented that she was “looking for websites that don’t end in .com.” 
She ended her search abruptly, not really finding the answer, but commented, “That’s 
about all I am seeing.” Susan then began her second search (see Figure 7).
Susan started again by thinking about the topic. After an initial comment 
about her broad subject area of e-leaming, she began using the advance organizer by 
reading sequentially each planning question and tip. She wrote down her answers to 
the questions on the advance organizer. She talked about other key words that might 
tie in, such as distance learning and online classes. When answering the questions 
about her goals and strategy she indicated that she needed peer-reviewed articles. She 
also “didn’t know a whole lot” except that it was “becoming more and more popular 
due to convenience.”
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Figure 7. Susan’s problem search.
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Stopping to plan her strategy, Susan reflected that she would need to do an 
advanced search and only include peer-reviewed articles about e-learning. When 
answering the question, “What is my plan? Write down your search terms,” Susan 
again talked of e-learning but also added the phrase instructional technology. The last 
question in the planning section on the organizer about where to start, elicited the 
comment that she knew she was going to ERIC and would be using an advanced 
search. She then started ERIC in the advanced search mode and entered the keywords 
she had written down: e-learning and instructional technology. She also took 
advantage of the search features of the ERIC database by evaluating and then selecting 
the date and results per page limiting features before executing her search.
After executing her search, Susan decided to use the advance organizer again 
and answered the question about having too much or too little. Having retrieved three 
records, she commented, “I don’t think I have too much.” She paused a minute and 
reflected, “ .. .maybe too little?” After reading the next advance organizer question and 
tip, “What else do I need.. .judge relevance to your topic,” Susan followed a specific 
result evaluation strategy. This strategy consisted of sequentially reading every entry 
in the results list, viewing and evaluating the full entry by reading the abstract, and 
then looking at the descriptors “to see if  I might want to use any of them in another 
search.” She found the descriptors technology integration and educational technology 
and commented, “Maybe I can change instructional technology to educational 
technology.” She also questioned whether the articles were peer reviewed or not while 
she went to retrieve the full text of one record for further evaluation.
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In evaluating another article, Susan also found descriptor online courses. After 
viewing two of the three records in her results list, Susan paused to evaluate what she 
had done by reading and answering the next set of questions on the advance organizer. 
“Am I reaching my goals? Yes,” and “Do I need a new strategy? No.” Susan looked 
at her third article and read the descriptors. She found the descriptor computer use in 
education that she thought might also be good. She read the abstract o f the article and 
decided to bring up the full text. She questioned whether the article was peer 
reviewed but was also concerned about the article’s length.
Susan’s next step was to perform another search “to see what happens” using 
the descriptors she had found. She chuckled when the descriptor educational 
technology retrieved 20,000+ records. She went back and did another search using the 
terms educational technology or instructional technology and e-learning that gave her 
235 records, which she still felt was “quite a lot.” This time she discovered, when 
looking at the results screen, that there was a separate category for peer-reviewed 
journals and she selected this category. Down to 64 records, she still felt that she 
needed to narrow the search even more. She went back to her first search and selected 
the limit of journal articles only. “So that’s better,” she decided when she saw that she 
had 35 peer-reviewed articles.
Scrolling down the results list, Susan indicated that she was pleased when she 
happily remarked, “Some of these look pretty good!” Susan ruled out some by 
looking at words in the title such as competitive firm setting. She was not interested in 
the commercial field. She selected only the ones that dealt with academia and were
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published in educational technology journals. Susan appeared to be ending her 
searching, but before she stopped Susan returned to answer the last set of questions on 
the advance organizer: “Have I reached my goal yet? Not yet.” She felt she had not 
found three articles. Susan talked about the articles that she had found, how she read 
the abstracts, and how she was able to get the full texts. “I want to say I didn’t reach 
my goal yet but I am writing my search down because I want to come back to it.”
Her final comments were about how she needed to print things out on paper to 
read. Her next step would be to print out five or six articles that “looked good” to 
decide which three would be the best. Susan again returned to the organizer and 
answered the rest of the evaluation questions. In reflecting on what she had done, she 
felt her first search was too narrow, so that was “what didn’t work,” but when she 
redefined her search parameter, that did work. The next time she searched, she would 
know about peer-reviewed articles and know how to find them.
When asked about the search strategy she used, Susan viewed her search as a 
“trial and error process” where her first search was too narrow but the articles looked 
good when she looked at the full text. However, she was uncertain as to whether they 
were peer reviewed. The second search she tried was broader and all the articles were 
peer reviewed. Susan felt that she “was just looking through them” and needed to 
print them out and read them to evaluate whether they were what she needed.
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Comparison Between Base and Problem Search 
For all participants, both those using and those not using the advance 
organizer, search behaviors were consistent when base and problem searches were 
compared (see Table 4). During both searches, Mary, without the advance organizer, 
searched using words from the question and ended in frustration. Sally, also without 
the organizer, had a skimming behavior that was apparent in her two searches. Susan, 
with the advance organizer, thought of her topic, searched, and then sequentially 
reviewed all of her results during both searches, and Andy, also with the organizer, 
quickly came up with terms and rapidly found the results he needed both times. Mark, 
with the organizer, used a repetitive strategy of adding terms and sometimes re-adding 
the same terms in both searches while Harry, without the advance organizer, tried 
terms and searched “just for giggles” in his two searches.
Search Strategy Themes 
After performing the searches, participants were interviewed about their search 
strategies and experience. These interviews revealed two common strategies:
1. The participants were concerned about finding the best terms or words to 
use in their search. This behavior was evident during their planning as well as 
throughout the searching activity.
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2. All participants exhibited a progressive refinement. They thought about 
terms to use and proceeded to use terms, descriptors, or both that they discovered in 
their search results as well as other system features to refine or re-execute subsequent 
searches.
A few of the participants explained why they used their strategies. The 
common theme was that their strategies were based upon previous experiences.
Finding the Best Terms 
Susan, Sally, Mary, Harry, and Andy all indicated that they thought about the 
key words they wanted to use before searching. Susan indicated in her interview that 
before she started searching she considered “just the different key words I wanted to 
use in the search.” During her think-aloud Susan considered, “My first search term is 
going to be e-learning. I’m also going to do instructional technology. . . . I’m going to 
look for e-learning in the title and instructional technology anywhere.” When she 
later re-executed her search after discovering the “peer-reviewed” tab, Susan again 
discussed the additional terms that she would use. “I am going to say educational 
technology or instructional technology and I want e-leaming in the title and see what 
happens.” Mary, in her interview, talked about how she just “thought of the words and 
the questions”: “I typed in words and the questions . . .  I usually type in words from 
the questions.” Andy specifically said during his interview that he looked at the terms 
he could use:
I looked at words I could use. I used the delimiter of elementary since I am 
interested in elementary education. I needed to use key terms, needed to use
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multiple topics so I would narrow my search. The need to figure out the key 
terms.
Sally also explicitly commented in her interview that she had to figure out what words 
she would use:
I read what the question was and before I started searching I had to decide 
keywords, so I had to figure out what words I was going to use to start the 
search to get the most effective and accurate results.
Then during her searching, Sally is seen on her screen capture selecting multiple 
descriptor terms to refine her search. She also commented during her think-aloud, “I 
keep clicking descriptors and adding more and more and more.” When asked in his 
interview what he considered before he started searching, Harry indicated that he 
considered
some of the key words I wanted to put in. [My] search strategy was to try to 
find the right key words. Um . . .  to make it a quicker search to try to zoom in 
as quickly as possible. So starting with key words and then finding out if  other 
. . . other words I could pull off the words and then refining the search from 
there.
While looking through a results list midway into searching, Harry also commented in 
his think-aloud, “You know, we need to look at the key words.”
Mark’s approach at first seemed different as he began by telling us in his 
interview that he “focused more on the topic,” but as he continued to describe his 
strategy, he talked about the key terms that he had decided to use to start his search. “I 
was interested in . . .  so simulation technology um . . . how it works in the military, 
how it works in the corporate world.” Mark confirmed this strategy during his think- 
aloud, as he discussed the terms he would use when he answered the questions in the 
planning section of the organizer: “Stop and plan your search . . .  I need to search on
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simulations, corporate and military, simulation in the military, simulation in the 
corporate.”
Examining the written notes of the participants supports the importance of key 
terms. Susan, Mark, and Andy, when answering many of the planning and monitoring 
questions on the advance organizer, noted key terms, and Harry and Sally, who did not 
have the organizer, jotted down key terms on their question sheets. Screen captures 
confirmed that the participants used the terms that they had written down in their 
searches.
Searching: Progressive Refinement 
Even though all of the participants exhibited iterative processes where the 
searcher’s interaction with their results led to a refinement or re-execution of their 
search, the exact strategy each one followed was different. It was common though for 
the participants to incorporate terms, phrases, or descriptor terms in their subsequent 
searches. Descriptors are subject words that the database provider has incorporated 
into the database to help describe each record. Searchers can select these terms and 
search for other records with the same descriptor word or words (see Figure 8).
Four of the participants, Susan, Sally, Mark, and Andy, used descriptors and Mary, 
Andy, and Harry used words that they thought of or found in their results lists, to 
broaden or narrow their searches.
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Figure 8. ERIC CSA search engine record result screen displaying descriptors.
Data from Susan’s screen captures revealed that she searched multiple times 
and used descriptors. In her first search, Susan combined a word and a phrase that 
retrieved three records. She proceeded to select descriptors displayed in her initial 
results list, which she used when she performed two subsequent searches. Harry’s 
think-aloud and screen captures revealed that he started with a broad term. He then 
used terms he thought of or saw in his results list to replace words in his search string 
to narrow his topic. Watching Sally’s screen captures showed her strategy of entering 
a broad phrase and then narrowing her results list by searching two more times, each 
time using different descriptors that she had found in her first results list. Observing
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Mark’s screen captures revealed that he used the quick search option and searched 
using only one of the terms he had written down on the advance organizer. He 
subsequently performed a second advanced search using two terms he had written on 
the organizer and one from his first search. He then clicked on descriptors to refine 
his search, as had Susan and Sally. Andy’s screen captures and audio recording 
revealed that after his initial search using three words, he added more words that he 
thought of to narrow his search, added subjects, and then also selected a descriptor to 
narrow his search. Mary, even though she did not use the descriptors, indicated during 
her think-aloud that she had found another term ,for teaching, while she read her 
results list that she used in a subsequent search.
The participants’ screen captures and think-alouds confirmed the use o f other 
system features to broaden or narrow searches. These limiting features are similar to 
key words or terms since the features allow searchers to narrow, broaden, or refine a 
search based on broad topical or other specialized indexes created by the database 
vendor (see Figures 9 and 10).
Screen captures verified that Mark, Harry, Susan, and Sally used the “peer- 
reviewed” tab to narrow their results while Susan and Harry’s think-aloud and Mark's 
interview confirmed that Mark, Harry, and Susan discovered this feature when they 
were in the midst of their searching. Susan was heard exclaiming during her think- 
aloud in the middle of her second search, “Oh! There seems to be a separate category 
for peer-reviewed journals under publication types because I forgot to select journals.” 
After searching on different languages Harry remarked, “Now before we go any
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Figure 10. ERIC CSA search engine search results list screen.
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further let’s go into the peer-reviewed journals so I get that limited. I don’t want to
make this mistake a third time.” At the end of his searching on his think-aloud he also
stated, “I apologize for my freak-out on the peer-reviewed article.” Mark explained in
his interview what happened during his searching:
When I started doing peer journal kind of reviews . . . well my first mistake 
was peer-reviewed jou rnal. . . well I didn’t even look at that. I just kind of 
w e n t . . .  I need to look for journals; I need to look for information.. . . And 
then I went to military and corporate, I didn’t want to touch the K-12 world 
and then I started searching for those things. . . . Then I started realizing, wait a 
minute . . . I’m supposed to be looking for peer-reviewed journals. And that is 
kind of where I was “uh oh!” . . . did I make a mistake?
Another strategy that Andy, Mark, and Harry talked about, which was
confirmed by their screen captures, was marking and saving records. All three marked
records from their results list but only Andy and Harry talked about how they returned
to review what they had selected, each at different times during their search process.
Midway into his searching Harry was seen clicking on the link to view marked records
as he commented, “Let’s look at my three marked records.” His screen captures
reveal that after looking at the records he continued to search and marked more. Harry
talked during his think-aloud about reviewing his marked list a second time, was seen
repeating a search to find a record he had lost from the list and removing a record as
he exclaimed, “No! Why did that one get marked? That one definitely not.” Harry’s
last activity in his search strategy was to review and e-mail himself the marked
records. “Click there, click there . . . e-mail to. We are going to return to my three
marked records. . . .  I am done,” he said. Similarly, Andy’s screen captures revealed
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that he stopped during his search to review the records he had marked. He 
commented:
Let’s see what my folder has. Do I have too much or too little? So I wrote 
down some of my search terms and I have not really looked at what I have so 
far. Okay, I am actually going to take a look and see what I got.
Andy was observed using the “find like this” feature with one of his marked records to 
continue his searching. Although Mark was seen selecting and marking records on his 
screen captures, he was not seen nor did he talk about reviewing his marked list or 
analyzing the records he had marked.
Some of the participants used other limiting features. Sally, Susan, and Mark’s 
screen captures confirmed their use of the date limit feature. Mark and Sally were 
observed using the subject limit as part of their first search strategy and the “journals 
only” limit when refining their searches.
Why Participants Used Their Strategies 
Although some of the participants just described their search strategy when 
asked during the interview “what search strategy did you use and why,” Sally, Harry. 
Susan, and Mark gave a glimpse into some of their reasoning. It appears that Sally, 
Mark, and Harry used strategies that they had used before and some of Susan’s,
Mark’s, and Harry’s repeating behaviors were due to the peer-reviewed article aspect 
of the question.
Sally based her strategy on her skimming technique that she described on her 
demographic survey. She was observed on her screen captures quickly skimming her
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results lists while she talked during her think-aloud about selectively clicking on a link
only after performing this initial evaluation:
The strategy I use is I actually read to skim the information underneath the 
link, I don’t necessarily open the link itself. I am going to know what it is 
about before I open it. The descriptor type words give me . . . identifies it a 
little better. Some people just click the link, open it, read the link. I just read 
the information below and that helps me decide, “Do I want to open this?” If 
not it is not really what I need and then I move on.
At the end of her searching, Sally also talked about how she found skimming helped
her get a variety of articles:
I clicked a couple, you know a handful. . .  and skimmed through them so and 
like I said I’m just going back and trying to find something you kind o f click 
the link and skim, you know skim the abstract and see if it is what you need . . . 
but this is a good way to . . . obviously you get a broad, you could say a bigger 
variety o f articles and stuff.
Harry indicated in his interview that he used his strategy to zoom in quickly:
[My] search strategy was to try to find the right key words. Um . . .  to make it 
a quicker search to try to zoom in as quickly as possible. So starting with key 
words and then finding out if  other websites mentioned other words I could 
pull off the words and then refining the search from there.
He also talked about another strategy that he previously found effective and why:
Typically I don’t use or, I use more of an and search and then I do my own 
delineation from there because I always see or giving me too many and stuff 
that I find irrelevant. I always try to narrow it down from there.
Mark, searching to answer the questions on the organizer, described his style in his 
interview:
Because my style first is to kind of read, I kind of like to read. Like, especially 
when it is question format. So I look at the questions and say what is it really, 
what is it asking me, what am I supposed to do here and that kind of stuff. So 
my first approach is, okay, I started writing, and then let me think of a plan on 
how to answer these questions. So that is why I approached it that way . . . and 
then I went on my search afterwards . . .  to answer the questions.
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During his interview, Mark also talked about why he used the basic search: “I went to 
basic search and that is when I did my searching . . .  I felt that was more comfortable.” 
During their interviews, Susan, Mark, and Harry also explained that some of 
their repeating and refocusing behaviors were because they were not sure they had 
retrieved peer-reviewed articles. Susan told us, “One of the problems was with the 
peer reviewed. I wasn’t sure if they were the first time until I found there was a tab 
for peer-reviewed articles.” Harry indicated, “I didn’t realize until halfway through 
that I needed to select the “peer-reviewed” tab; after I found that then it was making 
sure articles that I found were peer-review related.” Mark, when describing his 
searching, commented, “Then I started searching for those things. . . .  Then I started 
realizing, wait a minute . . .  I’m supposed to be looking for peer-reviewed journals.”
How Participants Used the Advance Organizer 
Although two of the participants discussed in their interviews that they felt the 
organizer helped them think and guided their search process, all three of the 
participants with the advance organizer used it differently and each talked about 
learning something different from their experience.
Susan: Using the Advance Organizer 
Susan explained in her interview that she used the organizer to guide her 
search process:
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It did kind of help me think about the search . . .  the different steps that I would 
need to follow in order to get the end result I was looking for. I just went in 
order down the line of the questions.
She indicated:
It made me slow down and think about what I was doing, whereas I would 
have kind of barreled into it, which I probably wouldn’t have done when I 
started the search the first time. It may have helped me to be more specific.
Susan also told us that it helped her think about search terms and her overall strategy:
It helped me think about the different search terms and when I was looking at 
the different articles there were descriptors that were there that made me think, 
Oh! Maybe I may want to look at the descriptors or use one of those to narrow 
my search or broaden my search. So I like how it asked what worked and what 
didn’t work, you know, for future searches . .  . and it was just nice to put 
everything down on paper, kind of plan and organize.
In her think-aloud, Susan was very deliberate in her use of the organizer. She
sequentially asked and answered each question in the planning section before she
performed her first search. After an initial evaluation of her first results set, Susan
talked about the overall success of her search while asking and answering the
monitoring questions. Next, she was seen on her screen captures performing two more
searches with descriptors she had found. Ending her searching, Susan is heard during
her think-aloud asking and answering the evaluation questions. Susan commented in
her interview that she used the organizer because “it said to.” “Hopefully it will be
good practice for my paper,” she said reflecting on her experience.
Andy: Using the Advance Organizer 
Andy, on his think-aloud, quickly read the entire organizer and only wrote 
down the answer to the first question. In his interview he told us how he used the
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organizer: “I looked at the top question most of the time. I quickly looked at the
actions. I thought I should write something, so I did.” Andy stressed during his
interview that he considered “[searching] is an intuitive process that I already have.”
and pointed out that he did not use the organizer because he found it “too laborious for
me to use.” However, during his think-aloud Andy asked himself some of the same
metacognitive questions, such as “Now, what information do I need?” and “Do I have
too much or too little?” that were on the organizer. Near the end of his searching,
Andy also asked himself, “Monitoring search results? . . .  I am looking at that,”
another question that was on the organizer.
When asked in his interview why he did not use the organizer, Andy stated,
“Why go through questions such as on the advance organizer once I know the topic?
There is no reason; I know what I am doing.” Andy talked about what he did not like
about the organizer:
Searching is more spontaneous; I found the advance organizer constraining. 
There was so much information on the advance organizer. That is too many 
things to do. If it was three to five things, I may have used it. Now if it was a 
delimiter online that I could use as I was searching, then I might have used [it].
Mark: Using the Advance Organizer
Mark used the advance organizer differently from Susan and Andy. He
described how he used it in his interview:
I went on my search afterwards . . .  to answer the questions. I focused more on 
the topic instead o f . .  . and then I went through the matrix, I looked at the table 
. . . and I started answering questions from the table, so I more focused on the 
table and then I went to do my search.
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Listening to Mark’s think-aloud revealed that he sequentially answered each o f the
questions in the planning section before performing a quick search. Mark’s screen
captures and audio recording revealed that he then decided to switch to the advanced
search to perform another search. After looking at his results list, he asked and
answered the questions in the monitoring section. He ended his searching and asked
himself the evaluation questions. In his interview, Mark talked about how the
organizer helped him:
One thing the organizer helped me to do was basically to organize my 
thoughts. You know just kind of, no really.. .kind o f.. .1 was going too broad 
and what I felt the organizer did was a way to curtail it, okay, this, you should 
be more focused on this instead of all over the place, kind o f ... so that’s how 
it helped.
Mark also talked about how the organizer helped him refine his search:
I think refining was really good . . . that I was able to use that advance 
organizer to ask myself questions internally, to say, “Okay, I like simulation 
but what kind of simulation?” “What am I searching, simulation, what results 
am I looking for?” “What industry am I trying to, you know, really focus on?” 
and it piqued my interest in certain ones that I, hmm, I never thought of that, 
especially when you look at the search results. You say, “Wait a minute, I 
never thought of that?” You know, so that’s how it helped me. To really go, 
at first I had an idea and it kind of expanded me.
Mark found specific parts of the organizer particularly helpful:
I thought the monitoring part [was helpful] and you know it seemed the 
questions were more, were focused on search, like, do you have a strategy? 
How are you searching? Do you want to refine the strategy? Those were the 
kind of questions I was looking at.
However, he did not feel all the questions were helpful”
The ones that were kind of not helpful which were like neutral were the first 
questions when it was basically kind of reminding me of stuff, of that I kind of, 
okay, realized that. But then, as I went along, that’s when I said, “Wait a 
minute. That’s right, I need to refine it”; so that’s how it helped me.
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What Users of the Advance Organizer Learned
During their interviews, the participants who used the organizer were asked to
reflect on what they felt they had learned. Although Andy told us that he did not feel
he learned anything from using the organizer, other participant reflections fell into two
categories, searching strategies and searching abilities.
When asked, “Was there anything you learned or did that you would do the
next time you searched?” Mark responded, “Yea, I would. I think refining was really
good . . . that I was able to use that advance organizer to ask myself questions
internally.” Susan talked about the search engine feature of descriptors: “Well, I
learned about the descriptors while using it, but I don’t know if it was a direct result of
the organizer, but I would use those again.”
The second area of learning related to the participants’ search abilities. The
data, however, do not clarify whether this learning was an outcome of participating in
the study or a direct result of using the organizer. During his interview, Mark talked
about his search skills:.
I thought I learned something about myself a little bit and that some things you 
think, I got the search skills, and know about this stuff and then all of a sudden 
you realize that there is a lot more to i t . . .  the peer-reviewed journal 
stuff.. .and then there is other things . .  . when I took into account and said now 
wait a minute, when I do this again, I am going to take these things into 
account. That’s what I learned.
Andy did not explicitly tell us that he learned something about his search ability but it 
was evident that he was affirmed in his expertise when he said during his interview, 
“Why go through questions such as on the advance organizer once I know the topic?
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There is no reason, I know what I am doing. . . .  This is an intuitive process that I 
already have.”
Evaluating Results and Ending the Search 
After 30 minutes, Andy, Harry, Sally, and Susan found at least three articles 
that had the potential to meet the assignment requirements. However, when the 
participants were asked during their interviews how they felt about their search results, 
all participants expressed a bit of uncertainty. Participants talked about the need to get 
the full text to determine relevancy, talked about the difficulties they had with the 
peer-reviewed aspect of the assignment, or both. Even with this uncertainty, several 
participants did have some confidence in their search results and the information they 
had found. For some participants an awareness of the time constraint of the study was 
evident during the talk-aloud, interview, or both.
Susan, Andy, Mary, and Mark felt uncertain because they felt they needed to 
read the articles before they could determine relevance to their topic. Susan, in her 
interview, talked about how she needed to print things out on paper to read: “I would 
probably next, um . . . print out maybe five or six articles that looked good and read 
through them and decide on the three I would like the best.” Mark, observed on his 
screen captures to be unsuccessful in his attempts to retrieve the full text of an article, 
commented during his think-aloud, “My search is incomplete because I could not get 
the entire article.” Although Mary had to be asked to stop because 30 minutes had 
passed, her comments on her talk-aloud indicate that she was attempting to access the
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full text of an article for further evaluation. “Technology . . . articles are here but you 
cannot access them. Again I am getting only so far,” she said.
Even Andy, who seemed pleased at the end of his search session when he 
commented on his think-aloud, “I have plenty of articles,” reflected during his 
interview on how he felt about his search results and the need to read the articles.
“Hard to say, I haven’t read them yet. I am uncertain because I might have to search 
again. I need to read the articles.” He continued to describe his uncertainty, “The 
search brought in articles . . . .  which had the words in there but I did not know if it 
was what I needed. I needed more time. I’m not sure I got enough or more than I 
needed”
Susan, Mark, and Harry talked about the problems they had with the peer- 
reviewed aspect of the question. At the end of his voice recording, Harry apologized 
for his “freak-out on the peer-reviewed articles” and we listened to Susan ask several 
times whether or not her articles were peer reviewed on her audio recording: “Now I 
am trying to make sure this is peer reviewed.” “I need to ask my professor if any 
journal article is peer reviewed. I believe that it is. In order to get in the journal, it has 
to be peer reviewed but I am not 100% sure.” “Oh! There seems to be a separate 
category for peer-reviewed journals under publication types.” Furthermore, Susan 
discussed during her interview that she was uncertain about articles being peer- 
reviewed:
Well, the first results I only had three and I wasn’t sure if they were peer 
reviewed or not. So those weren’t . . . but two of them looked really good but 
then I’m still not sure they are peer reviewed. Umm, I looked at the full text
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and they looked very interesting. . . .  Then when I did the other search I had a 
lot of returns and they were all peer reviewed.
Mark likewise told us in his interview that he redid his search because he was not sure 
the articles he had were peer reviewed: “I didn’t realize until halfway through that I 
needed to select the “peer-reviewed” tab. After I found that, then it was making sure 
articles that I found were peer-review related.”
Harry, Susan, Andy, Mary, and Mark did have some confidence in their search 
results. When nearing the searching time limit, Harry commented during his think- 
aloud, “I have been finding some good search things and now I am just running out 
my time to make sure I’ve got three peer-reviewed journal articles.” Mark explained 
when answering the evaluation questions on the advance organizer, “I was searching 
and able to find articles on the topic.” Likewise, Susan during her think-aloud 
commented, “I want to say I didn’t reach my goal yet. I am writing my search down 
because I want to come back to it. The information I have now is very useful.” Andy, 
at the end of his search, in his think-aloud also acknowledged, “I have plenty of 
articles.” Although Mary stated in her interview that she “looked at some things and 
seem to get something else . . . not what [she] was looking for,” while reviewing a 
results list during her search she remarked, “That’s a good article!”
Although Mary was the only participant who reached the time limit and was 
asked to stop searching, other participants without the organizer seemed to have been 
aware of the time limitation of the study and voiced their awareness. Harry explained 
in his interview that he was “keyed in on 30 minutes,” and “in fast mode.” He also 
commented during his talk-aloud, “I am just running out my time to make sure I’ve
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got three peer-reviewed journal articles.” Sally, also without the organizer, mentioned 
in her interview, “It would have saved time if I had started looking at peer reviewed 
right away.”
Andy, Mark, and Susan, all given the organizer, did not specifically discuss the 
time constraint in relation to their searching but appeared to be aware that there was a 
limitation. Susan discussed her need to write down her search to be able to come back 
to it later and talked about how she “would probably nex t . . . print out maybe five or 
six.” Andy told us in his exit interview, “I need more time,” when talking about his 
need to get the full text to evaluate his results. Similarly, Mark believed his search 
was incomplete: “I could not get the entire article.” However, Mark was seen on his 
screen capture having difficulties retrieving the full text; consequently, this comment 
may have had nothing to do with the aspect of time.
Metacognitive Strategies 
As described by Glick (1986), there are three phases to problem solving: 
planning, monitoring, and evaluating. Although each participant displayed these three 
phases, the participants with the advance organizer were more focused and deliberate 
in their metacognitive questioning when asking and answering the questions on the 
organizer.
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First Phase: Beginning the Search. Planning 
In the planning stage, Andy, Mark, and Susan took time to think about their 
topic and strategy along with the search terms they would use before searching by 
answering the questions in the planning section on the organizer.
Mark with the Advance Organizer
Mark discussed in his voice recording, while asking and answering the 
planning questions that he was going to search on “simulations . . . effects of 
simulation . . . and maybe success rates in the usage of simulations. So I need 
information about success, simulation, military or corporate simulation.” When 
answering the question, “Where do I begin?” he announced that he would be “[using] 
a quick search rather than an advanced search.”
Susan with the Advance Organizer
When verbalizing her answers to the planning questions during her think- 
aloud, Susan talked during her think-aloud about an interest in e-learning. “Hmmm 
. . . well for this purpose I think I am going to take a look at e-learning. . . .  So e- 
learning obviously be relevant. . . . Umm . . . distance education might tie in . . . online 
classes . . . where do I begin?” She also commented, “I need peer-reviewed articles.” 
When answering the question about her strategy, Susan talked about searching ERIC 
and the terms she would use. “Well I need to do an advanced search and only include 
peer-reviewed articles about e-leaming. E-learning, umm . . . maybe instructional 
technology. . . .  So I am going to start searching with ERIC.”
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Andy with the Advance Organizer
After letting us know he read the top of the advance organizer, Andy is heard 
on his think-aloud asking himself the first question on the organizer: “So . . . what am 
I looking for? I am looking for action research.” Andy’s screen captures showed him 
entering the terms action research, elementary, technology into the search boxes. He 
then commented, “Okay, I am going to go see what I can find . . .  and where do I . . . 
at least it is looking for action research and I am doing an advanced search. I can 
narrow it down.” He recorded the words advance search, research methods, 
elementary tech, mathematics on his organizer while he waited for the results screen to 
appear. Retrieving 121 records he then asked himself, “What kind of information do I 
need? Well one or two of the articles. I’d like to look at mathematics.” He then was 
observed adding the term mathematics to his search.
Sally, Mary, and Harry, who did not have the advance organizer, took terms 
from the questions and tried a search.
Sally Without the Advance Organizer
Sally is first heard on her think-aloud reading the question, commenting on her
topic, and then discussing the limits she would use:
Let’s see . .  . emerging trend issue in IT that you would want to know more 
about. Go to ERIC and change to technology. How early should I go back, 10 
years is probably, I don’t know the last 10 years is enough, the la test. . . 
journal articles only; these limits apply only to the ERIC database . . .  let’s do 
that.
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Sally’s screen captures revealed that she did not type in any terms and that this search 
retrieved no records. Almost immediately, Sally typed in the words technology 
integration, which were words from the question. While typing she commented on 
her think-aloud, “Technology integration . . . let’s try that one. Integrating technology, 
that’s always a big one.”
Harry Without the Advance Organizer
Harry’s screen captures showed him entering terms and searching while he 
commented on his think-aloud, “I’m interested in e-learning so I will start with e- 
leaming and let’s try e-learning strategy. I’ll just see what happens.”
Mary Without the Advance Organizer
Mary, who also did not have the aid, did not talk about her topic before 
searching but her screen captures showed her typing in the terms, technological 
equipment, words in the search question. During her voice recording, she simply 
pointed out that she was “going to find articles on technology, technological 
equipment.”
Second Phase: Refining the Search, Monitoring 
After the initial search, the participants began the phase of monitoring. For all 
participants, this typically consisted of reading through their results lists, noting terms 
and descriptors to narrow or broaden searches, and determining the next step in their 
search (see Figures 2 through 7). Reacting to the results lists precipitated many of
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their actions. All participants evaluated individual records and questioned whether 
they had reached their goal of three peer-reviewed articles; however, the participants 
with the organizer also asked and answered the questions in the monitoring section of 
the organizer.
Susan with the Advance Organizer
After executing her first search, Susan stopped to use the advance organizer.
On her think-aloud she asked, “Do I have enough?” to which she responded, “Well I
found three results so I don’t think I have too much. Um .. . maybe too little?” When
responding to the question, “What else do you need? Judge relevance to your topic,”
Susan talked about each of the three records she retrieved:
So the first one . . . that looks decent. I would say this would be very relevant. 
Um I’m looking at some of the descriptors for this article to see if  I might want 
to use any of them in another search. Um . . .  technology integration 
[thoughtfully]. Educational technology. Maybe I can change instructional 
technology to educational technology?
Susan talked about the peer-reviewed aspect: “I’m trying to make sure this is peer 
reviewed. I’m not sure whether or not it is. It’s from a journal so I’m guessing it is. 
Okay, so this article looks pretty good to me.” Susan continued searching and talked 
about the second article: “I’m going to look at the second article. This is in Tech 
Trends. . . .  so this one looks good also. One of the descriptors is online courses so I 
might want to use that.” She then asked herself more questions on the organizer:
“Am I reaching my goal? I would say yes.” “Do I need a new strategy? I would say 
no. I’m going to look at the third article.” Susan talked about the third record in her 
results list: “Looking at the descriptors. . . . That might be good. . . .  So this one looks
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pretty good too. It’s from Teacher Education and Special Education.” After 
questioning whether this article was too short on her think-aloud, Susan decided, “I am 
going to go back and take a look at some of the other descriptors and see what 
happens.”
Susan’s screen captures revealed that she executed another search, discovered
the “peer-reviewed” tab, and then executed another search after selecting the “journal
only” limit. While she scrolled through this new results list her think-aloud comments
revealed that she was evaluating individual records:
I’m not really interested in the commercial field so I could rule that one o u t . . .  
there is another one here, innovation in education and teaching internationals. 
. . .  So this one sounds good . . .  I don’t know about Slovenia. Um . .  . I’m 
going to see if any others really jump o u t . . . Journal o f Educational 
Technology Systems. That sounds very relevant!
Susan stopped searching and, as will be described in the next section, returned to ask 
and answer the questions in the evaluation section on the organizer.
Mark with the Advance Organizer
After his initial search, Mark’s screen captures show him evaluating individual 
records. Mark seemed to like to read and read aloud the entire abstracts o f five 
records he selected from his initial results list of 12 records. The records Mark 
selected to read included “assessment of the potential of simulation games for teaching 
transferable skills,” “simulation of enhanced Lumis access and core networks,” 
“software agents with human-like performance,” “social intelligence for interfaces for 
educational software,” and a record about “XML-based modeling.” Mark’s screen 
captures showed Mark switching to the advanced search, adding terms and limits and
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re-executing his search, which, he revealed in his interview, was because he all of a 
sudden realized, “Wait a minute! I am supposed to be looking for peer-reviewed 
journals.” With the results of this search, Mark appears on his screen captures to be 
trying to get the full text of one of the records but ended up in the library catalog and 
then at websites that are hyperlinked to the record in the ERIC database. On his think- 
aloud, Mark commented, “I am trying to read this article. These links are not getting 
me the article.”
Mark in his think-aloud then abruptly paused to ask himself all the questions in 
sequence in the monitoring section on the organizer. After asking the question, “Do I 
have too much or too little?” Mark answered, “I got too little at first, but I was 
confident in what I got. Military and simulation were successful terms.” To the 
question, “Do I need a new strategy? Mark responded, “I need to learn how to get the 
entire article.”
Andy with the Advance Organizer
After his initial search and adding the term mathematics, Andy talked during 
his think-aloud about the records he had found. “There is one in the Journal o f  
Computers and Mathematics, that would be one there,” which he is seen on his screen 
captures adding to his marked record folder. He continued, “Don’t want to do it on 
computer-assisted instruction. Do I want to do elementary education?” Andy re-read 
the search question, then clicked the “next” button while commenting on his think- 
aloud, “Let’s go to the next. . . .  I only found one so far. I’d like to do another. I’m 
not sure I am finding what I want.” While scrolling through the records on his next
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results screen, Andy decided, “I think I am going to add to my search here . . . let’s see 
if  we can narrow it down a little more.” Andy also revealed on his think-aloud. “1 am 
going to see what my folder has.” He also asked himself, “Do I have too much or too 
little?” to which he responded, “So I wrote down some of the search terms and I have 
not really looked at what I have so far. Okay, I am actually going to take a look and 
see what I got.”
Andy’s screen captures show that Andy looked at his marked records. While 
looking at his marked records Andy is heard commenting, “This study would not be 
where I want to be. Now I am down to three. This is not what I want. I am not happy 
with this. Now I am down to two articles.” Looking at the last article elicited the 
comment, “Ah! This is one that I am looking for . .  . action research,” Andy used this 
article to click on descriptors and found “integrating math and . . .  this is what I want. 
This is exactly what I am looking for.” After finding a few more records of interest in 
the results list, Andy was heard commenting, “And again I have three o f them and 
monitoring search results. . . .  I am looking at that.”
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Harry Without the Advance Organizer
Harry was first observed on his screen captures selecting system-generated
descriptors. He then refined his search multiple times by editing the search string to
try different language terms. He described this strategy during his think-aloud:
Okay, let’s edit, return to results and here we’ll take Spanish. We’ll look at 
French again just for giggles. And this one, I saw that, done with that one. 
Okay, now French, Spanish, English, they are not all that I am interested but I 
will highlight all that is going on. Okay, Russian .. . um . . . German. . . .
Then, in the middle of his searching, we hear Harry talk about how he forgot about the
need for peer-reviewed articles and how he will try to repeat his searches, this time
limiting the search to peer reviewed:
I’m afraid. I better stick to peer-reviewed journals, shouldn’t I? Three peer- 
reviewed journals. Now that I have done that on the bottom and once I repeat 
that, I am going to copy that, and we are going to go back and do French and, 
good, that comes up as a peer-reviewed article.
Harry’s searching behavior appeared erratic. He talked about what was happening as
he tried to repeat his searches:
So I am getting the exact same thing o u t . . . come on . . .  no whammies . . . 
there we go . . .  so we can take that one and . . . [groan]! Okay, I am going to 
go back to the one I know is, which was the VAT ..  . that doesn’t really tell 
me, you know I’m not repeating the search.
He also commented, “I am now trying to figure out what I am doing wrong.” and 
reminded himself, “I need to look at the key words.”
Sally Without the Advance Organizer
Sally, seen on her screen captures scrolling through a small results list, 
reflected during her think-aloud on one record, “Let’s see. So does this answer the
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question? Learning and leading with technology.” After she is observed selecting and 
searching on seven descriptors from the record, retrieving the same records, Sally 
commented that she was “getting way more into i t . . .  as [she kept] clicking 
descriptors and adding more and more and more.” She is seen returning to her 
original broad search and commenting while she was quickly skimming page after 
page of results, “I’m just going back and trying to find something. You kind of click 
the link and skim, you know, skim the abstract and see if it is what you need.”
Mary Without the Advance Organizer
Mary first evaluated her results based on reading the entire abstract. After she 
read aloud the abstract of the first record in her results list and commented, “That’s a 
good article,” Mary is seen on her screen captures typing in the terms she discovered. 
The comment, “Ah ha! The practice of English-language teaching,” on her think-aloud 
indicated that she was pleased with another article that caught her eye. Her screen 
captures revealed that she was unsuccessful in her attempt to retrieve the full text for 
further evaluation as she randomly clicked the same buttons multiple times. In her 
interview, Mary revealed, “I looked at some things and seemed to get something else 
. . . not what I was looking for.”
Third Phase: End of the Search, Evaluation 
Although one participant was asked to end her searching because 30 minutes 
had passed, all other participants performed some type of evaluation to end their 
searching. The time limit of the study was an inherent constraint, but three other
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factors were also part of the participants’ decisions to end their searching: successfully 
retrieving the three records required by the assignment, feeling that they had searched 
enough, and being frustrated. The participants who used the organizer used similar 
evaluation criteria as those who did not have the organizer; however, two of the 
participants with the organizer evaluated their overall strategy, including what worked 
and did not work. The participants without the organizer did not perform this 
evaluation.
Susan with the Advance Organizer
It was not clear why Susan stopped searching. Because almost 30 minutes had 
passed, the time constraint of the study may have been a factor; however, after she 
stopped she is heard on her think-aloud asking and answering the questions in the 
evaluation section of the advance organizer: “Have I reached my goal?” To which 
she answered:
Not yet. I haven’t found three but I found a good. . . .  I liked the first two and 
I’m sure I can find one more . . . fairly easily but now I am not sure the first 
two were peer reviewed. So maybe I should find three here.
She then continued to evaluate the records in her results list. Susan, during her think-
aloud, discussed the relevance of two more records and then commented, “So . . .  I
want to say I didn’t reach my goal yet. But I am writing my search down because I
would want to come back to it. The information I have now is very useful.” She then
went on to answer the questions on the organizer that reflected on her overall search
experience.
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Andy with the Advance Organizer
Andy ended his search when he had three records. He was heard saying on his 
think-aloud, “And again I have three of them and monitoring search results . . .  I am 
looking at th a t . . .  I have plenty of articles.”
Mark with the Advance Organizer
Mark’s screen captures showed his unsuccessful attempt to access the full text 
of an article right before he abruptly stopped searching. Returning to use the 
organizer, Mark is heard on his think-aloud asking and answering the evaluation 
questions: “Do I have too much or too little . . .  I got too little at first, but I was 
confident in what I got. Military and simulation were successful terms. I decided to 
use simulation training in the military.” Mark, like Susan, then continued to ask and 
answer the question on the organizer about his overall experience.
Evaluation Questions Answered by Susan and Mark
Both Susan and Mark asked and answered the questions on the organizer about 
what worked, what did not work, and what they would do differently. They reflected 
on different aspects of their experience, which included both procedural aspects of 
using the search environment as well as the search strategies they used.
Susan talked about her search process and peer-reviewed articles during her 
think-aloud:
Um . . . my first search was too narrow. So that would go more under what 
didn’t work. Um . . .  for what worked, I could say redefining search
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parameters. And what would I do differently next time? Well, I would know 
about peer-reviewed articles and how to find them. Um . . .  I guess I would 
view it as a trial and error process for my search.
Mark during his think-aloud talked about issues he had with getting the full text o f the
articles and using the ERIC database:
I need to learn how to get the entire article.. . .  My search is incomplete 
because I could not get the entire article. . . .  If I reflect on this I was searching 
and able to find articles on the topic but I need to learn how to work with 
ERIC.
Mary Without the Advance Organizer
Mary did not have the opportunity to evaluate reaching her goal because she 
had to be asked to stop because of time. She was seen on her screen captures 
attempting to access the full text of an article when she ran out of time. Her final 
comment on her think-aloud, showed her frustration: “Technology . . . articles are here 
but you cannot access them. Sigh! Again I am getting only so far”
Harry Without the Advance Organizer
Harry evaluated his goal attainment when he felt he had gotten the three 
required records. Right before ending his searching Harry commented on his think- 
aloud, “Now . . .  .1 am going to save, print, e-mail my three marked records. I am 
done. I believe I played a little with my going through.”
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Sally Without the Advance Organizer
Sally based her evaluation not on the number of records she found but on the 
number of records she had skimmed. On her think-aloud she stated, “I think I am 
going to be finished here. I have skimmed 70 articles.”
Summary
As will be discussed in the next chapter, searching is an “imprecise art.” 
However, the participants in this study did exhibit some common behaviors. There 
was an overarching concern about finding the best key terms and words throughout the 
search process and all participants, even the participants who seemed pleased at the 
end of their searching, had some uncertainty about their result. Since the intent of the 
organizer was not to prescribe a search strategy, many of the participants used 
strategies that they had used in previous searching experiences.
When we compare the participants who used the advance organizer, even 
though they each used the organizer in a different way and indicated that they learned 
something different from their experience, it was evident that their metacognitive 
questioning was more deliberate and focused when asking and answering the 
questions on the organizer. However, this questioning behavior did not recommend a 
step-by-step process, but was incorporated into their individual search behaviors.
Finally, all participants displayed different degrees of the three phases of 
problem solving: planning, monitoring, and evaluating. However, the participants 
who used the advance organizer had more focused and deliberate metacognitive
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questioning when they asked and answered the questions on the organizer. During the 
first phase of planning, all participants looked at key words and terms, but the users of 
the advance organizer asked and answered the questions about key words and two of 
them discussed their overall search strategy. During monitoring, everyone evaluated 
and analyzed the records they retrieved and gleaned key words, record descriptors, or 
both that they used to continue their search as well as reacted to the search results that 
were displayed. However, two of the participants with the organizer, asking and 
answering the questions on the organizer, paused and were deliberate in their 
questioning. Finally, two of the participants who used the advance organizer 
performed a search strategy evaluation at the end of searching. Again, asking and 
answering the questions on the organizer, these participants reflected on their search 
outcomes and strategies, procedural aspects of their searching, and what worked and 
what did not work.
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DISCUSSION
The discussion is divided into four sections, each section addressing one of the 
study’s research questions.
1. How do subjects approach the problem-solving process during an online 
searching problem?
2. What metacognitive strategies are used during an online searching 
problem?
3. How do subjects make use of an advance organizer using question 
prompts during an online searching problem?
4. How does the use of an advance organizer using question prompts 
compare to no advance organizer in terms of the search strategy used, metacognitive 
strategies, and search results during an online searching problem?
It is important to note the distinction between the participants who were given 
the organizer and those who used it throughout the searching task. One participant, 
with advanced searching skills, quickly read through the organizer, answered the first 
question, and stated that he did not use it after that. Data from the talk-aloud only 
allow one to make a subjective decision as to whether the advanced searcher did or did 
not use the organizer. Therefore, the discussion will refer to the two participants who
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used the organizer as “participants who used the organizer” and refer to all three 
participants given the organizer as the “participants who were given the organizer” to 
use.
Research Question 1 
Research Question 1 asked, “How do subjects approach the problem-solving 
process during an online searching problem?”
When looking at the solution paths that the participants followed in their 
information-seeking process, each followed a different search path. They exhibited 
the behavior Saracevic and Kantor (1991) call an “imprecise art,” where even though 
searchers search the same question, each searcher tends to see different things in a 
question, find different answers, and follow different strategies. Yet, there were some 
similarities in the participants’ search strategies. All participants showed an overall 
concern with finding key words to use. The participants began their searching by 
either thinking about the key words or terms they would use or used terms that they 
found in the question or problem statement. This is not surprising since most popular 
search engines have an interface design that requires one to enter words, phrases, or 
both in order to search for information.
Five of the participants started with broad topic terms or phrases and one 
participant combined multiple terms for a more specific search. Only two of the 
participants used words that were not part of the problem. Then after entering key 
words to use, all but one of the participants selected other system limiting features
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such as date, publication type, and subject category before they searched.
Unfamiliarity with the ERIC search engine led one participant to first search using 
limits but no key words. These strategies are in agreement with MacPherson’s (2004) 
two-stage model where in the first stage learners analyze and identify issues, such as 
search terms, before executing a search.
The participants’ strategies then followed the second stage of MacPherson’s
(2004) model, formulating the search strategy, conducting the search, and evaluating 
the results that are found. They exhibited iterative processes where interactions with 
their search results led to refinement, re-execution of their search, or both. This 
behavior is consistent with Bates’s (1989) “berrypicking” model and Pirolli and 
Card’s (1999) information foraging concept of adaptability. Both theories describe 
searching behaviors where a search is not satisfied by one single query but by a series 
o f searches where the searcher changes and adapts subsequent searches based on 
information that they gather along the way. Their behavior was also in agreement 
with Kuhlthau’s (2004) ISP model where each decision point can be a time when the 
direction of the search may change.
During these iterative processes, the use of key words and terms as well as the 
desire to find more words was a common strategy, but the participants’ overall 
strategies were different and “imprecise.” The strategies included selecting and 
incorporating terms, phrases, and descriptors in subsequent searches as well as 
evaluating results based on terms or phrases that they found. This supports the 
findings of Hannafin (1999) and Hill and Hannafin (2001) that searching tools can
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function as a scaffold for searchers by identifying and suggesting key concepts and 
words to use. Two of the participants used only the descriptors while two others used 
words that they thought of along with the descriptors. One participant only used 
words found in an abstract or title, and another used terms they thought of, words in 
the title or abstract, and descriptors. These terms and words were used to refine a 
current search, execute a new search, or both (Figure 11).
Participants with advance organizer
• Own word added own words -> changed term to new own words -> new
search own words selected descriptors selected descriptors.
• Own word and question words -> added own words -> selected descriptor.
• Question words -> selected descriptors new search used discovered
descriptor -> new search -> used discovered descriptors.
Participants without advance organizer
• Question words -> added own words -> changed term to new own word 
(multiple times).
• Question words added own words.
• Question words -> selected descriptors -> selected descriptors.
Figure 11. Sequence and use of terms and descriptors.
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The participants used other strategies during MacPherson’s (2004) second 
stage but searching was still “imprecise” as there were no consistent behaviors. 
Strategies included marking and reviewing marked records, Boolean logic, editing the 
search string, and retrieving full text. Three participants marked records and two of 
the three reviewed their marked records later in their searching, three tried to retrieve 
full text, one participant used the feature of editing the search string, and all 
participants except one used or allowed the system to default to the and Boolean 
operator. Three of the participants also re-executed their search because they 
discovered a system feature, the “peer-reviewed” tab, when they were in the middle of 
searching. Some o f these strategies were a result of a participant’s unfamiliarity with 
the search engine interface, reacting to the search engine interface or results list, or 
using strategies the participant had used before. These behaviors have instructional 
design implications for creating search tools.
1. System feedback is important when designing searching systems to help 
users avoid repeating ineffective or frustrating actions. Messages should be intuitive 
and use familiar terms.
2. Searching environments should include well-designed instructional 
components along with intuitive interface designs to help users understand and utilize 
system features and, if possible, be self-instructing.
3. Searchers use keywords during all phases of searching. Indexes, 
descriptors, and other design elements that highlight system-supplied words and terms 
or help users find words and terms should be intuitive and easy to use.
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4. Interface designs should take into account skimming or scanning, a 
common behavior when reading a computer screen (Nielsen, 1999). Design elements 
that highlight or make important information stand out should make scanning 
strategies more effective.
When reflecting on these design considerations, there is an overarching need 
for consistency across search engine interfaces. Although they indicated on their 
demographic survey that they searched regularly, three of the participants exhibited 
unfamiliarity with the ERIC CSA search engine. Search engines have identical or 
similar features, yet the visual layout, terminology, and special features can be 
different. Consistency would facilitate and enhance learning transfer across different 
searching environments and help minimize ineffective behaviors such as those that 
were observed in this study, e.g., executing a search with no key words, re-executing 
searches after discovering the “peer-reviewed” tab, unsuccessful attempts to obtain the 
full text.
Research Question 2 
Research Question 2 asked, “What metacognitive strategies are used during an 
online searching problem?”
All participants used metacognitive strategies throughout the search process 
(see Table 2). The participants exhibited the processes (reflecting, monitoring, and 
refining) defined for search activities by Land and Greene (2000). Scanning, 
questioning, and making decisions (Flavell, 1979; Kozma, 1988) are other examples
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of metacognitive strategies that the participants used. Although thinking about, 
redefining, and discovering key words was a major focus of the participants, reaction 
to search results and the other information displayed on the search interface screen 
was another prompt that precipitated reflection and refining of search strategies. 
Descriptors, limits, tabs, links, and results count caused participants to monitor or 
refine their search. This is in agreement with Hill and Hannafin’s (2001) observation 
that search interface designs themselves provide metacognitive queues. Although 
participants had similar metacognitive strategies, when and how many times they used 
these strategies during their searching was unique to each participant. The only effect 
of using the advance organizer was a more deliberate and focused questioning when 
using the organizer.
Because the organizer was purposefully not system specific, the questions on 
the organizer were broad and overarching. The participants’ answers to the questions 
reflected this by also being nonsystem specific. Tailoring the aid to a specific search 
engine would limit its ability to be used across different search platforms; however, 
this would allow the organizer to highlight the unique features of a search engine, 
suggest ways learners could use these features to refine and monitor their searching, 
and suggest ways that searchers could incorporate the features into individual 
strategies.
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Research Question 3 
Research Question 3 asked, “How do subjects use an advance organizer using 
question prompts during an online searching problem?”
Two of the three participants given the advanced organizer to use paused to ask 
and answer the metacognitive questions on the organizer during their searching. This 
supports the findings of Azevedo and Cromley (2004), Azevedo et al. (2004), Ge et al.
(2005), Nilsson and Mayer (2002), and Zumbach and Reimann (2002) that there are 
types of instructional aids that can facilitate self-evaluation and reflection during 
problem solving. This also supports the use of question prompts as a guide during 
problem solving (King, 1991a; Lin & Lehman, 1999; Mclnerney et al., 1997; 
Scardamalia et al., 1984) and as a method of helping learners be more self-aware and 
control their thinking (Hartman, 2001). The scaffolding ability of the aid, supported 
by the deliberate questioning facilitated by the organizer, may have helped the learners 
perform the activity that had the potential to be error prone and challenging (Pea,
2004).
The data showed that using the instrument did facilitate asking and answering 
the metacognitive questions, but it is difficult to determine the extent and actual 
effectiveness of its use. Triangulation o f the data sources did give a better 
understanding of how the participants used the instrument, but it is limited to what was 
obtainable from the data sources. None of the data collection methods, of course, 
recorded the participants’ actual thoughts. However, screen captures revealed the 
actions performed during pauses in the voice recording and visually represented
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behaviors. Additionally, written notes helped define important search concepts and 
terms and helped delineate when participants were using the printed instrument. Data 
from the interview transcripts assisted in the analysis, explanation, and clarification of 
the observed behaviors and voiced thoughts.
One participant given the organizer, who exhibited advanced searching skills 
and felt he knew what he was doing, indicated that he did not use the organizer. This 
supports the findings of Mayer (1979) that high-ability learners may not benefit as 
much from an advance organizer. There may also be less benefit from using the 
organizer if  learners do not want to use it or feel they do not need to use it. This 
behavior disputes Ge et al.’s (2005) suggestion that experienced users might use 
question prompts as a checklist. However, the advanced searcher used similar 
questioning strategies as those on the organizer, which supports the searching models 
o f Brand-Gruwel et al. (2005) and Hill (1999) on which the organizer’s question 
prompts were based.
Although it appeared that the advance organizer was not deemed useful for the 
advanced user, the participant did read the organizer before beginning the search. It 
was possible that reading the organizer facilitated recall of existing schema, which was 
then applied to this learning experience. The intent of the advance organizer was to 
scaffold (Pea, 2004, Sherin et al., 2004). However, this user may have used the 
advance organizer as it was originally intended to be used, a pre-instructional strategy 
explaining material that it precedes (Ausubel, 1978), and did not need this scaffolding. 
Still, exactly how the organizer was actually used by all the participants is unknown.
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Future studies are needed that focus on how the organizer is in fact used, not just any 
user’s interpretations and perceptions. It is also important to note the feelings the 
advance user had about using the instructional aid. The advanced searcher felt that the 
organizer was constraining. Future studies should look at user characteristics to 
determine if all advanced users, other types of users, or both, find the organizer 
constraining and therefore might not use it.
The two participants who used the organizer throughout the searching task did 
not adapt their search strategies to the organizer but did incorporate the metacognitive 
questions into strategies that they had previously used. Since searching is an 
“imprecise art,” it was not possible to support or refute previous findings (de Jong & 
Van der Hulst, 2002; Trumpower & Goldsmith, 2004) that present an expert’s 
conceptual knowledge on the organizer had an effect on the underlying procedural 
task. However, the intentional pausing before, during, and after the searching activity 
to ask and answer the questions on the organizer indicates that the organizer did have 
some effect on the participants’ searching. Participants deliberately stopped to answer 
the questions in the planning phase before beginning their search. They used the 
monitoring questions just once during searching. Finally, when they felt they were 
finished searching or felt the time constraint of the study, they answered the evaluation 
questions. Observing their deliberate pausing and attending to the organizer’s 
questions at different times during their searching task supports a slowing-down and 
guiding effect of the organizer. However, just using the organizer and writing down 
answers to the questions may have contributed to or caused these effects. Writing
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answers on a piece of paper takes time and there are inherent guiding properties in any 
instructional aid when one feels required to use it.
In spite of repetitive search strategies, the organizer was used in a linear 
fashion. This unintended linear use of the organizer may be due to any or all o f the 
following: (a) its design, (b) split attention between the print organizer and the online 
screen display, and (c) the dynamics inherent in a research study versus a real-world 
situation. In reflection, participants may have used the organizer differently or in a 
prescribed fashion if they had been instructed how to use it (Derry, 1984; Kloster & 
Winne, 1989), but explicit instruction had the potential to suggest a step-by-step 
process rather than its intended focus of fostering metacognitive skills.
Observing how the organizer was used suggests that it may be less effective in 
a self-learning environment, where a learner may choose not to use the instructional 
aid, but it may be an effective component of traditional learning environments where 
teachers or instructors require searchers to use the organizer as part of an online 
searching assignment. Giving users explicit instructions or suggesting ways to use the 
organizer that accommodates different levels of users may also increase its 
effectiveness.
Overall, the participants did not use the advance organizer in a consistent 
manner but functionally used it like an exercise or worksheet. The print format and 
design layout as well as asking the participants to use the aid may have predisposed 
learners to use it this way. However, in its current design, using the organizer as an 
exercise or worksheet assignment before performing an information-seeking problem
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may be an effective instructional tool for teaching metacognitive questioning 
strategies.
When evaluating the parts of the organizer that the participants used, the 
participants consistently used the question prompts and the note space. Analyzing the 
written notes revealed that the space for note taking was too small. Participants wrote 
in the margins and between the lines. Reducing the amount of information on the 
organizer and including only the question prompts with a larger note space would 
decrease the amount of information presented to novice searchers but might enhance 
the organizer’s overall use as well as facilitate its use as a checklist for advanced 
searchers.
Two users of the organizer felt they learned something about their search 
strategies from their experience, and two may have learned about their search abilities. 
Whether the users of the organizer in fact did learn metacognitive skills could only be 
determined by observing subsequent searching. It is also possible that the 
participants’ learning was a result of the searching experience rather than a direct 
result of the advance organizer.
Research Question 4
Research Question 4 asked, “How does the use of an advance organizer using 
question prompts compare to no advance organizer in terms of the search strategy 
used, metacognitive strategies, and search results during an online searching 
problem?”
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To facilitate the comparison of the participants’ search strategies, 
metacognitive strategies, and search results, the discussion of this research question is 
divided into three parts: search strategies, metacognitive strategies, and search results. 
Search strategies will focus on the actions and interactions with the search engine as 
well as how the participants searched, metacognitive strategies will address thinking 
and reflecting during the search process, and search results will focus on the product 
o f searching. Table 5 summarizes this comparison.
Table 5
Comparison o f  Search Strategies, Metacognitive Strategies, and Search Results
Advance Organizer No Advance Organizer
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Search Strategies
When comparing the users of the advance organizer with participants who did 
not have the organizer, the participants in both groups exhibited consistent search 
behaviors between their base and problem searches. For the advance organizer to 
affect searchers’ actions and interactions with the search engine, it would have to 
prescribe a search strategy. Since this was not the intent of the organizer, this 
observation was not surprising.
There was a difference between the overall search processes of the two groups. 
Only two of the participants, both given the organizer to use, used words that were not 
in the search question for their first search and the two participants who used the 
organizer throughout the search process also slowed down when attending to the 
organizer. When attending to the organizer, the participants consciously turned their 
focus away from the search engine interface. They did this at the beginning o f their 
searching, once during their searching, and then again at the end of the search process.
Analyzing the overall search strategy of the participants, the participants with 
the organizer searched with different goals than the participants who did not have the 
organizer to use. This is in agreement with Zumbach and Reimann’s (2002) findings 
that novice learners confronted with a new domain need to get an idea of what to do 
with the information as well as build a coherent mental model. They have to generate 
a learning goal. The organizer seemed to provide an additional goal for the 
participants, which was reflected in their overall strategies; one participant searched to 
answer the questions on the organizer and the other followed the instructions to use it.
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The participants who did not have the organizer and the advanced searcher, focused 
only on the goal in the problem statement of finding three articles. These different 
goals had the potential to affect the participants’ overall feelings about their search 
experience. However, the frustration that participants had about the peer-reviewed 
aspect of the question, their unfamiliarity with the ERIC search engine, and the focus 
on the need to get the full text for evaluation appeared to overshadow any other 
feelings about the search experience.
Participants who used the organizer did feel that slowing down, being guided, 
and questioning was helpful; however, interview questions were not asked of either 
group of participants about how they felt about their overall experience. The 
interview questions, how they searched and how they felt about their search results, 
elicited information about the process and performance. Even when asked about 
frustrations, participants focused on aspects of the search process such as difficulties 
with “peer-reviewed.” However, two of the participants, who did not have the 
organizer to use, focused on searching quickly while the two participants who used the 
organizer discussed how they slowed down and took more time, a result o f using the 
organizer. Since searching has two components, a learning aspect and a performance 
aspect, this slowing down effect has the potential to scaffold learning (Pea, 2004; 
Sherin et al., 2004) but not performance.
Finally, when comparing how the users felt about their overall search 
experience, the participants’ reflections focused on similar issues. The two users 
without the organizer, when reflecting on their search during the exit interview,
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focused on the difficulties and frustrations they had with the procedural aspect of 
getting peer-reviewed articles. The third participant focused on feelings of inadequacy 
and the procedural aspect of putting in the right key words and retrieving full text.
Two of the participants with the organizer also talked about their frustration with the 
peer-reviewed aspect and all three reflected on the need to read the full text of the 
article for further evaluation. This focus on unfamiliar aspects of the searching 
environment rather than individual search strategies may be a result of using an 
environment and problem with unfamiliar elements. As previously discussed, results 
may have been different if  the question had not included unfamiliar elements, had 
explicitly stated goals, and had used a familiar search interface.
Metacognitive Strategies 
As described by Glick (1986), there are three phases to problem solving: 
planning, monitoring, and evaluating. All the participants’ search strategies displayed 
these three phases; however, their metacognitive strategies were different. The two 
participants who used the advance organizer exhibited deliberate metacognitive 
questioning; they asked and answered the questions on the organizer. The ability of 
the organizer’s question prompts to guide metacognitive questioning strategies during 
problem solving is in agreement with previous studies (Conner, 2007; Ge et al., 2005; 
Ge & Land, 2003, 2004; King, 1991a, 1991b, 1992, 1994; Lin & Lehman, 1999; 
Mclnerney et al., 1997; Scardamalia et al., 1984).
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Even though all participants had the same concerns about finding key words at 
the beginning of their searching, the participants without the organizer quickly 
executed their search while the participants with the organizer thought about their key 
words, goals, and search strategy when asking and answering the questions in the 
planning section of the organizer. The behavior of the participants without the 
organizer was similar to what Nachmias and Gilad (2002) observed where searchers 
looked for immediate solutions and did not take the time to think about the process or 
outcomes.
Participants with the organizer deliberately paused once to ask themselves the 
questions in the monitoring section on the organizer during the second phase. The 
participants without the organizer did not exhibit these deliberate behaviors, but the 
participants without the organizer also exhibited some metacognitive reflection during 
the monitoring phase. It is unknown whether the participants without the organizer 
had existing schema, previous searching experiences, or instruction with 
metacognitive strategies, or if  the ERIC search engine interface design itself provided 
metacognitive queues (Hannafin, 1999; Hill & Hannafin, 2001). However, at the end 
of searching only the participants who were using the organizer paused and reflected 
on their search experience by asking and answering the evaluation questions.
Because the metacognitive activity was determined from the participants 
thinking aloud, one must not overlook the possibility that the thinking-aloud protocol 
created two competing cognitive processes, thinking and verbalizing, that took focus 
away from the searching tasks (Nielsen et al., 2002; Van den Haak, de Jong, &
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Schellens, 2003). During think-aloud protocols participants may also think faster than 
they speak and their thoughts may be more complex and difficult to verbalize (Nielsen 
et al., 2002). Therefore, it is possible that we do not have a true picture of the 
metacognitive activity that took place. It is also possible that since the participants 
read aloud the questions on the advance organizer, the action of verbalizing the 
question prompt contributed to the participants’ metacognitive activity (Ainsworth & 
Loizou, 2003; King, 1991a).
The participants who used the organizer also indicated that the organizer 
helped them plan, think, and organize their thoughts. This is in agreement with the 
findings of King (1991a) that the act of asking and answering questions helps students 
manage and monitor their problem solving and the findings of Ge and Land (2003, 
2004) that question prompts can help learners elaborate on their thinking. However, it 
is not known whether the instruction on the top of the organizer influenced the terms 
the participants used to explain how the organizer helped them. Nevertheless, using 
question prompts to help learners pause and reflect before, during, and after the 
searching process has the potential to be an effective instructional strategy. An 
advance organizer may be one of several types of instructional design aids or elements 
that can foster metacognitive questioning; therefore, based on the results of this study 
and those of previous studies, elements that foster metacognitive questioning, which 
can help learners solve information problems, should be a design consideration when 
designing both search engine interfaces and searching instruction.
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Search Results
The organizer may have played a role in metacognitive questioning but it did 
not affect the reasons why participants ended their search or how they felt about their 
search results. Most participants evaluated their results and ended their searching 
based on finding the three necessary records or feeling that they had searched enough. 
This is not unexpected since the goal of the assignment was to find three peer- 
reviewed articles and the study also included other concluding elements, namely time 
and database limit.
It was also not surprising that the organizer had no effect on how participants 
felt about their search results. The instrument’s focus was the search process, not 
relevance evaluation, and the study was not about performance but rather looking at 
patterns. Even though three of the participants felt they had found some good articles 
or information on their topic, the overall feeling of uncertainty about the relevance of 
search results was warranted since it is difficult to determine relevance by reading 
only the abstract o f a journal article. The problem question on the organizer also 
emphasized the goal of finding three peer-reviewed articles, which was reflected in the 
participants’ search strategies. A problem question specifying a different goal or a 
question that did not contain unfamiliar elements such as peer reviewed, may have 
produced different results.
Because of the nature of open-ended problems, where there are multiple search 
paths and many possible solutions, comparing the search results of the participants 
was not possible. To do such comparisons would require determining each record’s
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relevance to an individually defined topic as well as comparing the results to those of 
or found by an authoritative searcher. Even so, an individual ultimately is the one to 
determine relevance based on their perceived need and their own interpretation o f a 
problem. A comparison would have been possible if the search problem had had a 
definitive answer, but this was not the focus of the study.
Summary
The participants in this study approached an online searching problem 
differently but there was an overall concern with finding the best key words to use. As 
they discovered and thought of new or additional words, phrases, or both, they refined 
and re-executed their searches. Participants’ overall strategies consisted of a series of 
searches that were adapted and changed based upon information that each participant 
found along the way and many of the strategies appeared to be based on previous 
searching experiences. Although participants used other system features such as 
marking records, Boolean logic, retrieving full text, and search string editing, many 
other system features were not used. One feature, the “peer-reviewed” tab, that some 
o f the participants did not notice until they were in the midst of their searching, caused 
several participants to re-execute their searches.
The metacognitive strategies exhibited by the participants consisted of 
reflecting, refining, monitoring, scanning, skimming, questioning, and making 
decisions. Yet, the metacognitive questioning exhibited by the participants who used 
the organizer was deliberate and focused as they attended to the organizer. This
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deliberate questioning was seen during all three phases of problem solving. Although 
the participants who did not have the organizer exhibited reflective behavior during 
the monitoring phase, they did not perform the same deliberate questioning and did 
not pause and perform this deliberate questioning during the planning and evaluation 
phases. Metacognitive strategies for all participants were also a result of reacting to 
the information displayed by the search engine interface.
Two of the participants who said they used the organizer indicated that it 
guided and focused their searching. They paused to deliberately ask and answer the 
questions on the organizer. Even though they used the organizer in sections and in a 
linear fashion in spite of their repetitive search strategies, they easily incorporated it 
into their individual search strategies. The one searcher with advanced skills, given the 
organizer to use, chose not to use it after quickly reading the document, asking, and 
answering the first question. Whether reading the organizer acted as a review and 
recalled existing mental models is unknown. However, since each participant used the 
organizer in a different way, the instrument may benefit from including explicit 
instructions and suggestions as to how to use it to foster metacognitive strategies.
This would facilitate the organizer’s use with different search strategies and by 
different levels of users, potentially increasing its effectiveness.
In comparing the participants, it appears that the organizer did not have an 
effect on individual search behaviors, but it was incorporated into existing strategies.
It also had no effect on how participants felt about their search results. However, 
participants were not asked to determine individual record relevance, which would
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essentially require reading and studying the article’s full text. The participants with 
the organizer did slow down and attend to the questions on the organizer, used the 
metacognitive questioning as they planned their search, and reflected on their 
experience when they were finished searching. Some of their slowing down, however, 
may have been due to the inherent nature of using a printed document and writing 
answers on a piece of paper. It was also not possible to compare the search results of 
the participants due to the nature of a problem-based question that does not have a 
definitive answer. Since participants in both groups had uncertainty about their search 
results, using the organizer did not appear to have any effect on this aspect of 
searching.
Overall, guided and focused questioning has the potential to be an effective 
metacognitive strategy for searching environments and generic questions have the 
potential of being used in an online presentation as well as with different search 
databases. Yet, as will be discussed in the next chapter, the organizer may benefit from 
explicit instructions or suggestions as to how to use the organizer so that it 
accommodates different levels of users and different search strategies. In its current 
design, it may be more effective as part of a traditional learning environment rather 
than in a self-learning situation. Some suggested physical design modifications may 
also increase its effectiveness. Nevertheless, the overall ability of the instrument to 
facilitate questioning and reflection during searching is the key to its effectiveness.
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CHAPTER 6
RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSION 
Recommendations
Based on the results of this study and the reflections of the researcher, there are 
some design changes for the advance organizer that should be considered.
1. It was apparent that the participants used the advance organizer in a
linear fashion and going between the printed organizer and the computer screen 
caused split attention. Because the organizer’s physical format and layout may have 
contributed to these behaviors, the organizer may benefit from integration into the 
online search engine.
2. For an advance organizer presented online, the organizer’s question 
prompts should be divided into subsections to mirror the sub-processes of information 
seeking. These subsections could then be presented in advance of strategic points in 
the iterative searching process.
3. An online presentation needs to take into account that screen prompting 
can become annoying, be distracting, and even be ignored by a searcher, while also 
having the potential to prescribe metacognitive reflective and questioning activities at 
predefined points in the search. Therefore, flexibility and adaptability would be 
important for an online presentation in order to accommodate and adapt to individual
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reflective points. To accommodate both individual search strategies and different 
levels of users, flexibility should include both the timing of the question prompts and 
requiring user response.
4. Instructing searchers how to use the organizer may have helped the 
participants use the organizer in a nonlinear fashion; however, instruction has the 
potential to recommend a search strategy. Some amount or some type of instruction, 
though, such as suggested ways to use the organizer, may be beneficial.
5. Fostering metacognition using question prompts has the potential to be 
an effective instructional strategy for solving ill-structured problems such as 
information seeking. There is the potential that other instructional design elements 
may be able to incorporate this strategy into their design.
Based on the results of this study and further reflections of the researcher, there 
are future studies of the advance organizer that should be considered.
1. Consider the impact of the advance organizer when used as a worked 
problem, review exercise before learners do an assignment, or task that has an 
information-seeking component.
2. Analyze ways to highlight and include system-specific features in the 
organizer.
3. Determine the amount and types of instruction that would enhance the 
advance organizer’s effectiveness.
4. Develop and study an online design incorporated into an online search
engine.
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The results from this study revealed study design choices that may have 
affected the outcomes and behaviors of the participants. These have implications for 
using this study protocol in future research.
1. The participants may have benefited from specific instructions to limit 
searching to getting records and abstracts, thus eliminating the issues with finding full 
text and result evaluation based on this criterion.
2. The search problem should not contain an element such as peer reviewed 
that may be confusing or unfamiliar. The refocusing and repeating behaviors may 
have not been indicative of a participant’s typical search strategy.
3. Some participants were not familiar with the ERIC CSA database. Use 
o f a database that was familiar to all participants and limiting searching to the simple 
or quick search with fewer features would focus on the search process and not on the 
search engine interface and features.
4. For data manageability, this study was constrained by time. Because of 
the time it takes to retrieve and readjournal articles, 30 minutes was not adequate for 
retrieving full text and performing relevance evaluation on individual journal articles. 
However, it appeared to be adequate for the participants to complete the problem­
solving process and perform multiple reworkings of their strategy.
5. Even though the problem question was based on a future class 
assignment, the researcher defined the search problem. In many searching tasks, 
learners have greater freedom to pick their own topic, one that may be of greater 
interest and one for which they already have an existing knowledge base. Such an
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environment has the potential to produce different results as well as different search 
and problem-solving strategies.
6. Follow-up interview questions should be considered to elicit reflection 
and feelings about the overall search experience along with thoughts and reflections 
about the search process and outcomes.
7. Using multiple data sources was necessary for this type of study.
However, the think-aloud behavior at times did not reflect the thought process, but 
was just a discourse of the results list, description of the task that was being 
performed, or both. Giving the participants more in-depth instructions about thinking 
aloud as well as conducting a test run of the thinking-aloud procedure with the 
participants is recommended.
Conclusion
The advance organizer designed for this study facilitated metacognitive 
questioning and reflection during the search process, yet there were limitations to its 
effectiveness. Even with repetitive and nonlinear search strategies, the linear use of 
the organizer was apparent, participants did not use the organizer in a consistent 
fashion, and the participants used the organizer like an exercise or worksheet. Yet the 
deliberate and purposeful questioning exhibited by its users as they paused once 
before, once during, and once after their searching affirmed the scaffolding ability of 
the question prompts on the advance organizer. Therefore, it will benefit teachers and 
instructional designers to consider and further explore aids containing question
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prompts, such as the advance organizer, to foster metacognition during information 
searching. The questions and tips on the organizer appeared to establish a conceptual 
framework of metacognitive questioning strategies, similar to higher order rules.
Since the aid did not focus on prescribing a process or procedure for how to use a 
specific database, these metacognitive skills also have the potential to anchor to 
existing search strategy schema, increasing the likelihood that they will transfer and 
become part of future search strategies. However, it is important to note that the 
advanced user told us he did not use the organizer except to read it quickly at the 
beginning and answer the first question. This may imply that one does not have to 
facilitate metacognitive skills with advanced users and such users may use the advance 
organizer but find it ineffective. It will be important to look at how users with 
different characteristics use the organizer. Even though a design is intuitive, one still 
needs to consider the user.
Another important aspect of searching that was obvious in this study was the 
concern for finding and discovering key words. Fostering metacognitive skills in this 
area should be a major concern of designers of online searching environments.
Because of the current search engine designs, it is not surprising that thinking about, 
finding, and reflecting on key terms are important aspects of searching. However, 
most search engines already have features that can foster metacognitive behaviors, and 
many strategic decision points during searching in this study came from reacting to the 
results or other information displayed by the system. Searchers did not use all 
available features, though. This suggests that screen designs should include intuitive
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features and instructional hints that help learners discover and use system features as 
well as understand how these features can be used to foster metacognitive strategies.
It also suggests that designing the organizer for a specific search engine may enhance 
its effectiveness since it could highlight special features that are available.
Since the purpose of this study was to explore the impact of an advance 
organizer as well as to look at themes and patterns, a comparative, multiple-case study 
was appropriate. However, the study question was purposefully vague and broad to 
allow each participant to search an open-ended problem and, unfortunately, this type 
of question limited the potential to perform a cross-case comparison of the search 
results or compare the search results to an authoritative searcher. Using a question 
that had a definitive answer would have allowed quantification and comparison of the 
search results. Still, comparing individual base and problem searches was an 
appropriate way to study the impact of the organizer on individual search behaviors.
Because of the uniqueness of this type of learning environment, where the 
learning focus is conceptual but the learning also involves a process, the results o f this 
study may not be applicable to other types of online learning environments such as 
those whose learning outcomes include a declarative knowledge component. To 
generalize the effects and learning transfer, if  any, of this instructional aid or any 
redesigned organizer will require future quantitative studies. However, based on the 
metacognitive questioning facilitated by the advance organizer during the study’s 
information-seeking problem, studies exploring the potential benefit o f using question
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prompts to scaffold the information-seeking process, using an advance organizer in its 
current or a modified design, should continue.
In reflecting on proposed design modifications to the current print organizer if 
it would be incorporated into the online learning environment, the question arises as to 
whether this modified instrument would be an advance organizer in the classical sense. 
Online instructional aids can provide a conceptual framework to anchor new learning, 
the same as a paper or print-based aid; however, online design elements offer a 
flexibility, both in presentation and user interactivity, that is not available in print 
formats. The flexibility in an online learning environment allows the organizer to be 
present in sections and be presented before, as well as during learning. Both the 
content and timing of the display can also be dependent on the learner’s input and 
actions. Since the advance organizer in the classical sense is a pre-instructional tool, it 
may benefit from a revised definition for online learning environments to include this 
interactivity and flexibility, broadening the definition of what it means to be 
“presented in advance of instruction.”
Results have been inconclusive on the effectiveness of the advance organizer 
and much of the research, as well as this study, focus on its design perspective. Based 
on the observations in this study, there may be a need to broaden the research agenda 
to include the user’s perspective. The advance organizer may have no impact on 
advanced users since they may already have a concrete mental model and know what 
to do. Even though the design of the organizer was intuitive, user characteristics 
affected how the organizer was used; furthermore, each of the three participants used
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it differently. The participant who liked to read, especially if the content was in 
question format, searched to answer the questions. Another participant, not confident 
in her search ability, used the organizer to guide and help her think about her search. 
The advanced searcher may have used it as a pre-instructional aid, an advance 
organizer in the classical sense. It is also quite possible that the participants’ search 
strategies, outcomes, and experience would have been different if  they used or were 
instructed to use the organizer differently. The same could be true for other users as 
well. Therefore, it is important for future research to focus not only on the design 
perspective, but on this user perspective as well.
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Welcome to the world of searching! We want to thank you for participating in this 
research study exploring the effects an instructional design intervention, an advance 
organizer, may have on the searching process.
I am (Kim or John) and this is (John or Kim). We are helping Terry Huttenlock collect 
data for this study because of a scheduling conflict. She wishes she could be here, and 
thanks you for your help in this endeavor. Please feel free to contact her if you would 
like to find out about the outcome of this study. Be assured that (John and I) (Kim and I) 
are both are fully qualified and are very familiar with the study. The study will also be 
run according to Terry’s written instructions.
As Dr. Hung has mentioned, participation is voluntary and the decision to participate or 
not participate will have no affect on your grade in the course. The search that you are 
going to do does relate to your final assignment so we hope you will find the experience 
helpful. Please be assured that the data collected will be anonymous. Your packets 
have all been numbered and the number will not be connected to any personal 
identifying information. We are also not looking at your personal searching ability but 
themes and patterns in the search process.
To review: The study will consist of a short questionnaire and a simple search to gauge 
your searching background. If you do not finish the search within 10 minutes, you will 
be asked to move to the next question. You will then perform a problem based search 
followed by a short follow-up interview. We will ask you to stop once you have 
searched for 30 minutes. Please let us know if you finish before then.
We are asking that you "talk-aloud” to record your thoughts while you are searching. 
Computer keystrokes will also be captured so we can analyze your search process.
Any Questions?
To begin, would you please read and sign the informed consent form. We will need two 
signatures, one for the study itself and one for the audio-recording. We will come 
around and collect the forms and give you a packet. We ask that you please not look 
ahead in your packet until told to do so. Once you get the packet, please begin to fill 
out the questionnaire. When you are done, raise you hand and we will come around to 
start the software needed to record your searching and let you know that you are ready 
to begin the first search. Your thoughts when you first read the search questions are 
very important. Please follow the instructions in the packet and continue to the second 
search only after you have finished the first.
Please let us know if you have any questions during the testing by raising your hand. 
When you are finished, please raise your hand. After you are finished, please help 
yourself to snacks while we save the computer files. We will then meet with you for a 
brief follow-up interview. For data integrity we ask that you not talk to each other during 
the study or while you are waiting to be interviewed.
Again, thank you for your participation and help in this endeavor.
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Welcome to the world of searching! W e [I] want to thank you for participating in this 
research study exploring the effects an instructional design intervention, an advance 
organizer, may have on the searching process.
data for this study because  of a sche duling conflict. S h e  wishess h e -sould be  here , a nd 
tha nks you for your help in this endeavor. Please feel free to Gonta ot her if  you would
are both are fully qualified  and are vary familiar with the study. The study will a lso be 
run according t o J erry's-written instructions.
As Df: Hung has [As I had] mentioned, participation is voluntary and the decision to 
participate or not participate will have no affect on your grade in the course. The search 
that you are going to do does relate to your final assignment so we hope you will find 
the experience helpful. Please be assured that the data collected will be anonymous. 
Your packets have all been numbered and the number will not be connected to any 
personal identifying information. W e are [I am] also not looking at your personal 
searching ability but themes and patterns in the search process.
To review: The study will consist o f a short questionnaire and a simple search to gauge 
your searching background. If you do not finish the search within 10 minutes, you will 
be asked to move to the next question. You will then perform a problem based search 
followed by a short follow-up interview. W e [I] will ask you to stop once you have 
searched for 30 minutes. Please let as  [me] know if you finish before then.
W e a re [I am] asking that you "talk-aloud" to record your thoughts while you are 
searching. Computer keystrokes will also be captured so we can analyze your search 
process.
Any Questions?
To begin, would you please read and sign the informed consent form. W e [I] will need 
two signatures, one for the study itself and one for the audio-recording. W e [I] will come 
around and collect the forms and give you a packet. W e [I] ask that you please not look 
ahead in your packet until told to do so. Once you get the packet, please begin to fill 
out the questionnaire. When you are done, raise you hand and we [I] will come around 
to start the software needed to record your searching and let you know that you are 
ready to begin the first search. Your thoughts when you first read the search questions 
are very important. Please follow the instructions in the packet and continue to the 
second search only after you have finished the first.
Please let us know if you have any questions during the testing by raising your hand. 
When you are finished, please raise your hand. After you are finished, please help 
yourself to snacks while we [I] save the computer files. W e [I] will then meet with you 
for a brief follow-up inteiview. For data integrity w e [I] ask that you not talk to each 
other during the study or while you are waiting to be interviewed.
Again, thank you for your participation and help in this endeavor.
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Informed Consent
D e p a rtm e n t o f  E d u ca tio n a l R esea rch , T e c h n o lo g y , and  A sse ssm e n t 
N o rth e rn  I l l in o is  U n iv e rs ity
I  a g r e e  t o  p a r t ic ip a te  in t h e  r e s e a r c h  p r o je c t  t i t le d  Exploratory Study on the 
Effectiveness o f an Advance Organizer on Information Searching Problem Solving 
Strategies b e in g  c o n d u c te d  by  T e r ry  H u tte n lo c k ,  a  d o c to r a l  s t u d e n t  a t  N o r th e rn  
I ll in o is  U n iv e rs ity . I h a v e  b e e n  in fo rm e d  t h a t  t h e  p u r p o s e  o f  th e  s tu d y  is t o  s e e  if a n  
in s tru c t io n a l  d e s ig n  e l e m e n t  c a n  h e lp  s t u d e n t s  d u r in g  in fo rm a tio n  s e a r c h in g .
I  u n d e r s t a n d  t h a t  th i s  s tu d y  w ill t a k e  p la c e  a t  a  c o m p u te r  w o r k s ta t io n  in  a  s tu d y  
ro o m  o n  t h e  c o l le g e  c a m p u s  a n d  will t a k e  a p p r o x im a te ly  o n e  h o u r . I f  I a g r e e  to  
p a r t i c ip a te  in  th i s  s tu d y ,  I w ill b e  a s k e d  to  d o  t h e  fo llo w in g :
•  C o m p le te  a  b r ie f  s u r v e y .
•  B e a u d io - r e c o r d e d  a n d  o b s e r v e d  a s  I ta lk  a lo u d  w h ile  p e r fo rm in g  a  s im p le  
p r e - d e f in e d  o n lin e  s e a r c h .
•  B e a u d io - r e c o r d e d  a n d  o b s e r v e d  a s  I ta lk  a lo u d  w h ile  p e r fo r m in g  a n  ill- 
d e f in e d  o n lin e  s e a r c h .
•  A n sw e r  q u e s t i o n s  a b o u t  w h a t  I  d id  d u r in g  s e a r c h in g  in a n  in fo rm a l in te rv ie w  
w ith  th e  r e s e a r c h  a f t e r  c o m p le t in g  th e  s e a r c h  ta s k .
I a m  a w a r e  t h a t  m y  p a r t ic ip a t io n  is v o lu n ta r y  a n d  m a y  b e  w ith d ra w n  a t  a n y  t im e  
w i th o u t  p e n a l ty  o r  p r e ju d ic e ,  a n d  t h a t  if I h a v e  a n y  a d d i t io n a l  q u e s t i o n s  c o n c e rn in g  
th i s  s t u d y ,  I m a y  c o n t a c t  T e r ry  H u tte n lo c k  a t  ( 6 3 0 )  7 5 2 - 5 3 5 2  o r  D r. W ei H u n g  a t  
( 8 1 5 )  7 5 3 - 8 1 7 5 .  I  u n d e r s t a n d  t h a t  if I w is h  f u r th e r  in fo rm a tio n  r e g a r d in g  m y  r ig h t s  
a s  a  r e s e a r c h  s u b je c t ,  I  m a y  c o n t a c t  t h e  O ffice  o f  R e s e a rc h  C o m p lia n c e  a t  N o r th e rn  
I ll in o is  U n iv e rs ity  a t  ( 8 1 5 )  7 5 3 - 8 5 8 8 .
I  u n d e r s t a n d  t h a t  t h e  in te n d e d  b e n e f i t s  o f  th i s  s tu d y  in c lu d e  in c r e a s in g  m y  p e r s o n  
s k ills  in  in fo rm a tio n  s e a r c h in g  a s  w e ll a s  in c r e a s in g  th e  b o d y  o f  k n o w le d g e  a b o u t  t h e  
s e a r c h  p r o c e s s  a n d  t h e  e f f e c ts  o f  in s t ru c t io n a l  d e s ig n  s t r a t e g i e s  o n  th i s  p r o c e s s .
I  h a v e  b e e n  to ld  t h a t  t h e r e  a r e  n o  f o r e s e e a b le  r is k s  d u r in g  th i s  s t u d y  a n d  I 
u n d e r s t a n d  t h a t  all in fo r m a tio n  g a t h e r e d  d u r in g  th i s  e x p e r im e n t  w ill b e  k e p t  
c o n f id e n t ia l  a n d  n o  n a m e s  o r  id e n tify in g  d a t a  will b e  a s s o c ia te d  w ith  t h e  d a t a .  All 
r e c o r d s  f ro m  t h e  in te rv ie w  w ill b e  d e s t r o y e d  o n c e  t h e  s tu d y  is  c o m p le te d .
I  u n d e r s ta n d  t h a t  m y  c o n s e n t  t o  p a r t i c ip a te  in  th i s  p r o je c t  d o e s  n o t  c o n s t i t u t e  a  
w a iv e r  o f  a n y  le g a l r ig h t s  o r  r e d r e s s  I m ig h t  h a v e  a s  a  r e s u l t  o f  m y  p a r t ic ip a t io n ,  a n d  
I  a c k n o w le d g e  t h a t  I h a v e  re c e iv e d  a  c o p y  o f  th i s  c o n s e n t  fo rm .
S ig n a t u r e  o f  S u b je c t  D a te
I  a l s o  c o n s e n t  t o  a llo w  m y s e l f  to  b e  a u d io - r e c o r d e d  d u r in g  th i s  s tu d y .
S ig n a t u r e  o f  S u b je c t D a te
NOV 0  6  2005
By H.I.U. I.R.3. 
VOID ONE YEAR 
FROM ABOVE DATE
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P a rtic ip a n t # .........
Department of Educational Research, Technology, and Assessment 
Northern Illinois University 
Effectiveness o f an Advance Organizer on Information Searching Problem Solving Strategies
Pre-Study Questionnaire
G en d er: M F
A ge: _ _ 1 8 -2 5  _ _  2 6 -3 5  _ _  36-45  _ _ 4 5  +
P ro g ram : __  M a ste rs   D o cto ra te  M a jo r:____ __ _____ _____ __________
How m an y  c o u rs e  h a v e  you ta k e n  in your g ra d u a te  p r o g ra m ? ___________
W h ich w ord  b e s t  d e s c r ib e s  your level o f c o m p u te r  u se :
 Expert
 .C om petent
Novice 
 Clueless
How  o ften  d o  you s e a rc h  th e  In ternet for your c o u rs e  w ork?
 Daily ___ 2 -4  tim e s  a  w e e k ____ 5-6  t im e s  a  w e e k ___ o n c e  a  w eek  ____ o n ce  a  m onth  o r  less
W h en  w a s  th e  la s t tim e (approx . d a te )  you  h ad  to  s e a rc h  for inform ation for a  c la s s  p a p e r  o r  p ro jec t?
Briefly d e s c r ib e  w h a t you typically  d o  a n d  w h e re  you g o  online to  s e a rc h  for inform ation for a  pro ject or p a p e r?  
O n a  s c a le  o f  1 to  5  (1 = very  confiden t a n d  5  = not confiden t a t  all), how  con fid en t do  you feel a b o u t your 
s e a rc h  ability a n d  re su lts ?
How o ften  d o  you s e a rc h  th e  In ternet for inform ation for p e rso n a l u s e ?
 Daily ___ 2-4 tim e s  a  w e e k  ____5-6  tim e s  a  w eek   o n c e  a  w e e k   o n c e  a  m onth  or le s s
Briefly d e s c r ib e  w h a t you typically  d o  a n d  w h ere  you g o  online to  s e a rc h  for inform ation for p e rso n a l u s e ?  
On a  s c a le  o f 1 to  5  (1 »  very  confiden t a n d  5 -  no t confiden t a t all), how  c onfiden t do  you feel a b o u t your 
s e a r c h  ability a n d  re su lts ?
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P a r ic ip a n l $
Again , thank you fo r  participating in the study.
You will be performing two searches. Please begin to talk-aloud everything you are thinking 
from the moment you begin reading the search question. The computer will be recording both 
your voice and the screen movements. We do not need to stop the recording between searches. 
Just turn the page mid continue 011 to die next search when you are finished. Your thoughts as 
you read and begin each search are also very important.
Search #1:
Please use Google for this search.
During this Thanksgiving season we eat turkey and we find it represented on many of the 
holiday decorations? How did this humble bird come to represent Thanksgiving?
REM EM BER TO TALK-ALOUD during your searching.
When you are done please turn die page for the next search.
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P a ric ip a n t t>:
Search #2:
Please use the ERIC database for your search.
Explore an emerging trend/issue in IT that you would like to know more about.
Find 3 peer reviewed articles on the topic.
You may want to investigate a particular design and teaching strategy (behaviorism, 
cognitivism, constructivism, etc.) that you might want to try in your professional 
practice, a technology integration framework for education (CSCL, e-learning, 
simulations, games, etc.), or a work-related learning practice (intellectual capital, 
knowledge management, performance improvement, etc).
REM EM BER TO  TALK-ALOUD during your searching.
Please feet free to use this paper to write notes, etc.
When you are finished, please let as know. PLEASE DO NOT LOGO FF OR SHUT 
DOWN THE COM PUTER...
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P a r ic ip a n t  U____
Again, thank you for participating in the study.
You will be performing two searches. Please begin to talk-aloud everything you are thinking 
from the moment you begin reading the search question. The computer will be recording both 
your voice and the screen movements. We do not need to stop the recording between searches. 
Just turn the page and continue on to the next search when you are finished. Your thoughts as 
you read and begin each search are also very important
Search #1:
Please use Google for this search.
During this Thanksgiving season we eat turkey and we find it represented on many of the 
holiday decorations? How did this humble bird come to represent Thanksgiving?
REM EM BER TO TALK-ALOUD during your searching.
When you are done please turn the page for the next search.
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P a r ic ip a n t  ti
Search #2:
Please use the ERIC Database for your search.
Please read the top of the Advance Organizer on the next page. We would like you to 
use the organizer during your searching. Reflect on questions in the organizer to guide 
your searching. Take notes on what you are thinking to focus your searching.
Find 3 peer reviewed articles on the topic you choose.
REMEMBER TO TALK-ALOUD during your searching.
When you are finished, please let us know. PLEASE DO NOT LOGOFF OR SHUT 
DOWN THE COM PUTER...
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ADVANCE ORGANIZER











Explore an emerging trend/issue in IT that you would like to know more about. Find 3 peer reviewed articles on the topic. You may want to 
investigate a particular design and teaching strategy (behaviorism, cognitivism, constructivism, etc.) that you might want to try in your 
professional practice, a technology integration framework for education (CSCL, e-learning, simulations, games, etc.), or a work-related learning 
practice (intellectual capital, knowledge management, performance improvement, etc).
Reflect on questions to guide your searching. Note what you are ttlinking to help focus your searching.





W h a t a m  1 looking  for?
T hink o f  th e  m ain  id e a s , k ey  
te rm s /c o n c e p ts  th a t a r e  re lev an t to  your 
g o a ls .
W h e re  d o  1 b e g in ? T hink a b o u t yo u r inform ation  n e e d .
W h a t d o  1 a l r e a d y  know ? P a u s e  a n d  th ink  a b o u t w h a t you know  and  




W h a t kind o f  info rm ation  do  1 n e e d ? S to p  an d  p lan  you r s e a r c h  s tra teg y .
W hat is  m y  p la n ? W rite dow n your s e a rc h  te rm s .
W ha t kind o f  s e a rc h in g  s tr a te g ie s  d o  1 n e e d ? T hink a b o u t w h e re  to  s ta r t /g o  next.
C o n s id e r  s y s te m  fe a tu re s  y ou  c a n  u s e  to  





Do 1 h a v e  to o  m uch  o r  to o  little? S c a n  s e a rc h  re su lts .
W hat e ls e  d o  1 n e e d ? J u d g e  re le v a n c e  to  yo u r top ic/goa l.
D o es  w h a t 1 h a v e  link w ith o th e r  in fo rm ation? T hink o f  w a y s  to  refine y o u r s e a rc h
Reflect on 
your goals.
A m  1 reac h in g  m y g o a ls?
S to p , read ; th ink  a b o u t th e  inform ation  you 
found.





H ave 1 re a c h e d  m y g o a l?
S to p , read ; th ink  a b o u t th e  inform ation you 
n e e d .




W ha t w o rk e d ? R eflect on  w h a t you h a v e  d o n e .
W ha t d idn 't w o rk?
W ha t w ould  1 d o  differently  nex t tim e?
Terry Huttenlock © 2006 Participant #
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Participant # _
Department of Educational Research, Technology, and Assessment 
Northern Illinois University 
Exploratory Study on the Effectiveness o f an Advance Organizer on Information 
Searching Problem Solving Strategies 
Follow-up Interview -  guiding questions:
Questions about the search strategy:
What did you consider before you started the search?
What was the search strategy you chose and why did you choose it?
How do you feel about the search results you obtained?
What problems or frustrations did you encounter?
Additional questions for participants who had the advance organizer:
Did you use the advance organizer? Why or why not? If so how did you use it?
Did you find it helpful? If so, in what ways? What parts o f it?
Was there anything you did or learned while using the Advance Organizer that 
you would use or do the next time you search? if so explain.
Do you have any additional comments or observations about your search 
process.
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T h in k -a lo u d  T ran scr ip t - H arry w ith o u t  A d v a n c e  O rgan izer  
(R e a d s  f irst q u e s tio n )
My first thought is the wonderful pilgrims and Indians so by history, turkey, thanksgiving.
Thanksgiving turkey traditions. How the turkey was associated with thanksgiving. A brief description 
o f  the bird and its popular traditions, (reading...)  so I think I found the history... mum bles... Okay,it’s 
a children’s link but it give me some interesting things. (Reads site).. Okay, And here it is ... you’ve 
got... I’m going to read right now... Wild turkeys and they also had a lot o f  medicine, (reading)... 
harvest feast. Com, peas, wild turkey, hm ... (pause) History.net History o f  thanksgiving, a turkey... 
(reading). Ah! all birds! (reading about food ate at thanksgiving)... Now I am going to do a similar 
pages search and go back up to the first one and see what is out there. It didn’t match anything, 
typically it doesn’t. Now lets come back to the history page. Again something about cards...so first 
thanksgiving, (reading...) looking for keywords. Fowl fowl fow l... I’ll look at Wikipedia, something 
always comes up. Lets see what it has to say. Okay,I am now going to search on turkey. This gives 
us...next, (reads entry). That’s not much. Lets go back. Did that before, Okay, (reading entries)
Okay,lets search on thanksgiving. All right not there. Typically need ... ,  Okay,I think I found it. So I 
need the traditional tradition we had almost any bird, (reading) National holiday, (reading m ore)...90  
% fried turkey, Oh! That’s tasty. Okay, typically if  I go past the second page its n o t ... 1621... Oh, no, 
don’t want that. Okay,I would have to say that all fowl is considered that. Turkeys were abundant. 
Why? Let’s try first, pilgrim, and turkey. Lets try that for g iggles... history, we pretty much have. Did 
the pilgrims really eat turkey... Okay, Thanksgiving turkey, lets give this a try. Oh no! too many 
pictures... (reading article). Doesn’t make mention o f  wild turkeys (continues to read). I wonder if  it is 
a combination o f  that and ben franklin. We can close that one. The true thanksgiving story... Ah! The 
music we get. (music plays) I might leave the site as the music is playing... (reads article).. .Strange 
Squanto... .(music still playing).. .her is wild turkey... (keeps reading), (long pause). So this is just 
carrying out a little bit m ore.. .but it might turn around, (music still playing). Oh interesting! Okay,lets 
go to the top and see if I missed any turkey mentionings. I think I found it from my perspective. Wild 
turkeys... (pause) Okay,I think I pretty much nailed it. Ah! Interesting... Okay,here we go. (pause). I 
think it was the earlier readings.
N e x t  o n e .
(read s q u e s tio n ) .
There are a couple o f  things I want to research. I don’t remember the e-mail that I was looking for. So 
now this is going to be challenging. I am not familiar with this search so or or or anywhere and.
(pause). I’m interested in eleaming so I will start with eleaming and lets try elearning strategy. I’ll just 
see what happens, (reads results list) C ollege... learning and teaching strategy.. .(keeps reading) ... 
now can I mark this record. Update mark list and return to results. Okay,I found on e... (keeps 
reading)... not biology, I’m interested in language, teaching elearning with language. I am thinking o f  
something that will be challenging. Okay,so I may have to, I’ll just go through all my searches here. 
Again I typically find that after I go past the first 2 pages that I need to zero in on something different, 
(typing) (reading entries)... You know I am trying to zero in on language base. Eleaming strategy, 
hmm...organizational... (reading)... Okay,no that is too general. I think I am going to go back to the 
original search page and I’m going to go back. Backspace. Come on .. .hopefully I will get my marked 
article back. That is the only on e.. .how funny... lets go back and look at CALT. That is marked. I am 
going to write down computer assisted language testing, I should remember that with all the computer 
assisted junk I have gone through. Lets look back. Now I am going to use these descriptors; 
educational technology, language test computing, computer assisted testing, Okay, we have more. Then 
what I’m looking for, I think I’m too specific. Uh! Why did I say that. There is probably more than 
this specific article. Now  lets see the record, interesting. Okay,wow lets get ready, e-learning, 
educational technology, and lets just put CALT up 1 and see what happens there. So what I typically 
try to do is do some more searches and then maintain what I kind o f  found in the application. On page 
98... (reading an entry) That’s funny same acronym different.. . so it must be a non-standard acronym.
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(reads) Okay,I want to go back to educational technology and language. I’ve never really been good 
with the Boolean in searches, I typically do “and”, “or”s really throw things o ff (reading entries). 
Yawns... (reading) Wow! This is kind o f  cool, this article focuses on (reads entry). Mark this record, 
update marked list, return to results. So I am finding 3 peer-reviewed articles, (reads more from the 
list). You see I am getting lower and lower hits, (keeps reading) I’m not really interested in higher 
education, (reads) Okay,I’m going to go back to my list. Wonder if I can view my two marked 
records. A nd...view  records... Web based instruction, I am also interested in ...so  we will do that. And 
lets see if we lost our language. Hm maybe in foreign countries. Well see what happens.. .This is 
interesting... I kind o f  like this search. I have not gotten though... I haven’t seen this before. Now  
w e’ll see if  it likes it. (reads results) N o sorry! Higher education, that’s funny, (reading? Long 
pause)...Let’s see what it looks like. Ah! Try to add what see, spelling is right, try foreign language.
Put an equal sign there. That look right, (pause) Did not find any matching criteria, I kind o f  figured, I 
should have figured that... lets get rid o f  teaching methods... (clicking)... lets just do foreign language 
based instruction. I think I will probably come up with a specific foreign language. Alright here we 
go...Spanish, (pause) Multimedia and hypermedia. Social progress... Ah! There is French too. 
(reading screen to self). Funny... (mumbling)... Okay,let edit, return to results and here w e’ll take 
Spanish. W e’ll look at French again just for giggles. And this one, I saw that, done with that one,
Okay,now French, Spanish, English, they are not all that I am interested but I will highlight all that is 
going on. Okay,Russian...um...German...telecollaboration, (reading entry)... Oh! That’s kind o f  cool. 
I’ll make that one marked on my list. Looks like a second language instruction and broad, I’m afraid. I 
better stick to peer-reviewed journals shouldn’t I. 3 peer-reviewed journals, (reading) N ow  that I have 
done that on the bottom and once I repeat that, I am going to copy that, and we are going to go back and 
do French and good that comes up as a peer-reviewed, if  I had read the instructions better I think I 
would have a better time, (scrolling) I going to have more I’m going to have ????? turned on, and 
darnit... please be peer-reviewed journals. Yea! It is! Okay,(sigh!). Okay, lets go back and do them 
with Spanish. Yea that is that one that I really didn’t agree with. I want to go back to make sure I am 
on... this is kind o f  awkward. So I am getting the exact same thing out... come on ... no wam m ies... there 
we g o .. .so we can take that one and ... lets look at my 3 marked records. Investigating that, (scrolling), 
so foreign language...Okay,I am now writing down the key words for language classroom, 
language classroom, and German and English... cause I did not follow the directions. Okay,so 
now what these instructions.. .Spanish was what we were looking for.. .right.. . let’s look at this. Does 
this tell me where it falls into... is this a peer-reviewed journal. Groan! Okay, I am going to go back to 
the one I know is which was the vat... Oh! It doesn’t tell me. How funny... Well we know the vat 
is ...so  we come back down here where we had Spanish, we had search, and we are looking for 
fostering, learner autonomy and w e’re going to peer-reviewed journals... that doesn’t really tell me, you 
know I’m not repeating the search. Okay,now this is frustrating! You know we need to look at the key 
words, (scrolling) Okay,this is frustrating. I am now trying to figure out what I am doing wrong. So 
we are going to do teaching methods, Spanish, I wonder if  I have to have ... and educational 
technology, and ed tech, so we will put down here and go back.. .(scrolling). We are going to do 
educational technology and I am only going to do those two. And we are looking for the article 
“fostering”. Peer reviewed...hey! W e’re there...are we here or there? Yea! So like this is totally 
pointless. Now  let’s go back to our other one. Okay,Toward intercultural teaching (reading title)... 
That’s the one I want to check out now. I can’t remember if  I found this... Okay,we need web based 
and German, Okay,I guess w e’ll do web based and german... now I am frustrated because I am seeing 
some good web based ... web based instruction ... I’m finding some good search things and now I am 
just running out my time to make sure I’ve got 3 peer-reviewed journal articles. There we go! Now  
I’ve got a pretty good idea... Okay,I’m going to go in to this and second language instruction ... and 
web based and see what we have, (reading) Hmm..this looks interesting. “English as a second 
language...” (reading). Online...oh! N o I don’t want the online supplem ental...tools...There we go, 
this might be good, (reads article), (pause). Now before we go any further lets go into the peer- 
reviewed journals so I get that limited. I don’t want to make this mistake a third time. Okay,power 
politics and pecking order... Okay,now we have done web based and second language. Lets try, lets go 
to the one I liked. That was kind o f  cool b u t... to go back to my three marked records and find the one
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above French that I liked and see what other things we can search on in there. Web based... lets try 
educational technology.. .and French just for giggles. I know that it is not going to come up with 
anything. And we are going to go down and change French to different languages again and see if  that 
gives me anything. Hmm... I got 4 ...  I must not have done educational technology! (reading) you see 
at this point I am just kind o f blazing through some where I should have really written down a lot 
more .. .summer camp.. .technoconstructivism for the foreign language classroom... (reading) 
technoconstructivism.. .that is hilarious, (reading) Blueprint for faculty to fo llow .. .Oh! That’s kind o f  
cool. I think I am going to mark this record. Update marked list. Go back. And I am going to take this 
and do German and peer reviewed. But it might winch on the dropdown menu, writing frames, school 
based collaborative research project, interactive education project. England, (reading). Oh that is 
writing...(reading)...dropdown menus, no, I’m not interested in that. So lets do another language 
portion. And its not peer reviewed. Alright I think I am done Spanish. I think I will try one more time 
for giggles. And I do not know why I just cannot come up with more languages. See I come up with 
this one again. Okay,French, oh lets try Italian. Opps! Flelps if  I spell it correctly. Um m ... 
now... French, German, Italian. Spanish. Okay,lets just try language. Man 3224 peer reviewed... lets 
English ... lost one o f  my records? Sigh! Never use the back button, I lost one o f  my records... Great! 
(negative)...(scrolling). I think it was under German. This is crazy. N o...had  to be in French, 
(scrolling) I’m really not liking this, (scrolling) Yes, technoconstructivism...that is the one. Mark this 
record. Update mark list. There return to results. Then I will take this and I think we did language. 
Alright, Okay,(reading) ...I  guess English Okay,(reading)... Hmmm... (reading) studies... ESL Hmm. 
(reading)... Okay,I’m liking this. Alright mark this record. Update mark list. Go to the marked 
records. Now  let take, w e’ve got 5 ... This article focuses on quality o f  teacher (reading abstract o f  
selected record). ... Okay,that’s university. Kind o f  higher than I am looking for....I’m looking for 
introduction. So I may rule this one out. For an intercultural stance...(reading entry). ..Okay,I like this 
idea so I want to find more out about this ... This communication... I am really going to try that.
Viva...(reads entry)...No! why did that one get marked? T h at... one definitely not. W e’re goingto  
update it. Alright... (reads next)... Okay,I do like this one. Return... I’m just going to do that one. 
Technoconstructivism, I like that one. (reads)... Okay,I need 3. (reads)... Okay,so we are going to 
update marked list. Okay,there we go. N o w .. .1 am going to save, print, e-mail my 3 marked records. 
I’m going to do full format. Comment... 3 peer-review articles. Click there, click there... e-mail to. 
(typing) we are going to return to my 3 marked records. I am done, I believe I played a little with my 
going through. I apologize for my freak-out on the peer-review article s o ... thank you very m uch...
Think-aloud Transcript - Susan with Advance Organizer
The first thing I am thinking about is turkey, the fact that I don’t eat turkey because I am a vegetarian. 
Turkey has something to do with pilgrims um ...I feel bad for turkeys so I am going to start my Google 
search. Umm the first thing I am going to put in is Turkey um thanksgiving origins relationship. Lets 
see what comes up. Umm Hmm that’s Okay, (pause) I am just reading through the results, 1 am not 
seeing anything too...here is something from PBS. (pause) Um ... I am looking at the page. There is a 
professor that says “the traditional foods o f  thanksgiving were the foods that were o f  the new world 
rather than the place o f  origin o f  the celebrants”. U m ... (long pause while reading) “Turkeys became 
the food for thanksgiving for millions o f  people w ho.... To become American by eating turkey at 
thanksgiving... ” (reading) Okay,that’s about it. Now  I am at journal o f  antiques.com “The bird is 
t ied ....” (reads what is on the site), (pause) (continues to read). Not related to native Americans at all. 
Hm ... (reads more, and more). Okay,(reads m ore...), (and more...), I would say it came to represent 
thanksgiving um ... through tradition... Okay, I am going to look and see if there is anything else that is 
pertinent. There is something called Peggy’s place, I don’t know about th is... O H Jees! I’m looking 
for websites that don’t end in .com. This is .org and it looks like a school district’s website. Um ... the 
thanksgiving feast. This is a CNN article. “We think the turkey was part o f  it” . .. this is about the 
pilgrims and native American’s feast 1621. “We think the turkey was part o f  it but we are not certain.” 
(clicking.. .scrolling)... That’s about all I am seeing.
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I am going to move on to the next search.
Okay, This one seems to be relating more to my class assignment. Flipping paper . .. (reads the problem 
statement on the AO paper). Hmmm... well for this purpose I think I am going to take a look at e- 
leaming. Ummm... what am I looking for “main ideas, key terms/concepts that are relevant to your 
goals” (in a thoughtful to n e ). So e-learning obviously be relevant. Umm ... distance education might 
tie in ... online classes... where do I begin. Think about your information need. Well I need peer- 
review articles. What do I already know? Pause and think about what you know and don’t know.
U m m ... 1 don’t know a whole lot. I know that its becoming more and more popular due to 
convenience. U m ... What kind o f  information do I need? Stop and plan your search strategy. Well I 
need to do an advanced search and only include peer-reviewed articles about elearning. What is my 
plan? Write down your search terms. Eleaming. Umm.. maybe instructional technology. What kind 
o f  searching strategies do I need. Think about where to start/go next. Well I know I am going to ERIC. 
Consider system features you can use to improve your search results. Well I’d say advanced search 
again. So I am going to start searching with ERIC. I’m being asked for a library user ID number...
So now I am at the page. It took me directly to the advanced page. I am going to limit it to journal 
articles only. Um.. my first search term is going to be e-learning. I’m also going to do instructional 
technology. Um m ... I’m going to look for eleaming in the title and instructional technology anywhere. 
Subject area... I will just leave that. I will limit to the past 2000. OK. Now I am going to do my 
search. I am going to show 25 results per page. Okay, do I have too much or too little? Scan search 
results. Well I found 3 results so I don’t think I have too much. Um ... maybe too little? (pause) what 
else do I need. Judge relevance to your topic. So the first one “when the cows come home a proven 
path to professional development for faculty pursuing eleaming” that one looks decent. U m ... as 
higher education continues to rush to embrace technology delivered learning opportunities, one 
imperative is to find ways to prepare faculty for what life will be like on the other side o f  the 
transformation. Independent o f  how great a teacher scholar or researcher an individual may be he or 
she needs to have accurate expectations as to how roles change. A modicum o f .... “ (reading abstract)
. I would say this would be very relevant. Um ... I’m looking at some o f  the descriptors for this article 
to see if  I might want to use any o f  them in another search. U m ... technology integration 
(thoughtfully). Educational technology. Maybe I can change instructional technology to educational 
technology? U m ... now I am trying to make sure this is peer reviewed. I’m not sure whether or not it 
is. Its from a journal so I’m guessing that it is. (pause). Okay,um... (Reads more o f  the article).. So 
this article looks pretty good to me. I’m not sure I can get the whole article? Full text. Its opening 
new windows. Hmm... (pausing) Okay, so it did get the full text article. It talks about cows campus 
net online workshop. The article is not terribly long... so ... it looks good to me! I’m going to look at 
the second article “Teachers explore knowledge management and elearning as models o f  professional 
development”. This is in TechTrends. “Examine the ... (reads abstract)”. So this one looks good also. 
U m ... one o f  the descriptors is online courses so I might want to use that. I’m going to pull up the full 
text. I haven’t done a lot o f  searching with ERIC in the past. Some. Okay, This one looks to be an 
adobe -  7 pages. It looks pretty good. It looks to be what I am looking for just from scanning and 
skimming. I’m actually interested, I wouldn’t mind reading it. Um...Okay,so am I reaching my goals?
I would say yes. Do I need a new strategy? I would say no! I am going to look at the third article 
“Effective pedagogy in eleaming”. Um.. Looking at the descriptors; computer uses in education. That 
might be good. Um.. “An introduction (reads abstract)”. So this one looks pretty good too. Its from 
Teacher education and special education. And as a teacher I find that to be very relevant. So I am 
going to bring up the full text and have a quick look. I need to ask my professor if  any journal article is 
peer reviewed. I believe that it is. In order to get in the journal it has to be peer reviewed but I am not 
100% sure. MMM it didn’t bring up the page with the full text so I am going to try again. Okay,this 
time it came up. Okay, “ The dramatic... (starts reading)”. So this article seems like it would be very 
useful for me but it is very short. So I am not sure if  I would want to use it, if  it has enough 
information. U m ... so I am going to go back and take a look at some o f  the other descriptors and see 
what happens. I just clicked on educational technology and lets see what that brings up. This one
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seems to have a lot! O f results. Yes. Close to 20,000 (chuckle). So... 1 am going to go back and do 
another search. I am going to search educational technology or instructional technology and 1 am going 
to search eleaming and see what that brings up. Okay,this one has 235 results which is still quite a lot.
It says 2 from scholar. OK. They seem to be scholar profiles... Oh! There seems to be a separate 
category for peer-reviewed journals under publication types because I forgot to select journals so there 
are 64 peer-reviewed journals. I’m looking at those. Okay, ... I would need to sift through this a little 
bit more to see because there are 64 so maybe I need to narrow the search. U m ... so I am going back to 
the search page and I am going to select journal articles only and get 2000 again. I am going to say 
educational technology or instructional technology and I want elearning in the title and see what 
happens. Okay,now I have 35 peer-reviewed journals. So that’s better, (pause) (scrolling) Um ... some 
o f these look pretty good! Again I would need to go through and just take a look and ...see  some o f  the 
ones about, there is one about eleaming in a competitive firm setting; I’m not really interested in the 
commercial field so I could mle that one out. Scrolling.. .there is another one here “innovations in 
education and teaching internationals” the journal... the trend toward the use o f  the internet in academia 
is clear with the number o f  courses using the web for the delivery o f  course material. Flexible access to 
information and resources... (reading screen..abstract)... So this one sounds good... I don’t know about 
Solvania. U m ... I’m ... going to see if  any others really jump out. Here is a case study “Quality issues 
in group work em ergence.. .” (read abstract). So this one looks pretty good. Journal o f  educational 
technology systems. That sounds very relevant! So...H ave I reached my goal? Not yet. I haven’t 
found 3 but I found a good... I liked the first two and I’m sure I can find one more., .fairly easily but 
now I am not sure the first two were peer reviewed. So maybe I should find 3 here. Technology .... 
(read abstract). This looks like it would be pretty good. I definitely am learning how to do searching 
for peer-reviewed articles on ERIC so that is a plus for when I do it for my paper. I am looking at the 
full text for this article “Studies in continuing education.. Um.. H m ... Okay,this one goes page by 
page which is kind o f  a pain. But it looks like it could be worthwhile. S o ... I want to say I didn’t reach 
my goal yet. But I am writing my search down because I would want to come back to it. The 
information I have now is very useful. I need to print things out on paper in order to read them. I can’t 
do a lot o f  reading on the computer or so ... I would probably next um ... print out maybe 5 or 6 articles 
that looked good and read through them and decide on the three I would like the best. What worked. 
Reflect on what you have done. U m ... My first search was too narrow. So that would go more under 
what didn’t work. U m ... for what worked, I could say redefining search parameters. And what would I 
do differently next time. Well I would know about peer-reviewed articles and how to find them.
(writing) U m ... I guess I would view it as a trial and error process for my search. And I think I am 
finished.
Screen Capture Transcript -  Harry without AO 
Goes to Google
Types history then removes, types history turkey thanksgiving
Gets site that says thanksgiving turkey traditions
Scrolls
Goes to back button, pauses reads again,
Then goes back.
Picks next entry at the holiday spot.com. Actually a lower level page in the above entry. Not going to 
another site, but a specific page in the above site, 
scrolls through the entry 
Pauses to look and scrolls again.
Pauses and then scrolls again.
Mousing over the words (reading)
Goes back
Selects the history-of.net.
Talks about the history o f  thanksgiving day.




Clicks “similar pages” for the first entry 
Quickly goes back
Next selects next entry from members.aol.com about the pilgrims’ 1621 thanksgiving 
Pauses and scrolls
Has entries from the “o f Plymouth plantations”
Goes back
Selects next entry that is from Wikipedia.
Does a “find” to find the word turkey in the page
Reads
Goes back
The reenters the Wikipedia page 
Tries next entry
Turkey for the holidays from the Illinois extension.
Scrolls quickly down the page and does an in page search for thanksgiving.
Goes back and selects the next from a web ring
Quickly scrolls and then goes back and selects the next which is turkey facts and trivia
Finds entries about a bird o f  courage and a visit to the white house. Scrolls quickly down reading
headings)
Goes to the next set o f  entries and scrolls to the second one. Has a thanksgiving cartoon 
Mouses over the next and then scrolls down the page.
(selects every entry in the result list)
Removes search terms and types “pilgrim turkey”
Searches 
Harry cont.
Then add the word history. Goes to the Infoplease site and then goes back
Goes to an about.com site and searches for the word turkey. Selects link to a site “the thanksgiving 
turkey”
Scrolls and pauses.
Scrolls and finds a quote from Ben Franklin
Goes back to the about site and clicks another link (site is a page o f  links). This is the “true story o f  
thanksgiving”.
Mouses over the words and scrolls slowly.
Appears to be reading entry.
Stays on site a while slowly scrolling and reading?
Searches on the word “turkey”.
Goes back
Goes back to Google listing and selects next entry “The history o f  thanksgiving”
Quickly scrolls through the page and then searches for the word “turkey” on the page 
Spells it wrong, Scrolls and finds word then tries word search again.
Again finds the words by Bradford.
Stops searching.
Note: seems to know how to use some advanced features o f  search engines such as using the “find” in a 
page, etc.
Goes to ERIC, (pauses)
Types words “e-leaming” and “strategy”
Selects search, gets 34 articles 
Scrolls through list.
Selects view record about VAT. Reads abstract.
Highlights word CALT
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Marks record. Goes back to result list (using back to results button)
Scrolls again. Goes to next page.
Scrolls through records slowly 
Then more quickly...
Selects record “developing an organizational e-learning strategy”
Reads abstract. Goes back to results list.
Scrolls up and down in search box
Goes back to search screen and pastes “CALT” into search as an “and”, gets one record Gets the same 
“investigating VAT” record. Again looks at the full record to see the abstract.
Goes back to short entry and reads descriptors
Goes back to full record. Goes back to list o f  1 record and removes “e-leaming” from search boxes and 
replaces it with educational technology “and” CALT” also removing strategy. Gets two records.
Looks at second that is titled about “Application o f  FrontPage. . .”
Goes back to list and changes “CALT” to “language”.
Searches and gets 2076. Scrolls through the first screen.
Scrolls up and down.
Harry cont.
Selects the last one “fostering learner autonomy in a Technology-enhanced, inquiry-based foreign 
language classroom”. Reads abstract and marks this record.
Goes back to list and then next page o f  entries. Scrolls.
Looks at “blended education” Scrolls rapidly.
Goes to marked records.
Views the first record about VAT (Value-adding technologies”. Selects a bunch o f  descriptors using 
“and”.
Gets 8 results.
Selects record titled “asynchronous discussions”.
Goes back to list
Scrolls through the 8 entries.
Looks at full search (by clicking button to view this)
Looks at what is in the search box. (search string using codes such as DE=”language”)
Puts in an equal sign after the DE in DE foreign language.
Gets no results.
Looks at the long search statement again, searches again and gets 0.
Changes language to “Spanish” in the long search statement and gets 2 records.
(Note: it appears that the searcher is just be throwing words at this. No longer using any of the 
word that were started with and not even in some ways related...)
Looks at the first record about “exploring the potential o f  web-based social processes.. .”
Reads abstract.
Goes back to list and selects the second record “beyond point and click taking web based pedagogy to a 
new level”.
Selects full results and replaces “Spanish” with “French” (again using the long search string and just 
highlighting and replacing the words)
Gets the same records. Replaces it with “Russian” and gets none, replaces it with “German” and get 1;
“ teaching German and English through telecollaboration”. Stops to read the abstract.
Marks the record and selects “second language instruction” as a descriptor using the “or” and searches. 
Gets 498 and select the 369 that are peer reviewed. Removes the second language (DE) from the full 
search screen search box. Gets 287. Adds and “French” and gets back to the 2 that were retrieved 
before. Changes “French” to “Spanish” and gets the two that were gotten before. Goes back, back, 
back, and then looks at the peer-reviewed 2 article about “Spanish”.
(Note: appears to be going aimlessly back and forth getting the same things over and over. Not 
very efficient)
Goes to the 3 marked records.
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(pauses)
Goes to the full search line and highlights “Spanish”.
Goes into one o f  the 2 records (learner autonomy) and goes back. Goes into the VAT record again and 
then goes back.
Goes to the full search and searches again getting the 2 results with Spanish.
Looks at the 2 entries and picks peer reviewed, leading to 1 entry. Goes back to 3 marked ones.
Selects the second one titled “fostering learner autonomy...”
Scans
Goes back. In full search removes “web based instruction” and replaces it with “educational 
technology”. Gets 2 per reviewed. Gets his fostering learner autonomy again. Then selects third 
marked record “toward a cultural stance.”
Goes back and then changes “educational technology” back to “web based instruction”. Puts in 
German and gets the same “teaching through telecolloaboration” record. Adds the “and” web based 
instruction descriptor to his search and gets 6 record.
Scrolls
Selects record titled “applying storytelling to teaching” and scrolls, pauses (to read?)
Goes back to results
Selects “language course taught with online supplement.
Does not stay long and goes back quickly.
Selects “tools o f  the web assisted foreign language instruction.”
Pauses (to read?).
Goes back to the 6 entries and selects peer reviewed that gives only 4 entries.
Goes back to short format o f  his search.
Goes again to marked records.
Selects VAT again and looks at the full record.
Selects “French” from the descriptors and searches using “and”. Get 5 entries 4 are peer reviewed 
which are selected.
Scrolls through the entries.





Again changes “French” to “German” in the long search string and looks at the peer-reviewed 
journals
One in educational review..’’Putting language on the dropdown...”
Goes back
Changes “German” to “Russian” in the long search string, gets one record that is not peer reviewed. 
Changes it back to “Spanish” and gets 2 that are peer reviewed, the same gotten before. Enters 
“Italian” (again in the long search string), spells it wrong so gets 0; enters “language” and gets 37 with 
24 peer reviewed. Scrolls through
Changes “language” to “German’ and gets same results. Changes to “French” and gets the same 4 
again selects technoconstructivism again. Changes “French” to “language” and searches getting the 
37 again.
Scrolls through the list again.
Selects “Broadening our view about technology integration”.
Goes back
Scrolls and selects “CALL dimensions”. Reads abstract and marks record.
Harry cont.
Goes to marked list. Again selects “foster autonomy” and reads abstract. Goes back to marked list. 
Looks at “toward and intercultural . . .” looks at “viva las villages” under “French”, looks at the CALL 
record.
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Removes “Viva” from his marked list.
Looks again at “learner autonom y” then removes it from his marked list.
Save, print e-mail and chooses to e-mail the results to him/herself.
Goes back to his 3 marked records.
Done...
Screen Capture Transcript -  Susan with AO
Type in turkey thanksgiving origins relationship 
Scrolled down and up again





Tried 3rd article from journal o f  antiques about “the American Turkey and Thanksgiving” 
Reading and scrolling.





Selects next entry “Peggies’ place” leaves almost immediately.
Clicks on last entry called Thanksgiving. Looks like a school site that links to CNN 
Clicks on the CNN site about thanksgiving /food history.
Goes back and selects next Google page 
Scrolls through articles.
Then goes back to start second search.
(pause for a w hile.. .couple o f  minutes)
Selects ERIC
Gets CSA advanced search 
Looks around.
Selects journal articles only.
Puts e-leaming “and” instructional technology (using system “and “ rows)
Selects e-learing in “title” and leaves instructional technology in “anywhere”.
(knows about features o f  CSA search engine)
Looks at subject area and leaves all subjects (dropdown selection)
Puts date range at 2001-2007 (dropdown selection)
Page results 25 per page (dropdown selection).
Searches. Scans results.
Gets 3 records.
Looks at 1st and selects. Goes back.
Selects it again after reading short entry. Reads abstract.
“ w h e n  th e  co w s c o m e  h o m e ” p ro fe s s io n a l d e v e lo p m e n t fo r  fa cu lty  p u rsu in g  e - le a m in g . 
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Tries SFX.
Finds it in full text on SFX popup screen.
Maybe not... tries OCLC and has problems 
Tries academic search and finds the full text.
Scrolls through the text.
Goes back to ERIC 
Selects second entry
“Teachers explore knowledge management and e-learning”
Reads short abstract 
Mouses over the descriptors.
Selects SFX to find full text.
Finds it in OCLC
Opens full text and finds the article.
Scrolls through the article (7 pages)
Closes SFX
Reads third entry “effective pedagogy and e-learning”
Selects and mousse over the abstract and descriptors 
In journal “teacher education and special education”
Goes back




Selects HTML and finds record.
Reads abstract.
Scrolls through short article.
Closes SFX.
Mouses over descriptors o f  first article and selects descriptor o f  educational technology 
Gets over 19,000 records. Looks at first screen
Leaves “educational technology in descriptors” in search and adds “or instructional technology” in the 
“in descriptors” line o f  the search boxes.
Adds e-leaming anywhere as an “and” in the next line o f  search boxes.
Gets 235 entryies. Only 64 are peer reviewed 
Looks at scholars (2) and goes back.





Then selects radio button to search journal articles only and drops down to get the dates 2000 -  2007 
Changes e-learning to in title only (was anywhere)
Gets 47 but only 35 are peer reviewed.
Selects peer reviewed.
Susan cont.
Scrolls slowly through list o f  records.
Mouses over an article about multimedia and firm setting.





Selects “quality issues o f  group work and leadership...” in the Journal o f  Educational Technology.
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Reads abstract and then quickly goes back.
Reads entries again scrolling to bottom 
Scrolls up and down.
Selects 1st
“Technology and the articulation o f vocational and academic...”
Reads abstract and quickly goes back. Tries fall text o f  the article and finds it. 
Reads entries on first page again.
Stops...
Coding Matrix -  Harry without AO
#6 Harry Theme Sub-theme Action or act 
upon
(Reads first question)
My first thought is the wonderful pilgrims and Indians 
so by history, turkey, thanksgiving.
Think analyze words
Thanksgiving turkey Traditions. Type words
read question
I think I found the history... mumbles... Okay,it’s a 
children’s link but it give me some interesting things.
Evaluate analyze record
(Reads site).. Okay, And here it is ... you’ve got... I’m 





Now I am going to do a similar pages search and go 
back up to the first one and see what is out there. It 





Now lets come back to the history page. process Go back
looking for keywords. Process keywords
I’ll look at Wikipedia, something always comes up. 







Okay,I am now going to search on turkey. This gives 
us... next, (reads entry).
Process search
That’s not much. Evaluate analyze Result list
Lets go back. Process Go back
Did that before, Okay, (reading entries) Evaluate Analyze
Read
process
Okay,lets search on thanksgiving. Type keyword
All right not there. Evaluate analyze Result list
Typically need ..., Okay,I think I found it. Evaluate analyze Goal, search
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typically if I go past the second page its n o t... 1621... 
























Oh interesting! Evaluate analyze record
Okay,lets go to the top and see if  I missed any turkey 
mentionings.
Process Go to top
I think I found it from my perspective. Wild turkeys... 
(pause) Okay,I think I pretty much nailed it.
Evaluate analyze goal
Ah! Interesting... Okay,here we go. (pause). Emote Pleased
I think it was the earlier readings. Evaluate analyze goal
Next one.
(reads question). read question
There are a couple o f  things I want to research. I don’t 
remember the e-mail that I was looking for. So now this 










I’m interested in eleaming so think analyze topic
I will start with eleaming and let’s try eleaming strategy. Think analyze words
I’ll just see what happens. process try
now can I mark this record. Evaluate analyze searching
Update mark list and return to results. Process Mark and 
return
Okay,I found one... not biology, I’m 




I am thinking o f something that will be challenging. Think Prior
knowledge
topic
Okay,so I may have to, I’ll just go through all my 
searches here.
Evaluate analyze Result list
Again I typically find that after I go past the first 2 pages 
that I need to zero in on something different.
Describe strategy
(typing) ( You know I am trying to Evaluate Think goal
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zero in on Read
Okay,no that is too general. Evaluate analyze record
I think I am going to go back to the original search page 
and
Process Back to 
original 
search
I’m going to go back. Backspace. Process Go back




That is the only one.. .how funny... Emote displeased
lets go back and look at CALT. That is marked. Process Go back 
New word
I am going to write down computer assisted language 
testing, I should remember that with all the computer 
assisted junk I have gone through.
Describe strategy
Lets look back. Process Go back
Now I am going to use these descriptors; educational 
technology, language test computing, computer assisted 
testing, Okay,we have more.
Process Use
descriptors
Then what I’m looking for, I think I’m too specific. Evaluate analyze Result list, 
strategy
Uh! Why did I say that. There is probably more than 
this specific article.
Evaluate analyze Result list
Now lets see the record, interesting. Evaluate Analyze
Read
record
Okay,wow lets get ready, eleaming, educational 






So what I typically try to do is do some more searches 
and then maintain what I kind o f found in the 
application.
Describe strategy
On page 98... (reading an entry) That’s funny same 





Okay,I want to go back to educational technology and 
language. I’ve never really been good with the Boolean 
in searches, I typically do “and”, “or”s really throw 





Yawns... (reading) Wow! This is kind o f cool, this 




Mark this record, update marked list, return to results. Process Mark,
return
So I am finding 3 peer-reviewed articles, (reads more 
from the list). You see I am getting lower and lower 






I’m going to go back to my list. Process Go back
Wonder if  I can view my two marked records.








Well see what happens... Process Try
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Emote anticipate





I have not gotten though... I haven’t seen this before. Evaluate analyze records
Now w e’ll see i f  it likes it. (reads results) No sorry! 





Let’s see what it looks like. Evaluate analyze records






Put an equal sign there. That look right, (pause) Process Change
syntax
Did not find any matching criteria, I kind o f figured, I 
should have figured that...
Evaluate analyze Result list, 
searching
lets get rid o f  teaching methods.. .(clicking)... Process Remove
words
lets just do foreign language based instruction. Process Add words


















We’ll look at French again just for giggles. Process Change
words
And this one, I saw that, done with that one, Okay,now 
French, Spanish, English, they are not all that I am 
interested but I will highlight all that is going on.
Evaluate analyze words
Okay,Russian.. .um.. .German.. .telecollaboration, 




I’ll make that one marked on my list. Process mark
Looks like a second language instruction and broad, Evaluate analyze record
I’m afraid. I better stick to peer-reviewed journals 




Now that I have done that on the bottom and once I 
repeat that,
Evaluate Analyze strategy
I am going to copy that, and Process copy
we are going to go back and do French and good that 
comes up as a peer-reviewed article, if I had read the 










I going to have more I’m going to have ????? turned on, 
and
Emote Anticipate
Dam it...please be peer-reviewed journals. Emotion anticipate
Yea! It is! Okay,(sigh!). emotion happy
Okay,lets go back and do them with Spanish. Think
Process
Analyze Add Words 
Go back 
words
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Yea that is that one that I really didn’t agree with. Evaluate analyze record
I want to go back to make sure I am on.. .this is kind o f  
awkward.
Evaluate analyze process
So 1 am getting the exact same thing out...come on...no  
whammies...there we go...so  we can take that one and
Emotion anticipate
lets look at my 3 marked records. Process Look at 
marked 
records
Investigating that, (scrolling), so foreign language... Think Analyze words
Okay,I am now writing down the key words for 
language classroom, language classroom, and 
German and English... cause I did not follow the 
directions.
Evaluate analyze strategy
Okay,so now what these instructions...Spanish was 
what we were looking for.. .right... let’s look at this.
Evaluate analyze Records,
strategy




Groan! Okay, I am going to go back to the one I know 












Well we know the vat is ... so we come back down here 
where we had Spanish, we had search, and we are 











Okay,now this is frustrating! emotion frustration
You know we need to look at the key words, (scrolling) Evaluate analyze strategy
Okay,this is frustrating. emotion frustration
I am now trying to figure out what I am doing wrong. Evaluate analyze strategy
So we are going to do teaching methods, Spanish, I 
wonder if I have to have ... and educational technology, 
and ed tech, so we will put down here and go 
back...(scrolling). We are going to do educational 
technology and I am only going to do those two.
Describe strategy
And we are looking for the article “fostering”. Describe goal
Peer reviewed.. .hey! We’re there.. .are we here or 
there? Yea!
Evaluate analyze results
So like this is totally pointless. emotion frustration
Now let’s go back to our other one. Process back
Okay,Toward intercultural teaching (reading title)... 




I can’t remember if  I found this... Evaluate think Record,
results
Okay,we need web based and German, Evaluate think words
Okay,I guess we’ll do web based and German... Type words
now I am frustrated because I am seeing some good web 
based ... web based instruction ...
Emotion frustration
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I’m finding some good search things and now I am just 




There we go! Now I’ve got a pretty good idea... Evaluate analyze strategy
Okay,I’m going to go in to this and second language 
instruction ... and web based and see what we have, 
(reading)
Describe strategy


















Now before we go any further lets go into the peer- 
reviewed journals so I get that limited. I don’t want to 






Okay,power politics and pecking order... Okay,now we 
have done web based and second language.
Evaluate analyze Record,
words




That was kind o f cool b u t... to go back to my three 
marked records and find the one above French that I 







Web based...lets try educational technology...and 
French just for giggles. I know that it is not going to 





And we are going to go down and change French to 













you see at this point I am just kind o f blazing through 
some where I should have really written down a lot 
more ... summer camp.. .technoconstructivism for the 
foreign language classroom... (reading) 
technoconstructivism.. .that is hilarious, (reading) 





That’s kind o f cool. Emote pleased










But it might winch on the dropdown menu, writing 
frames, school based collaborative research project, 




Oh that is writing.. .(reading).. .dropdown menus, no, 




So lets do another language portion. And its not peer 
reviewed.
Process words
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Alright I think I am done Spanish. Think Analyze Topic, words
I think I will try one more time for giggles. Process Tiy
And I do not know why I just cannot come up with more 
languages. See I come up with this one again.
Think analyze Strategy,
words
Okay,French, oh lets try Italian. Opps! Helps if  I spell it 
correctly.
Process words
Umm... now...French, German, Italian. Spanish. Think analyze words



















Great! (negative)...(scrolling). emotion discouraged
I think it was under German. Think analyze words
This is crazy. emotion frustration
N o.. .had to be in French, (scrolling) Evaluate analyze Words,
records
I’m really not liking this, (scrolling) Yes, 
technoconstructivism...that is the one.
emotion discouraged









I guess English Okay,(reading)... Hmmm... (reading) 












Now let take, we’ve got 5 . . . Evaluate Analyze Record count
This article focuses on quality o f  teacher (reading 
abstract o f  selected record).... Okay,that’s university. 
Kind o f higher than I am looking for... .I’m looking for 




For an intercultural stance...(reading entry)...Okay,I 





This communication... I am really going to try that. 
Viva.. .(reads entry).. .No! why did that one get marked? 







Alright... (reads next)...Okay,I do like this one. Evaluate Analyze,
read
record
Return... I’m just going to do that one. Evaluate Analyze,
read
record
Technoconstructivism, I like that one. (reads)... Evaluate Analyze, record
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Read
Okay,I need 3. (reads)... Evaluate Analyze,
Read
Record count
Okay,so we are going to update marked list. Process mark
Okay,there we go.
N ow ...I am going to save, print, e-mail my 3 marked 
records.
Process Save, print, 
e-mail
I’m going to do full format. Process Full format
Comment... 3 peer-reviewed articles. Evaluate Analyze results
Click there, click there... e-mail to. (typing) we are 
going to return to my 3 marked records.
Process Return 
to marked
I am done, I believe I played a little with my going 
through.
Evaluate Analyze strategy
I apologize for my freak-out on the peer-reviewed article 
so ... thank you very much...
Evaluate Analyze strategy
Coding Matrix -  Susan with AO
#3 Susan Theme Sub-theme Action or 
act upon
The first thing I am thinking about is turkey, Think Prior
knowledge
Topic
Turkey has something to do with pilgrims Think Prior
knowledge
Topic
so I am going to start my Google search. Process Go to 
google









Umm Hmm that’s Okay, (pause) I am just reading 








Now I am at journal o f  antiques.com Evaluate Analyze
Read
Record
Okay, I am going to look and see if  there is anything else 
that is pertinent.
Evaluate Analyze Record
There is something called Peggy’s place, I don’t know 
about this...
Evaluate Analyze Record
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This is a CNN article. Evaluate Analyze
Read
record
That’s about all I am seeing. Evaluate Analyze Goal
I am going to move on to the next search. Process Next search
Okay, Evaluate Analyze Topic
(reads the problem statement on the AO paper). Read Question
Hmmm... well for this purpose I think I am going to take 






what am I looking for “main ideas, key terms/concepts 
that are relevant to your goals” (in a thoughtful tone).
Think Words,
goals
So e-leaming obviously be relevant. Evaluate Think Words, topic
Umm... distance education might tie in... online 




Think about your information need. Think need
Well I need peer-reviewed articles. Evaluate Analyze need
What do I already know? Pause and think about what you 
know and don’t know.
Think knowledge
Umm... I don’t know a whole lot. I know that its 
becoming more and more popular due to convenience.
Evaluate Think knowledge
Um... What kind o f information do I need? Stop and 
plan your search strategy.
Think Need,
strategy
Well I need to do an advanced search and only include 
peer-reviewed articles about eleaming.
Evaluate Think Need,
strategy
What is my plan? Write down your search terms. Think Plan, words
Eleaming. Umm.. maybe instructional technology. Evaluate words
What kind o f searching strategies do I need. Think about 
where to start/go next.
Think strategy
Well I know I am going to ERIC. Evaluate Think strategy




Well I’d say advanced search again. Evaluate Think System
features
So I am going to start searching with ERIC. Process Go to ERIC
So now I am at the page. It took me directly to the 
advanced page.
Evaluate Analyze strategy




Um.. my first search term is going to be e-leaming. I’m 
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features








OK. Now I am going to do my search. Process search
I am going to show 25 results per page. Process System
features
Okay, do I have too much or too little? Scan search 
results.
Think Results
Well I found 3 results so I don’t think I have too much Evaluate Analyze Results
Um... maybe too little? Think Results
(pause) what else do I need. Judge relevance to your 
topic.
Think Results
So the first one




I would say this would be very relevant. U m ... Evaluate Analyze Record
I’m looking at some o f  the descriptors for this article to 
see if  I might want to use any o f diem in another search.
Evaluate Analyze descriptor








Um ... now I am trying to make sure this is peer 
reviewed.
Evaluate Analyze Record, peer 
review
I’m not sure whether or not it is. Evaluate Analyze Record, peer 
review
Its from a journal so I’m guessing that it is. (pause). Evaluate Analyze Record,
journal
So this article
looks pretty good to me.
Evaluate record
I’m not sure I can get the whole article? Full text. Its 
opening new windows.
Evaluate Think Process
Hmm... (pausing) Okay, so it did get the full text article. Process
Read
Full text
The article is not terribly long... so ... it looks good to 
me! I’m going to look at the second article
This is in TechTrends
Evaluate Analyze Records,
journal
So this one looks good also. Evaluate Analyze record
Um ... one o f  the descriptors is online courses so I might 
want to use that.
Evaluate Analyze descriptor
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I’m going to pull up the full text. Process Full text
It looks pretty good. It looks to be what I am looking for 
just from scanning and skimming. I’m actually 








Um...Okay,so am I reaching my goals? Think Goals
I would say yes. Evaluate Analyze Goals
Do I need a new strategy? Think Strategy
I would say no! Evaluate Analyze Strategy
I am going to look at the third article Evaluate Analyze
Read
Record
Um.. Looking at the descriptors 
That might be good.
So this one looks pretty good too. Its 












So this article seems like it would be very useful for me 




So I am not sure if  I would want to use it, if  it has enough 
information.
Evaluate Analyze Record
Um ... so I am going to go back and take a look at some 






I just clicked on educational technology and Process Words








So... I am going to go back and do another search. Process New search
I am going to search educational technology or 
instructional technology and I am going to search 






Okay,this one has 235 results which is still quite a lot. Evaluate Analyze Record
count




Oh! There seems to be a separate category for peer- 
reviewed journals under publication types because I 





there are 64 peer-reviewed journals. I’m looking at 
those.
Process Click peer 
review
Okay, ... I would need to sift through this a little bit more 
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search.
Um ... so I am going back to the search page and Process Back to 
search page
I am going to select journal articles only Process System
features
Get 2000 again. Evaluate Analyze Record
count
I am going to say educational technology or instructional 













Um ... some o f these look pretty good! Evaluate
Emote
Analyze Result list 
Pleased
Again I would need to go through and just take a look 
and ... see some o f the ones about,
Evaluate Analyze Result list
there is one
I’m not really interested so I 
could rule that one out.
Evaluate Analyze Records
Scrolling.. .there is another one here “ Evaluate Analyze
Read
Record




I don’t know about Solvania. Evaluate Analyze Record
Um... I’m ... going to see if  any others really jump out. Evaluate Analyze
Read
Result list











So...Have I reached my goal? Think goal
Not yet. I haven’t found 3 but I found a good... I liked 
the first two and I’m sure I can find one more...fairly 
easily but now I am not sure the first two were peer 
reviewed. So maybe I should find 3 here.
Evaluate Analyze Goal





I definitely am learning how to do searching for peer- 
reviewed articles on ERIC so that is a plus for when I do 
it for my paper.
Describe Strategy
I am looking at the full text for this article Evaluate Analyze record, full 
text
So... I want to say I didn’t reach my goal yet. Evaluate Analyze Goal
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But I am writing my search down because I would want 
to come back to it.
Evaluate Analyze Strategy
The information I have now is very useful. I need to 
print things out on paper in order to read them. I can’t do 
a lot o f reading on the computer or so ... 1 would probably 
next um... print out maybe 5 or 6 articles that looked 
good and read through them and decide on the three 1 
would like the best.
Describe Strategy
What worked. Reflect on what you have done. Think Strategy
Um ... My first search was too narrow. So that would go 
more under what didn’t work.
Evaluate Analyze Strategy
Um... for what worked, I could say redefining search 
parameters.
Think Analyze Strategy
And what would 1 do differently next time. Think Strategy 
next time
Well I would know about peer-reviewed articles and how 
to find them, (writing)
Evaluate Analyze Strategy 
next time
Um ... I guess I would view it as a trial and error process 
for my search.
Evaluate Analyze Strategy
And I think I am finished.
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Follow-up Interview Transcript -  Harry without AO
What did you consider before you started your search?
Any o f  the searches? Yes. Some o f  the key words I wanted to put in.
And what was your search strategy and why did you use it?
Search strategy was to try to find the right key words. Um..to make it a quicker search to try to zoom  in 
as quickly as possible. So starting with key words and then finding out if  other websites mentioned 
other words I could pull o ff  the words and then refining the search from there.
How do you feel about the search results you obtained?
Good. The ERIC was a little confusing because I didn’t realize until half way through that I needed to 
select the “peer-review “tab after I found that then it was making sure articles that I found were peer- 
review related so ...
What problems or frustrations...
The peer-review part. I was also keyed into the 30 minutes so I was also in a fast mode. That probably 
played into it a little bit.
Any additional comments or observations?
Typically I don’t use OR, I use more o f  an AND search and then I do my own delineation from there 
because I always see OR giving me too many and stuff that I find irrelevant. I always try to narrow it 
down from there.
I f  you had more time than the 30 minutes would you think your approach would have been a little 
different? Or does this pretty much reflect how you do a search?
Yes, pretty much. It was more o f  a fast, trying to get it in, ERIC was a little challenging.
Was it the first time you have used ERIC?
Yes.
Follow-up Interview Transcript - Susan with AO
What did you consider.....
Um.. just the different keywords I wanted to use in the search Um.. I was more comfortable with the 
first search because I use Google all the time and I don’t use ERIC as much. I have used it for different 
classes in the past... but not as often. So I was a little unfamiliar with that one.
What was the search strategy you chose and why did you use it...
Well for the second one I think I narrowed it down too much at first so then I went back and had to 
revise and kind o f  broaden the terms. So I guess trial and error.
How did you feel about the search results you obtained...
Well the first results I only had 3 and I wasn’t sure if  they were peer reviewed or not. So those 
weren’t . .. but two o f  them looked really good but then I’m still not sure they are peer reviewed. Umm.
I looked at the full text and they looked very interesting... Then when I did the other search I had a lot 
o f  returns and they were all peer reviewed so that was good. I was just looking through them but I 
really need to print something out and read through it in order to get a better feel for it.
What problems or frustrations...
Well one o f  the problems was with the peer reviewed. I wasn’t sure if they were the first time until I 
found there was a tab for peer-reviewed articles. U m ... so that kind o f worked itself out.
Anything else... ?
Not especially, just that I need to print things. I can’t, I don’t read very well on a computer.
Did your packet have the AO.. Yes 
Did you use it? Yes,
Why? Well it said to (chuckle). And it did kind o f  help me think about the search... .the different steps 
that I would need to follow in order to get the end result I was looking for.
So if  I ask the question how did you use it you used it to think through your search. Unhuh. Yes, Ijust 
went in order down the line o f  the questions.
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Did you find  it helpful? Yes, I would say it was helpful.
Could you be a little more descriptive about what ways? It helped me think about the different search 
terms and when I was looking at the different articles there were descriptors that were there that made 
me think, “Oh maybe I may want to look at the descriptors or use one o f  those” to narrow my search or 
broaden my search. So I like how it asked what worked and what didn’t work you know for future 
searches.
Were there any particular parts o f  the advance organizer...
Well I liked what worked and what didn’t work for future searches and it was just nice to put 
everything down on paper kind o f  plan and organize
Is there anything you did with the AO that you would do the next time you search?
Um.. well I learned about the descriptors while using it but I don’t know if  it was a direct result o f  the 
organizer but I  would use those again.
In reflecting about the advance organizer do think it made you search differently than if  you hadn ’t had 
that? Well I think it made me slow down and think about what I was doing were as I would have kind 
o f barreled into it. Which I probably wouldn’t have 
Susan cont.
done when I started the search the first time. It may have helped me to be more specific.
Do you have any other comments or observations about your searching? I don’t think so. Just 
hopefully it will be good practice for my paper.
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APPENDIX H 
CODING TAXONOMY







•  Statements like “I am reading...”, “I am going to read it over
to be sure. . 1  am going to read the...” or reading specific
element.
• Participant using the term “skim” or “scan” or a derivative,
• Quotes like:
“I am skimming the titles ”
“Quickly looking over...”
“I’m skimming the results ”











Descriptors “Descriptors say distance education, educational trends...”





Search strategy “[reading search screen] the latest...journal articles only.”






Full-text “I am gong to bring up the full-text and have a quick look.”
Goal(s)
Journal title [reading journal title in record or results list]
Marked record [reading marked record after selecting]
Peer-reviewed
aspect
Result list “Let me read through the list [reads results list]










Descriptors “descriptors say ...click a couple o f  these.”
“I’m looking at some o f  the descriptors for this article,”
“I am going to go back and take a look at some o f  the other 
descriptors and see what happens.”
Goal(s) “1 don’t know, I think these are getting more off-track.”
“I think I am done here...”
“I haven’t reached my goal yet.”
Knowledge “I don’t know a whole lot. I know that...”
Make a decision “Let’s do that...”
Need “I need peer-reviewed...[statement while evaluating result list].”
Search strategy “My first search was too narrow.”
“1 went back to my original search.”
“[descriptors] see if I might want to use any of them in another 
search.”
Search pr ocess [Think about where to go/start next] “Well I know I am going to 
ERIC.”
“I ’m not sure I can get the whole article [while trying to retrieve 
it].”
“I am going on to the next page.”
“So let me go back.” or “let me go to ...”
System features [Consider system features] “I’d say advanced search 
“I am going to limit to journal articles only.”
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“Let’s select [limits, descriptors, peer-review tab, etc.T
Topic “I think I a going to take a  look at e-leaming.”
Word(s) “Um...distance learning may tie in...online classes...where do
I begin.”
[Writing down search terms]. “eleaming. Umm...maybe
instructional technology.”
“My first search term is going to b e ,..”
“I am going to look for eleaming in the title.”
Results Article length “this article seems like it would be very useful for me but it is 
very short.”
Full-text “I am looking at the full text for this article.”
Goal(s) “O.K. I need thr ee... I while looking at results list!”
Journal title “Journal o f  Educational Technology Systems. That sounds very 
relevant.”
Marked record “This study would not be where I want to be [reading marked 
record]”
“Interesting... [comment while reading marked recordl”
Peer-reviewed
aspect
“I ’m going to go back just a b it.. O.K. peer reviewed. I ju st 
want to make sure ”
“I am trying to make sure this is peer reviewed.”
“Its from a journal so I’m guessing that it is rpeer-reviewedl.”
Result list “I have many many choices.”
“This one has 235 results which is still quiet a  lot.”
Record “ I’m not interested in that one.”
“O.K here’s one that I think would be interesting.” 




[clicks hyperlinks in record to go to external web pages]
Topic ‘T his is not what 1 am interested in [in relation to topic].” 
“1 don’t know if that’s related [in relation to topic]."
“I would say this would be very r elevant [to topicl.”







“I think I was getting a little more into it.” 
“Again I am only getting so fa t...”
Goals “Have I reached my goal?”
“Think about your information need.” 
“So I want to find ...”
Prior knowledge “I don’t  know a  whole lot I know that it is becoming... ” 
“ I’m thinking of something that will be challenging.”
Need “I need peer-reviewed articles.”
Next time they 
searched
“[next time] I would know about peer-reviewed articles and how 
to find them.”
Possible results “1 think I will probably come up with a specific language.”
Strategy/plan “How early should I go back, 10 years probably.
“Where do I begin...”
“I need to do an advance search and only include peer-reviewed 
articles about e-leaming,”
“I know I am going to ERIC.”
“Do I need a new strategy.”
“I think I am going to add to my search here.”
System features “I am going to limit it to jomnal articles.” 
“ I will limit to the past 2000 ”
“I am going to show 25 results per page.”
Results Actual results “1 think I am too specific [looking at results list].”
“ learning processes, learning strategies. ..that’s not the same.” 
“ that’s the one I chose originally .”
“I already clicked...same article.”
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Goals “Let’s see so does this answer the question, learning and leading 
with technology."
“What else do I need?”
Topic “I think I am going to take a look at e-leaming.” 
“The Rrst thing I am thinking about is turkey.”
Word(s) “So eleaming obviously be relevant...distance education might 
tie in. online classes ”





Discouraged “I’m getting discouraged here [while searching].” 
“1 don’t  want to make this mistake a third time.”
Displeased “I don’t want to do that.”
“Its not giving me what I want.”
Frustration “What am I doing there?”
“Boy this is not finding stuff.
“Hopefully I will get my marked article back ” 
“I am getting a little imitated...”
Pleased “1 kind of like this search ”
“O.K. I’m liking this [while executing a search].”
Results Anticipate “Let’s see...”
“Let’s see what that br ings up ” 
“Lets try just for giggles.”
Displeased “I don’t want that. ..”
“No, I ’m not interested in that one .”
“I ’m not really happv with [a specific record]...”
Discouraged “Sigh! Articles are here but you cannot access them.”
Frustration “No! Ah! A Chili’s advertisement. “
Happy “Yea! It is! [peer-reviewed article]
“Ah! Ha! The practice o f...”
“Whoop! Oh! 1 have a whole bunch of these.”
Pleased “I think that’s pretty cool.” 
“How interesting!”
Unsure “I need to ask my professor.. ” 
“I ’m not 100% sure .” 
“Maybe I need to ...”
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